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~ CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TEHMS USED. 
Is New England slipping? Have the Yaru<ees lost their grip? 
ccording to some newspaper articles of nation wide circulation, 
the answer is res . They say New England is on the down grade .1 
They point to the flight of textiles to the "seductive South" , 
of shoes to the Mid-west . New England industry isn't what it 
once was, so New England is fin i shed. Now, take Southern Cali-
fornia, or Texas ••• This is their line of reasoning t 
The inference here is that industrial development, or the 
lack of it , is the key to the economic health and virility of a 
region, and hence New England is weakening. 
It is surely clear that an increase in the level of manufac-
turing, both in volume and efficiency, is necessary if the United 
States is to maintain and improve its standard of living. This 
is especially true of New England, where agriculture and the ex-
tractive industries play secondary roles at best . 2 "Industrial 
growth is vital to the economic health of most cities and towns 
throughout New England. "3 
1 . 11 Ne"'"t En£;land 1 s decline in the national economy has become a 
matter of national concern ••• 11 wrote Ysabel and Robert Rennie 
in the 11ashington Post (Reprinted in the Hartford Courant, 
November 15, 195o.r--
2. See Table I, p. la. 
3. "Community and Industrial Financing", onthly Review, July, 1950. 
I( 
I 
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i TABLE I . 
Some figures comparing ~ New England vTi th the United States 
as a whole . 
.\11 manufacture~ products, value per capita 
Agricultural products, 
" 
II II 
Mineral products, II II II 
Lumber produced (board feet) per capita 
NE 
$W) 
28 
2. 95 
72 
us 
$432 
59 
35 
220 
(These figures , based on the 1940 census , were taken from 
New England ' s Score Card in the National Economy, a leaflet 
1 published by the Uew England Council. ) 
II 
la 
It is true that r-.ew England Manufacturing is not what it 
once was . It is true that textiles and shoes have shovm a ten-
denc,.: to flee the region. But this does not mean that rlew 
England is finished. In fact , after they have recovered from 
the shock, and replaced the shoe and textile plants with diver-
sified industries, some New Englanders have cried "Good riddance" 
after the departed ones . Industrial development is still going 
on in New England, but is following different lines than a cen-
tury ago. 
factory is a tangible object . Yvben a new factory is built, 
or installed, in a New England town, it has a definite, recogniz-
able effect on life in that tmm. But its presence has been made 
possible by numerous intangibles . 
The New England Council, an association unique in type, is 
devoted to "co-operation for re~ional development. 114 It is vi-
tally concerned with the intangibles of industrial development 
as they apply to the New England region as a whole . It is very 
active and vocal in this field. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem. The writer of this study became 
interested in the part public relations (an 11 intan"'ible" ) plays 
in the development and growth of industry in New England. And, 
in how the New England Council employes public relations to fur-
ther industrial development . Perhaps some lessons learned in this 
study may be applicabl e to regional industrial development else-
1\ 
2 
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where in the United States, or, in foreign countries . 
Specifically, it was the purpose of this study (l) to analyze 
public relations problem areas in the New England Council ' s indus-
trial development activities , (2) to ascertain how effectively the 
New England Council is handling these problems , and (3) to obtain 
information which might suggest possible public relations solutions 
to these problems by the New England Council. 
These three specific problems were distilled from a grouo of 
questions whose answers, when found , would seem to be pertinent to 
the general aims of the study: 
1 . What unique industrial advantages are available in New 
England? 
2. .dow well do business leaders in a position to influence 
location of industry under stand these advantages? 
3. ';'fuat has the New England Council already done to influence 
attitudes of business leaders location of industry in New England? 
4. 1vbat are the factors which discourage industrial develop-
ment in New England? How can the New England Council help to cope 
with them? 
5. How can the New England Council best integrate the find-
ings of this study into its current public relations program? 
Impor~ance of the study. Industry expands and flourishes 
only under favorable economic conditions and influences . Some 
economic conditions and influences are the products of nature--
terrain, soil composition, mineral deposits, water resources , 
weather. All these factors , of course , help to shape New En,~land. 
3 
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But, 11many of .i'Jew England 1 s location characteristics are of 
!Jew England's mm making. The SU)ply and character of its labor, 
the relations between manabement and labor, the adequacy and ef-
ficiency of its buildings and machine~, its taxes and other laws 
affecting manufacturing activity, and several other factors are 
rv all of its mm creation. Some of them are now rated as net ad-
vantages; some are net disadvantages . Future healthy growth in 
the region a:)pears to call for ~ changes in attitudes and -
1 . . nL 1)0 J.CJ.es ... "J 
~11 these factors have public relations aspects . Some may 
lie largely, or even entirely, within the realm of ~ublic rela-
tions . Harmonious and cooperative human interactions (-which means 
good public relations) are _)lainly as important as statistical 
(\ 
studies and engineers' reports in determining, and creating, favor-
able "location cho.racteristics'1 for industry. 6 
The study of human relations which affect industrial develop-
ment and the oedia for expression of ideas pertinent to this subject 
v plainly fall within the province of JUblic relations . So, the 
ltriter has directed his res·"'arch to<rard and arrived at concl'lsions 
in this field. 
5. lfllew England l>1anufacturing--Its Future Prospects" , 1·10nthl~r Re-
vi~w , Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, September, 1949. ---
6. 11~iore than 100 years a __ ,o, it •as J.rew Engl.:md ' s oatchless natural 
climate for cot ton manufacturing tha-r, caused cotton mills to 
soring up here, .tr. Fisher said. (Russell '1' . fisher , )ast 
president of the National • ssociation of Cotton :.:anufacturers . ) 
11 '.2oda;_,r, with air conditioning min~.r. · zin;; the advantages of natu-
ral climate , it is man- made ind1strial climate, created from 
laws and .::mblic understanding which will determine the industr, 1 s 
future in New England. 11 AP n~.._ ... '"tory in The Crr.; sV ~. Science 
onitor, October 27 , 1950. 
II . DEFll:ITIONS OF T~Jil.:S . SED 
:'icl' .-trial develop11. "'' • '3y industrial development, the 1n·.i.ter 
means (a) the expansion of existing manufacturing f~cilitie~, 
(b) the migration of industry into the region, and (c) the creation 
V' 
of new industries within the region . The term is int·:mded to cover 
all those activities of interest to the Industrial Develo~ment 
Committee of the New England Council . 
Public relations . {ebster ' s definition of ?Ublic relations 
reads in part : 
"The activities of an industry ••• or other organization in 
N building and maintaining sound and productive relations with 
special publics ••• and with the public at large, so as to adapt 
itself to its enviromnent and interpret itself to societ-r. 11 
'rhe actual workings of public relations are described well 
by Bert Goss: 
1 Public relations should begin with the determination of 
sound policies that conform to the trends of the times . SPcond 
r-1 • • • public relations is the ~rt of cor.ununications , the distribu-
tion of information about these policies in a manner which the 
respect· ve public 11dll underst.J.nd. ll7 
New England. The Hew England region incl·.1des all the terri-
tory of the states of l.aine, New Ham_Jshire, Vermont, LJ.assachusetts , 
Connecticut, and ri.hode Island. 
III. ORG UZ TION OF REhlAIND .... R OF THE THESIS 
Divisions of the thesis . The thesis is divided into four 
parts and seven chapters . Part I , 11 Introduction 11 , contains chapters 
one and two. Part II , 11 ~he l~ew Enr;land Council ", contains chapters 
three and fo'lr, which together com?rise a public relations audit of 
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the New England Council with especial refe1·ence to its industrial 
development activities . Part III, " I aking and Telling a Good Stor "", 
in chapters five and six, ana~yzes public relations aspects of in-
dustrial development problems which the Council faces . Part rv, 
11 Conclusion11 , comprises only chapter seven and contains a swnmary 
and recommendations . 
Illustrations, tables and appendices are placed in appropriate 
positions in the thesis. 
ll 
:-~ 
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CF .. APTER II 
.ffiTHODS OF RESEARCH 
Three research methods were employed in this study. ·rhe first 
method comprised consultations and interviews with members of the 
New England Council staff. The second was analysis and study of 
selected publications containing pertinent information. 'l.'he third 
was a series of personal interviews with persons actively concerned 
with, or having a knowledge of, industrial development in New England. 
I. INTc:~RVIEvfS 'HTI-I NE'N ENGLAND CCUNCIL STAFF 
.Public . Relations Director. 'I'he writer first approached Mr. 
vfallace Dickson, public relations director of the New England 
Council . Mr. Dickson offered to help as much as he could, and 
introduced the ~~ter to other staff officers of the Council . Mr. 
Dickson also contributed some interesting information in several 
interview·s . 
Manager, Industrial Department. This study was undertaken 
with the knowledge and cooperation of Mr. Rqy Hudson, manager of 
the Industrial Department of the Hew England Council. Through 
him the writer received the privilege of attending Industrial 
Development Committee meetings . Mr . Hudson also contributed back-
ground information which helped the writer to get started in his 
research. 
Assistant Public Relations Director. Mr. Melvin D. Peach took 
time from pressing tasks to taD~ to the writer during three inter-
8 
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views, and on other occasions provided some useful printed material. 
u:anager, membership Deoartment . Mr. Charles Kellogg assisted 
the writer by furnishing essential information about the formal and 
informal organization of the Council. He also int roduced the vr.riter 
to other Council members, and pointed out the possibilities of some 
of the material used in this thesis . 
Executive Vice President. Mr. Dudley Harmon, executive vice 
president, clarified for the writer several points concerning Council 
organization. 
II. PUBLISHED HATERIALS 
Clippings . The first printed matter studied by the writer was 
a collection of clippings from '.rhe Christian Science :Monitor. 'l'hese 
were made available by the kindness of Mr. Everett M. Smith, a staff 
writer of the .Monitor, and Miss Blanche Davenport, the .. 1onitor1 s 
librarian. Mr. Smith's almost photographic coverage of the Council's 
~activities enabled the writer to get a thorough orientation at the 
beginning of his research. 
Uonthly Review. For a detailed, yet easily comprehended picture 
of the position and prospect.s of New England manufacturing, the ad-
vantages and weaknesses of New England locations for industry, and 
for other information which only trained economic analysts could 
su_;:)ply, the writer turned to the r,.onthly Review of t he Federal Re-
serve Bank of Boston. 
Council media. The printed media of the New England Council 
were of course used extensively during the study. l'hese were : 
brochures, the monthly Nevi England News Letter, :nem.bership lists , 
and various other lists and reports. 
III . INTEINIEH SERrES 
l!Iuch of the information needed- -especially the attitudes and 
opinions of men qualified to speak about the New England Council and 
industrial development--could not be found in print. Several pos-
sibiJities for surveys were considered. However, since time and money 
were limiting factors , the scope of this study could be expanded too 
far by an extensive survey. 
Panel of interviewees . So the writer decided to select a panel 
of interviewees in Boston. Most of these individuals had the common 
characteristics of being members of the Industrial Development Com-
mittee of the Council. All were qualified to talk about at least one 
phase of the subject. Each of the 15 respondents were assured com-
plete anonymity of reply, and no direct quotations of their remarks 
are contained in the thesis . Each respondent was very cooperative in 
his attitude , and the writer desires to acknowledge their contribution 
with thanks . 
Objectives . The objectives of the series of interviews were : 
(1) to outline public relations problem areas in the l'Jevl England 
Council's industrial development activities , (2) to get some indica-
tion of how effective the New England Council already is in these 
areas , and (J) to obtain information whi ch might sugge~t possible 
procedures to aid in the solution of public relatio.1s problems by 
the Hew England Council. 
9 
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Questionnaire . The questionnaire used contained various types 
of questions, but they were mostl:r the non-directive, open-end type . 
(See Appendix D. ) In constructing the quest ionnaire, the >vriter 
tried to make it a s eries of "inverted pyramids" , that is, to work 
from the broad and general to a specific point. At the same time, 
the questionnaire was designed to bring out hmr the Council is tell-
ing a good story and how the Council is helping and can help l ew 
England to make a good story to tell . 
Not all questions were asked of every respondent . Experience 
showed that an hour of questions and answers was too long. Best 
results were obtained in each interview, the writer thin.l<:s, by 
skipping certain portions of the questionnaire which did not seem 
particularly useful to ask the respondent . Some que , tions were 
later ab.:J.ndoned altogether. The questionnaire was "pre- tested" 
in several preliminary interviews . Information obtained in these 
interviews ·was retained if useful. (This is permissible because 
this was not a survey designed to yield a reuresentative sample of 
opinion. It was designed to J~eld information. ) 
In each case, appointments wer e made with prospective re-
spondent by telephone . 
The number of interviews was limited when it became apparent 
that not much new information could be gained by addi tional inter-
views. 
10 
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THE h!!,;; ..,~TGL ID COG11CI:.. (I 
This study is not an exhausti ve analysis of the NeYr England 
Council . As indi cated previously, it was undertaken with the 
Souncil' s industr · al development activities flrimaril.f in mind. 
Conseque.tlJ , the reader vdll fi~i that many facets of and fac-
tors in the organization have been omitted, or at least treated 
sketchily. 
I ORFHN ID PURPOSE 
Origin. Under the auspices of the six e;ovcrnors of the lew 
Encland states , the Jew England Council was formed in 1925. 
1 It is non-nrofit , non- political, non-partisan~ and subsi-
dized by no government agency or special interest group ••• The 
,,w England Counc"l is committed to no interest but that of Jew 
England ' s pros_,ritr. It has no authority but that of publi c 
o :..nion. It has no po 1er ut that of _en and ideas . 118 
Public Intere-t . Thus , from its incept.!..nn, tho New England 
Co>J.ncil " s d,signed to function in the publ ic interest- -a prirr.e 
pl.blic relations consideration . This urpose is unassailable from 
a public relations :/Oint of vie '1 . 
But how does one interpret public in+erest? nu 1h is to 
decide what the public interest is? I n the v~iter 1 s o inion, such 
problems are not a bit easier for an or~anization like the New 
8. uotation from a brochurP-, The Risin;;, TidP .:..j.!:'ts .11 the Boats , 
p>J.blished by the Uew EnrYlend"C'ouncil, in 1?:-o:-- -- -
11 
., 
i re 2. 
ORGANIZATION OF THE NEW ENGLAND COUNCIL 
I NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE I 
MEMBERSHIP 
I 
0 
DIRECTORS & 
0 I 
STATE CHAIRMEN 
---------------------------------, 
I 
I 
I 11-s~E:C:c"RRF-E TTLAiRR-:yY 1---~~ PRESIDENT TREASURER 
I 
I EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT I SENIOR COUNCIL I 
r-- ------------------------------
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
OFFICE MANAGER 
STAFF I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT 
MANAGER 
STAFF 
COMMITTEES: 
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2.FARM ELECTRIC SERVICE 
COMMITTEES: 
I EXECUTIVE 
2BANKERS 
3 ORGANIZATION 
4 POWER 
I 
INDU STRIAL DEPARTMENT 
MANAGER 
STAFF 
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I. INDUSTRIAL 
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RELATIONS 
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6STEEL 
I 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
DEPARTMENT 
DIRECTOR 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
STAFF 
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ADVISORS 
RECREATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 
MANAGER 
STAFF 
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I ADVERTISING 
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4 STEERING 
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6. WINTER ACTIVITIES 
I 
MEMBERSHIP 
DEPARTMENT 
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NEW ENGLAND 
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I 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
MANAGER 
STAFF 
COMMITTEES: 
I TRANSPORTATION 
2.AVIATION 
NE W ENGLAND CONFERENCE OF 
AGRICULTURAL COMMISS IONERS 
NEW ENGLAND INTERSTATE WATER 
POLLUTION CONTROL COMM ISSION 
L------ NEW ENGLAND CONFERENCE OF FORESTRY OFFICIALS 
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NEW ENGLAND STATE TAX 
OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION 
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Engla~a Counci~ to answer than for a cmQnercial organization. ~he 
reason is that t~e Council Cas will be shnm later) re!Jresents , es-
pecially in the industrial development field, a number of normally 
competitive interests . 9 
:'unction. pparently it w.:::.s the idea of its organizer<" that 
the Council ' s !!lain function should be researc. for the benefit of 
industry in New England.lO "l though, the ·~ew :::ngland Council has 
metamorphosed from its oriGinal form, it rarr.::ly has the O?portunity 
to plan a tangible project 511ch as the in tegrc:ted steel mill project 
for w'faterford, Connecticut . The Council does _::>ersuade , TJoint out , 
prod and publicize, all to the end of region.s.l 9rosperity for New 
England. It is now a public relations organization. Its clients 
and orincipal 11pu.blic 11 (cf. Ch. IV, infra) are the more than nine 
and one quarter million people of the region. The Council -.vants 
to tell a :ood story. But first , it must make sure that it has a 
good story, an ever better story, to tell . This entails a mighty 
public relations operation. 
9. An exa~ple of the risk of offending the CounciJ runs is the 
suggestion, voiced to the writer, that the Council was in-
fluenced b·T, or dnferred to, t.he particular interests of 
certain 1Jower companies in a )ri vate report on the power 
potentialities of the region . Such an allegation, true or 
false, if circulated and believed, would be, to say the least, 
bad 1~ublic relations. The im:tJlication in it is that the 
Council has not. acted in the public interest. 
10. :.fr. Lincoln Filene, of Boston, one of the Council 1 s early back-
~rs , still recommends research and engine ring services for 
small industries as part of any prac~ical plan for develo~ing 
New England. (rhe Boston Sunday Globe, pril 23, 1950) 
II . MUlBERSHIP ND ORGANIZA'l'ION 
The Council derives its .JOI'Vers from t he 11 New England Confer-
ence". 'l'his conference , which meets annuallJ , is composed of 
representatives from all industrial, agricultural and trade or-
eanizations in New England who wish to send delegates . 
J .. embershi;J . The Council obtains its working funds from ?aid 
menbershi.?S •11 There are approximatel;'/ 2400 firm and individual 
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members . The essentially "busines s r.1.an 11 com:->osition of the Council's 
membership is indicated by the title of the ublished membershi p 
list--!: Blue 3ook of Hew England Elusiness . f , number of chambers of 
commerce , regional and trade associations, newspapers and other 
organizations belong. Forty-seven occupational and business classi-
fications are listed in the olue Book. 
Last .rear (19.50) only three labor organizations were members .12 
This may be a public relations weakness of the Council . Two way com-
munication between business leadership and labor certainl;:-r seems es-
sential, and enlarged labor representation in the Council might help 
to bring it about . 
State directors and chairmen. The state directors normally num-
ber ei~hteen for each state. The term of office is three years, lith 
one-third of the directors retiring each year. The directors are 
11. See ap 1lication for Council embership, Appendix B. 
12. Brotherhood of Railway Clerks (Boston) , l!aine Federation of 
Labor, and Massachusetts Federation of Labor. Since this study 
was begun, other labor organizations have joined. 
-.:lo 
I 
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chosen by committees, who are in turn chosen each year by the in-
cumbent state chairmen. 'rhe latter are ex-officio members of the 
respective corrillrlttees. State chairmen for each succeeding year 
are selected by the nominating committees from among the directors 
who are to continue in office the n~xt rear 
Balance of interests . As so far described, the organizational 
structure Nould seem to permit the possibility of very tight con-
trol of the Council by cliques or groups with s0ecial axes to grind. 
But this does not appear to be a characteristic of the New 'England 
Council . . conscious attempt is made to balance the various economic, 
regional and political interests in each state between its two repre-
sentatives on the executive committee . For example, if the Yassa-
chusetts state chairman is from the Boston area, is a Re?ublican and 
is not an in~ustrialist, the number two man of the Massachusetts 
directors will probably be from the western part of the state; 
probably an industrialist and a Democrat. 
This aspect of New England Council organization--its regard 
for representation of many segments of the Hew Englandpublic-is 
obviousl~ on the credit side of the public relations ledger. 
Senior Council . The Senior Council is composed of past presi-
dents of the New England Council. Its chairman is ah1ays the inne-
d.iate past president. This is a kind of "elder statesman 11 group . 
Its most im?ortant function is nomination of the new presilent. 
Officers . The four officers of the New England Council, presi-
dent, executive vice president, secretar; and treasurer, are elected 
14 
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each year . The president is nominated by the Senior Council. He 
is usually renominated after his initial one ~rear term. The execu-
tive vice president is a paid staff man who nevertheless is con-
firmed in office by a yearly vote . 
Functions of the officers are indicated by their titles.lJ 
Departments . The bulk of the Council 's heavy work is done by 
the several departments and their component committees . Six of 
these departments--executive, agricultural, industrial, recreation 
development and transportation--are 11line 11 departments, although the 
executive department does have some 11 s taff 11 functions . 
In each 11line 11 department, with the exception of the executive 
department, the manager also serves as secretary of the various com-
mittees which function within his department . (See Figure 2.) 
The membership and public relations departments both are 11 staff" 
departments . 
Indications of the fields of interest and activity of the de-
partments are contained in the respective departmental and committee 
names . Only the workings of the industrial development committee 
and the public r elations department are of primary importance to this 
stud v. ·rhey will be discussed in Chapter rJ' . 
Regional coooerating grouos . The Hew England Governors' Con-
ference and six other inter-state groups cooperate with the iJew 
England Council . 1hree of these groups have a formal link with the 
13. The incumbent president, Halter H. Vibeeler, Jr., (president of 
Pi~ney-Bowes of Stamford, Connecticut) seems to have assumed 
an active role in Council affairs . 'rhis is apparentl:ir not 
always t~1e of Council presidents. 
Council through the medium of their secretaries, who are staff 
officers of the council. The others are linked to the Council 
onl~ through voluntar; cooperation. 
The Governors' Conference, especially, should be valuable 
to the Council in its government relations . 14 Links with all 
these gro ups are public relations assets to the Council. 
1.6 
14. As the steel mill plans brought out, mere membership in the 
"Governors' Conference" will not impel a politician to 
aquiesce in a Council decision based on economic rather than 
political considerations! 
~~--~========================================~ 
'I 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE NE1 ENGLAND COUNCIL (II) 
'rhe New England Council is, in effect, a public relations or-
ganization. It strives to tell a good story about New England. But, 
more important than the actual telling of the good story, the Council 
tries to help New England make a good story to tell. Insofar as in-
dustrial development is concerned, one might say that the Council is 
engaged in industrial public relations for an entire six-state re-
gion. This appears to be an unique undertaking. 
Like the public relations department of an industrial concern, 
~ or like a public relations consultant, the Council serves in an ad-
visory capacity. To be effective, it must always keep in mind its 
purpose to serve the whole New England region. 
I. THE 11 PUBLIC 11 OF THE NEW E:JGLAND COUNCIL 
l~o are the people of New England whom the Council tries to 
serve, first by trying to help them create and maintain a favorable 
climate for industry, and second, by publicizine the favorable facts 
about this climate? Yihat are their characteristics? 
Population figures . According to the 1950 preliminary census 
counts, New England's population is divided among the six states as 
follows: 
_J= 
------ --- - ---- -
State 
Massachusetts 
Connecticut 
Maine 
Rhode Island 
New Hampshire 
Vermont 
Total 
Population 
4, 664, 284 
1, 995,263 
910, 456 
779, 931 
529, 880 
375, 833 
9, 255, 647 
The following figures , based in the 1940 census , prepared and 
published by the New England Council, are also of interest. They 
pertain to New England only: 
Population, percent living in urban areas 
living in rural areas 
foreign born white 
76% 
24 
18 
38 
II II 
II 
II 
II 
II of total number employed 
Percent of total employment accounted for by : 
Manufacturing 38 
Agriculture 4. 6 
Forestry, fishing , m1~ng 0. 5 
v·lholesale and retail trade l 7 
Construction 4.6 
Transportation, communications , utilities 5. 9 
Finance, s·ervices , etc . 29 
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New England character. Much has been ''.rri tten about the 11Yankee 11 
character. The Council officials oft en refer in speech and print to 
the 11Yankees 11 • Ilew England character seems to be considered, even 
today, as identical with the Yankee character. vYhat characterizes 
the Yankee? One hears that he is extremely modest, thrifty, in-
genious- -and pessimistic about the future of New England' s economy. 
If this is an accurate characterization, then the Council knows what 
psychology it has to work with--and against--in striving to create 
and maintain a favorable industrial climate. 
F 
Yankees . But are all the people of Hew England 1'Yankees 11 ? How 
about the lB>o foreign born? Are they Yankees? The Negroes and the 
II :. people of Portuguese descent- -are they "fankees? And the JevlS , the 
French Canadians of Manchester and ioonsocket and the Boston Irish--
Are they Yankees? They are New Englanders , but do they consider 
thenselves to be Yankees? 'l'he writer cannot answer these questions 
with aut!:writ;-{ . He has heard "Boston Irish" refer to ?rotestant , 
white , native- born, :::nglish- named people as "Yankees" in contrast to 
11 Irish11 • This is one indication, although far from proof, that 
"Yankees" and 11 Irish11 may be mutually exclusive categories . 
If it is true that an important percentage of New England resi-
dents do not consider themselves to be Iankees, should the Council, 
whose purpose it is to serve all the ::Jeople of the region, be repre-
sented as an organization of, bv and for the Ya11Yees? 
The 1business m3.n 11 ou'l)lic . A ca.?sule analysis of the character 
of the New England business man w:.s written in Fortune15 magazine . 
11 long with monetar-y- thrift, Nevf England business practices a 
certain fr-..1 .::;ality in information about i tf' affair "' . Pri vatel:r heJd 
co'npanies are ::erhaps nc. tighter with their fit,"ll.res in lla'3sachusetts 
than in I.:.inneso+ a , but there are a :reat lilany closed corporations in 
dew EnG'land and a"'lc·ng the _9ubliclcr owned some r~ticence seens to 
have survived the great. ..:'u:lerican age of _::1'..1L lic relations . " 
The Council ' s public relations department has taken 1l ~ the 
cudgels a ,ainst this charact eristic attit11de . Yet the attitude 
15. Donovan, Hedly , 11 1iatch The Yankees" , .c.rch, 1950. 
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has not been chanrred. New E1'l._;l<!nd just does not 11-;vhoop and holler" 
like the outhwest or West Coa::.>t. 16 
"'") · tical considf ra vi cr ~ . It is certain that in ;·Jew Ensland 1 s 
political life, the Yankee character is not the only one to be 
reckoned with. It seems doubtful that a governor, elected by a vote 
of "hyphenc.>ted11 citizens of the lower middle class and ·~orking clasc, 
"!lould autonatically render 1.1uch more than lip service to an orgc:.ni-
zation which he thinks is dedicated to the int.ereste of "':an1-ee busi-
ness men. New England business still may be Yankee-controlled. But 
political control of the region started to chan~;e hands in the L1st 
century with the Yankee exodus to the west and simultaneous Irish 
'nfl 17 ~. ux. 
Exclusion of poli ticall:r influential segments of the po•mlation 
from ')artici,;ation in the Council's activities would be a public re-
lations blind spot . 
16. ItiS""'related that shortly after he arrived in ::Jallas , the 
!_)resident of Ch.1nce-Vou3ht was invited to speak at the uall:\s 
Chamber of Conmerce . His s·1bject was picked for him: 11 ."hy I 
like Dallas ~" .fter a creditable 1e~formance, the speaker 
was cheered loudly :md officially nicknamed 11Tex11 • In Ifew 
:nglund, it is presumed that there is no need to broadc1st 
t~1e "livability" of the region to outsiders . Only scattered 
efforts seem to have been made in this direction. 
17. Op osition to the Council ' s steel mill in Connecticut developed 
because of _)Olitical factors (among others). Republican (hence, 
largely ttYankee 11 ) politicians feared a migration of Democratic-
voting steel workers who ·would throw the state permanently into 
the Democratic col~~. 
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II. THE ?UBLIC RELATIOIJS DEPA.:.1Ti:::H':'. 
Objectives . Objectives of the Council's public relations de-
partment were set forth in the department's 19~0 report ~s foll~s: 
"1. To increase the New Englander ' s understa.ndi:ng of the re-
gion's economic 1 facts of life' and his appreciation of its orogress, 
pro')lems, and o:Jportuni ties . 
11 2. To create a more favorable attitude tmvard economic Ne l 
England in the minds of those outside the region . 
11 3. ·ro aid in the further develo?ment of the Council as a valu-
able instrument for the six states, and to increase public knowledge 
and appreciation of the Council 1 s work as a orime mover for J.Jew Eng-
land' s economic progress. 11 
This re;Jort goes on to state that the public relations depart-
ment is a service bureau for the other departments and their commit-
tres . It functions as a 11mart;:eter of ideas" . 
qpcr3tions . A list of the department ' s operations during 1950 
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reveals that it~ activities fall mainly vdthin the field of comQunica-
tions , largely mass ~edia . nowever, the value of personal con~acts 
is apparently not overlooked in this department . From the nature of 
its operati~..;ns, it could more accurately be called a publicity denart-
ment . •rhe Council as a whole is performing a oublic relations func-
tion. The department under consideration here is more occupied vdth 
"telling the good story" than vd th "making a !iOOd story to tell 11 • 
Technical know-how in public conununications is nece~sarJ, but is 
neither the sum nor entire substance of public relations . 
Staff. In addition to the director and assistant director, the 
staff of the public rela~ions department consists of a business man-
ager and assistant for the News Letter, one specialist in recreation 
publicit", librarian and a secretary. 
ll 
l 
1 
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During 1950, the public relations department had one man who spe-
cialized in industrial matters , but this arrangAr.:tent was discontinued. 
Despite the small staff, the department seems able to issue 
reams of press releases and numerous publications . "Served on a 
silver platter--and by the bale ~" is the way one reporter describes 
the "mass of material, the advance copies of speeches, sUIIJmaries of 
addresses and bi ographical data", which are available at quarterly 
and annual Council meetings . 
~ False conceptions . The contribution of the public relations 
department to industrial development in the region is in disspelling 
some of the false conceptions which people have, both in and outside 
of new England. There is evidence that the Council ' s attempts to 
correct misconceptions have succeeded more inside the region than 
outside . As one informant told the writer, news and periodical 
1vriters outside New England are pr one to fall upon one or two inci-
den":,s and blow them up into a "trend", yes, even into sure signs o:f 
Hew Engl and' s "withering" ~ New England has been the victim o:f some 
"rough" publicity. The 11 New England is slipping" idea is a hard one 
to combat, especially from a distance. 
Problem 11 cobwebs 11 • But there are some real 11 cobwebs 11 which, 
:figuratively speaking, must be swept away from the vdndow before the 
outlook for industrial development in New England is completely 
clear . If and when a clean sweep has been made of the :Jroblem "cob-
webs" , publicity and mass communications can trumpet the accom::>lish-
ment abroad. But, meanwhile , publicity cannot (and there is no 
indication that it is being tried) cover up or disguise the factors 
which are detrimental to industrial develo~ment . 
Evidence that the Council is aware of this point is contained 
in the summarJ of the meeting of the industrial development commit-
tee on January 17, 1950: 
11:i.Jlr . Harmon (executive vice president) reviewed the action of 
the Council ' s executive committee in regard to industrial ••• develop-
ment advertising, and its conclusion that 11more than white space is 
needed to offset the bad press New England had in 1949'. He believes 
New England should ••• 
"1. Improve the situation b~r 
a) . building more new industrial structures, and 
b) . study-ing and publishing the facts as t,o transportation 
and fJel costs ••• " 
III. T:IE IUDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMEHT COH!.:ITTEE 
This comrilttee, one of several in the industrial department of 
the Council, comes to grips with the problems of industrial develop-
ment . Perhaps "comes to grips " is not an appropriate phrase, because 
the commi~tee does not take concrete steps to solve J roblems . 
llembership . About sixty men are ordinarily members of the com-
mittee . llember~ are appointed by the Council, with the object in mind 
of representing the diverse economic interests of the region. 1'he 
only fixed numbers in the committee membership are: a) Two members 
from each state development commission--the director and industrial 
agent; 2) two chamber of commerce members from each state, from 
cities which have industrial bureaus in their chambers; 3) repre-
senta~ion of the nrincipal power companies (12 members) and railroads 
( fo"r members). 
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The r0mainder of the membership is fi led out by representatives 
of area organizations, banks , manufacturers , miscellaneous business 
and other organizations e 
r'embership of the 1951 committee is divided between the states 
as follows : 
Maine 8 
New Hamphire 10 
Vermont 5 
Uassachusetts 22 
Rhode Icland 9 
Connecticut 5 
Totc.l ~ 
Except for the omission of one important segment of the public , 
the membership of the committee is sound from a public relations 
point of view. It has nicely bal anced the various economic and re-
gional interests in the industrial development field . The committee 
i'lould be strengthened with the addition of at least one representative 
of organized labor. 
Massachusetts representation is not top-heavy when one considers 
population figures (Cf. Ch. I supra.) 
~eetings . Committee meetings are held once eve~r quarter in 
Boston. bout thirty members usually attend. The group firet 
as~embles for lunch in a hotel and then listens to gu~st speakers , 
discussions of pertinent to;ics , and/or capsule reports by :members . 
Some committee r1embers feel that this is all the Council can do--
discuss , end try to stimulate. Some feel that more participation 
by t~e members in committee talks and discussion might be helpful • 
• Ul those members interviewed by the writer appreciatP the exchanges 
of ideas and infonnation Tihich occur at the meetings . 
I 
ll 
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ccording to the 1vriter 1 s limited observations, the~P committee 
mAetings have the not unusual fault of starting latP . The result is 
that cttention lags toward the end of the meeting, and members who 
must return to their homes outside of the Boston ar a start to lea:rn 
before the meeting is over. This is a common characteristic of 
large comr.1ittee luncheon meeting::: everywhere, and a workable remedy 
..,wuld no doubt be welcomed by chairmen and organizers all over the 
country. 
Regional thinking. To encouraa-e regional thinking about IJew 
Ensland 1 s economic problems is a ~oal of the manacer of the indus-
trial department of the Council. 'I'his is an objective quite in 
accord ·:ith the public in-'jcrest, but it is difficult of attainmen':. 
bccaus'"' of the number of private, local and limited interef't.s . s 
he talked to vc.r:=_cus individuals during the series of interviews , the 
W!'i ter not1 ced that a chambP.r of com..-·ne.rce man nas i ""Clined to see 
ever J-thin.::; in terms of his own cor.urruni t~r , a state development com-
mission man talks in terms of his state alone, and a railroad ra~n, 
. ' 
natur~lly enough, is interested largelv in the .area served by h's 
roc.od. 
Regional cooperation in recreation and the tourist trade is 
fairly ec s:;· .o obtain. host tourists from outside the region do 
not limit themselves to visitinb or travelling through just one 
stat • ut the goal o_ industrial develo:;)!rrent work is a f~cto J • 
Lnd this factory must be located in one community, in one area, on 
one railroad and in one state . It v:i.ll :Je served by one _~ower com-
--====--=-""iF-,--------~------=~-~-
parv and one ::;;:;.s cor!I)t:mv-. Other cor.ununi tie~ , aroas , states, and 
utilitieG may not derive l~uch computable benefit from the factc~' • 
The rebicnal benefits of the establishment of a nev factorj in one 
small corrrnunity are intangible and rather hard to sell. 
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Despit~ this fact , the industrial development committee assembles 
aro~nd one table not only rival railroads and utilities, but repre-
sentati vcs of different areas and sto.tes . The Council W<tnts to weld 
together the various developnent a2'encies to -vrork for the region .:1~ 
a Ylhole . Becaus<=> of.political and com!}etitive considerations , the 
committee could easi1j fall a~art . The Council ' s high purpose and 
p~rsuasi ve lJowers provide the neceE sar-J coh,..,si ve element. 
27 
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CHA TZR V 
11 TELL GOOD STORY" 
One assun:f)tion made at the beginning of this stud: '.l .s that Hen 
England does possess a potential for industrial development, but that 
this potential has been inadequately understood and ~ublicized, both 
inside and outside the region. Another basic assumption might well 
have been that misconceptions of Nen Eneland1 s econoillic coniitions 
are Ylidel~T publicizedl 
Bad oress . The bad )ress which the region suffers from time to 
tir:1e can prf'judice the migration of industry into Hew England. It 
also can affect nlants alrsady estaolis'1ed in the region. One i!f-
formant told the writer that unfavorable articles have occasioned 
dif:icul t ,· to oanagers of New England branches of nation-'Nide busi-
ncsses whose home offices have swallowed wl}ole the contents of 
derogato:r"J articles about New England ' s present situation and future 
~respects . 
'l'he New England Council replies vigorousl:· to these dero ~a. tory 
renarks abollt. the region whenever possible . For ar:nnunition, the 
Council can draw on expert economic analysts and research men from 
the Federal Reserve Bank in Boston. There is no question but that 
the Council and its friends can outpoint most of New England's adverse 
press critics in debate . But the trouble is , as ::nost readers of news-
p3.pers 2.nd ma;azines will recognil'.e , a rP.buttal seldom has the s.::>Jlle 
i~pact as the original charge . A columnist ' s views may be headlined, 
~ -- or a magazine article featured . reply will _1rob.:tbly have only a --- -=:=.---
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ten point boldface caption at the very best, and will be sandwiched 
in with other "letters to the edi torn . 
Publicity task. Thus , the Council has in itE publicit'" work a 
tvrofold task : (1) to spread the truth before misconceptions appear 
in print; and (2) to refute specifically any unfavorable items which 
do appear . Affirmation is psychologically more pow~rful than me~e 
denial . As its main publicity effort, the Counci1 h~s the job of 
"telling the good story". 
v I . NEW' ENGLAND 1 S LOCATION !illV ANT AGES 
"Advantages of a New England Locati on for Industr:·" could be the 
suoject of a lengthy study in itself. No attempt has been made by 
this writer to deal with it thoroughly. However, in order to under-
stand the public relations aspects of the New England Council ' s in-
dustrial development activities , one must understand some of the 
favorable factors ·with which the Council has to deal . fuat , briefl~r , 
is the raw material which the Council can use in its "good stor-.1 11? 
No unique advantages . One specific problem considered at the 
beginning of the writer ' s research was : What unique industrial ad-
vantages are availaole in New England? It is doubtful if the region 
does possess any unique advantages, natural or man made , for industrJ 
generally . l8 But it does nossess advantaee . 
Labor . Labor-management relations in New England seem to be 
bAtter than the national averagP. . Labor unions in New England are 
13 . "Economically, NevT ~ngland offers the rest of the country nothing 
but its skill s . " Donovan, ££•cit . 
old, and conversatism comes ·with ar;e. Management and labor in Ne-rt 
England have had a long time to get used to the idea of living to-
gether. 'l'he picture is not all sweetness and light, but on the 
whole, Hew England has a good labor record.l9 
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Other good points about labor in New England have been the char-
acter and adequacy of the labor supply. As to the possibility of this 
supply being drained off because of war conditions, the writer has 
found several opinions . One opinion is that the demands of man-
power hungry plants producing war materials in other parts of the 
countr y may cause I{ew England' s skilled labor to flow to them in 
considerable quantities . Others think that , even if this is true, 
a certain percentage of worker s will return, or, that labor needs of 
war industry outside the region do not pose a threat to New England. 
The Council could do well to arm itself with facts and fieures on 
this matter of labor emigration. If there is no serious drain of 
labor, prospective industrial migrants to New England can be reassured. 
~ Research facilities . Other regions have research facilities, 
but not in the profusion New England has . According to Fortune20 
magazine, Professor James R. Killian, Jr., of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, thinks : 
'"Research Row', on the north bank of the Charles, is 'probably 
the greatest concentration of scientific, engineering and research 
19 . One point of friction is the willing~ess of the textile union 
to accept a larger work load in the 0 outh than it 1till in New 
England . 1his has been an important factor in the removal of 
textile plants to the South. Is the general public aw3re of 
this? 
20. Donovan, £E• cit. 
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talent in the world'. liith only six percent of the United States' 
population, New England has more than fifteen percent of its research. 
lc:boratories 11 • 
The article also states: 
IIPerhaps the most invigorating thing in the aew England econor:ry 
is the sharp expansion of industrial activities directly dependent 
upon advanced research. There is a cluster of firms about Boston for 
whom a l1assachusetts location means direct access to the ' major raw 
material of the business-- technical brains 111 . 21 
~ Ocean side location. This is an advantage enjoyed by not quite 
half the stat~;;·s of the union. 1 ive of the six liew England states 
border· on the sea. For some industries , a waterside location is an 
ir.roortant advantage . ('I'his factor figured in the proposed integrated 
steel mill plans . Labrador ore 1·ras to have been unloaded directly at 
the .iaterford, Connecttcut, site. ) These are largely industries which 
import raw materials from abroad or export finished products by ocean 
freight . 
1 n example of a NeVi England industry which profits by the region's 
accessibility to ocean transport and nearness to foreign ports is the 
plastics industr:: . 
w" Economic maturity. Hew England' s undisputed economic maturity 
may be considered by some as a detriment . But, in the words of Hedley 
22 Donovan: 
"In astonishint; numbers, llew En:;land 1 s business nen ::tre arsuin~; I 
that the pal]able liabilities (disadvantages of a -ew Englan~ loca-
tion) can be offset by assets no accountant would care to c~oitalize I 
at, more than . .,1. The New England pro~osi tion is that economic ma-
turit-r--not absolute , of course , but relative to the United States 
as a v;hole , carries with it more advant':lges than ailments . Often the 
21. ibid. 
22. ibid. 
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ar~xments in su-port of this proposition slither off into maddening 
abstractions; 1 the tone of our labor relat.ions, the at:nosohe.'e of 
this town'. But the capacity to look abstractions in the fac~ is 
one of the assets of !lew En"'land business 1anagement . I' e.,..e is n-
usual o enmindedness amor:g New En~:;land business me>n, e.nd a decided 
inclinaT.ion tmw,rds experiment • •• It can be sePn in thP tectniques 
of venture finance , in the relations of management and labor, in 
the relations of industr,:· with the local conununity ••• 11 
Th s solid ualit.ies go hc.nd-in- he.nd ·with New En.;land1 s economic 
maturity . They may be intangible, but proper use of them czn produce 
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tangible resultr . They are a real tool for the Ne~ England Council o 
Y:ork Yri th. 
This )Oint was mentioned at the end of the 
foregoing quotation. 11 New England is a good place to live and work 1 
is the opinion of most of those .'lho.:n T.he writer interviewed in the 
course of his research. 
In publicizine New England' s wealth of recreational and educational 
J 
facilities , the Council is , in a general way, helping to spread the i~ 
11ression that the region is a good pJa ce to live . Managements are be-
coming increasingly aware of the desirability of ,c:::ood li vL1g conditions 
for their workers . The corollary betv1een a happy life outside the fac-
tory and V!Orking efficiency is demonstrabl e . 
This angle--good living' condi tio:1s--was used vri th resounding sue-
cess b'r the Nashua-New Hampshire Foundation when it vras trd.n::; to fill 
industrial spc>.ce vacated by the defB rtin; Textron mills . Its r!lOst s ..lC-
C~"ssful I'ledi,lm Wc..S not advertising but a sE>ries of thr:-e letters each 
to :?residents of manu!'acturin:; concerns which would be sui t!lble for 
•ashua . :Zach letter, cleverly vrorded, stressed the delibhts of life 
in a nodern, small cit.,r . The camraign accomplished its ~urpose in 
Th_re are some 1lew En~land communities which do not wclco!!l indus-
t.ry ( cf . Chapter VI, infra. ) . But they ap1Jear to be in the 11linr 1'"' t:r• 
Until uch :Oime as these communit; attitu es may chan~~ , th~ Council 
mic;ht nerform the funct.ion of 211idinr; the managements of proc:pective 
new plants to more receptive localities. 
Selling 'Joints. The advc:.ntages which have been listed corst.::...t.lte 
f'ome gener::l selling points which the Council can use in telling its 
11 good story" . 
II . DVANTAGE RATIOS OF NE"I'lf 'S fGLAND LOCATIONS 
More specific selling points can be garnered from a survey under-
taken by the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston in cooperation with the 
Council and nine manufacturer 1 s associations . n interesting appraisal 
of their New Englz.nd locations by 663 manufacturers was contained i 
the report of this survey. Part of the findings , tabulated by indus-
tries , are re)roduced in Table II on the following page •. 
, dvanta12es retios . The 11 advantare ratios" (number o:: advantages 
cited by firms in a given industry divided by the number of disadvan-
t~r;es) of the durable goods industries are higher on the average than 
those o non-durable goods . Not shown in the table , but also pub-
lished in the survey report, is the fact that manufacturers located 
in Con."'lect.icut have a higher advantac; ration (3 . 1) than those lo-
cated in the five other states . 
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Basic facts . The information contained in this survey givPs the 
Council more basic facts to work with in encouraging industrial develop-
mont. . etal-working industries and chemicals , for instance , are better 
Table II 
HOW 663 NEW ENGLAND MANUF~CTURERS APPRAISE THEIR LOCATIONS, BY INDUSTRIES I Average Number of Items Listed as 
ALL INDUSTRIES 
DURABLES 
Industry 
Instruments and Clocks ................. . 
Furniture' ......•...................... 
Fabricated Meta Is .................... . 
Machinery (nonelectrical) ...... . ........ . 
Lumber ... . ........ .... ...•.... ..... . 
Stone, Clay, and Glass ................• 
Electr ical Machinery .. . ................ . 
Primary Metals . ... ..... ... . ..... ..... . 
Transportat ion Equipment ...............• 
NONDURABLES 
Food ......... ....... . .. .... ·· .. ····· 
Chemicals ................ ........ . .. . 
Miscellaneous .. . ..................... . 
Paper .............................. . 
Printing and Publ ish ing .. ............... . 
Leather and Products . ................. . 
Textiles .......................... ···· 
Apparel. ......... . .................. . 
Rubber ............................. . 
Advantage 
Ratio * 
2.0 
2.2 
3. 1 
2.9 
2.5 
2.2 
2.2 
1.8 
1.7 
1.7 
1.3 
1.7 
2.6 
2.3 
2.3 
2. 1 
2.0 
1.5 
1.3 
1.2 
1.1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
Important 
Advantages 
5.9 
6.3 
6.7 
7 .6 
6.3 
6.0 
8.3 
6.0 
5.6 
5. 1 
5.6 
5.4 
6.8 
5.5 
6.2 
5.7 
4.9 
5.0 
5.4 
2.7 
4.6 
* Number of advantages cited by firms in the industry divided by number of disadvantages. 
Note : Detail may not add to 21.0 because of rounding. 
Important Of Little 
Disadvantages Importance 
3.0 10.0 
• 
2.8 10.0 
2.2 10.7 
2.6 8.8 
2.5 10.2 
2.7 10.9 
3 .8 7.8 
3.4 8.7 
3.2 10.3 
3. 1 10.5 
4.4 10.7 
3.2 10.0 
2.7 9.7 
2.5 12.2 
2.7 10.8 
2.8 9.7 
2.4 I 9.5 
3 .3 I 9.6 
4.3 I 9.7 
I 
2.4 I 10.9 4.3 I 9.8 
I 
I 
No 
Answer 
2.0 
1.8 
1.4 
2.0 
2.0 
1.4 
1. 1 
2.9 
1.9 
2.3 
0.3 
2.3 
1.8 
0.8 
1.3 
2.8 
4.2 
3.1 
1.7 
5.0 
2.3 
) 
~ 
- ~ 
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suicP. !'or Uew nglan than rubber or transport1.t;i.on e ui:-::n.Ant. . 'I' ..... ..~..~ 
.!" A;entc a ,ossibili ty for 11. ' 1- • :1~ shot' appro ch +o ::.. special ~ublic 
--b 1siness lcade!'s in sui table b.dL stries who can infL:e:J.c<::; the loca-
:.io. of plc.n ts . 
IL. . HU.t TI ~ JE,J rrr,L JID COJ:JCIL H. '3 TOLD THE STORY 
How well do business leaders in :1 _,osition to infl'lence the loca-
tion of industry in New En£land understand the advantages o:: a Her: 
En;land location? .. ~at has the New England Council already done to 
influence 3.ttitudes of business leader2 towards location of industrJ 
in Hew England·! These two questions were posed by the wri t.Pr at the 
be"'inn..:.n; o.: his research . 
Knowled:::e of New England. It is apparent, as the results o.f 
t'!te ='"dcral rt"lserve :3an.r survey showed, that business manat;ement in 
Jew England is uite aHc..re of the e.dvant::~es and disadvantages of 
their rcs::Jecti ve locations . 'l'his beinG the c::..se, the fir~t question 
i r • ec..nin£;f1ll onl~f L applied to mana.;"'r.:ent outside the region. 
'rhe consensus among those inte:::-viewed by the w:~i ter w:.s that 
precise knowledge of llew England conditions in busine .... s , :overre.ent 
and .?rofessional circles ot...tside the region is rare . A surve·r to 
ascertain the exact level of knowledge of Ncvl ngland conditions 
amon; business leaders outside the r'-"gion, vTho manage co.·1panies 
si>llilar to those vrith high advantage ratios in New Ent:;land, would 
be .:;. worthwhile ,Jroject . 
tr~.:mkees 1Jnlimited11 • In 1950, the Council undertook an industrial 
publicity progr2.ID vdth the ,.)roject nam8 uvanl:ees 1Jnlimited11 • This 
pro:ram was really an e:-rtension of its exi:::tin:::; opcrati ns . It •ns 
di.rected by a member of the )ublic rs:lations departT'lent -..vh.o SDecial-
ized in industrial matters . 
Objectives . Objectives of the Jrogrc~ were: 
n·ro further the economic progress of Hew ngland, by creating a 
more favora~le attitude to"vard industrial 'Jew England in the minds of 
those outside the region, by stimulating a pride in the development 
rv and econor:ri.c progress of New England among tho3e within the region, 
which •vill result in providing help for the gror~h of ~resent busi-
ness located in Ne; England, and in E'JY'Omoting New England as a loce.-
tion for the principal base of manufacturing operations for com-
panies , or for their branch plants, or for the location of new 
manufacturing enterprise"" . " 
The press release· were 11 good news" storj os about Hew En:;land 
business , industrial growth and new products . ...\ eeries of stories 
?.bout the grov~h of specific industrial fields in Nevi EnglG.nd during 
the last 25 years was tied in with the Council ' s twenti-fifth anni-
vers3.cy . There was an overlapping series of radio programs in coop-
eration with the Lowell Institude, each program comprising a panel 
discu~sion of one particular industry. 
n.eturns . s it turned out , the tryankees Unlinited11 project Tras 
directly- mainl;• towards the New England public at large. Copies of 
all releases went to the Associated Press , United 1>ress, and Inter-
national News Service , but proportionately smal l returns were ob-
tained from outside New England, and practically none from outside 
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states other than New York. pparentl y the Council does not see much 
point in seeking publicity for New England' s industrial advantages 
outside of the northeast, middle Atlantic region and parts of the 
middle west . 
II 
-+ 3S --====---
In the last quarter of 19 50, the Council slackened its efforts 
in this :)rogram because of the changes in conditions brought about 
b,f the Korean war . 
The :Jew En;land News Letter is one medium used by the Council 
which still stimulates some inquiry about industrial opportunities . 
Advertis i ng . lthough it sponsors recreational advertising, the 
Council does not sponsor industrial development advertising. This is 
left up to the state development commissions , utilities , railroads , 
and comnunjties . In other words , there is no integrated program of 
industrial development advertising for New England. 
The lack of an advertising budget for industrial development mqy 
not be a serious handicap to the Council. dvertising which bids 
managements cone to NeYr England, or to a particular area, seem to 
have only a liEuted value in educating the business public to the 
possibilities of New England locations . 
The L.ontr.~y Review23 states the case well: 
11t:ost comrmnities have discovered that old fashioned booster 
salesmanship is n~t enough to attract new manufacturers from other 
areas . Companies seeking locations for branch plants or new enter-
prises generally examine care.full~.- the characteristics or proposed 
tovms that would affect their competitive strength. rhe~r usually 
select a r'inal location on logical grounds rather than on the weight 
of publicity. " 
The best industrial development publicity and advertising is 
what which stresses :the logical grounds for a particular industry 
or industrie to locate iD a particular area, and is directed at a 
special public--the managements concerned. Not mass media, but the 
23. 11 Community Industrial-Financin;; _lans ", July, 1950. 
I 
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individ•lal a'1proach, seems in the long run to be the most effective . 24 
Of course, this presupposes something outstanding or worthvrh.ile t o 
of fer . 
24. This was proved in the Nashua, New Ham':>shire case . 1 modest 
campaign directPd at specific managements filled all space 
evacuated by Textron in only eleven months . 
' I 
r 
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rV 11 ~ A GOO:;) STORY TO TELL" 
The Council, as a public relations organization, is concerned 
with helpir.g Hew England make it possible to tell a good story aoout 
the industrial climate of the region. That means weaknesses have to 
be identified and ways to overcome them worked out. 'rhe fewer draw-
backs to a New England location for industry, the better the story to 
be told. New England cannot rest on its oars , merel: contemplating 
the few strong points mentioned in the preceding chapter . If it does, 
the region will be swept downstrear:J. . The New Ensland Council, insofar 
as it promotes the solution of the region's stock problems, helps to 
create the man-made climate necE>ssary for industrial groTrth. 
~inat are the factors which discourage industrial development in 
NevT England? How can the Council help to cope with them? 
Disadvantages vary. New England ' s industrial disadvantages seem 
to vary from state to state. A major drawback in one state is not 
necessarily of the same importance in another . There are local draw-
backs to industrial development which may not characterize any par-
ticular state. This complicates the task of the New England Council, 
and poses a big public relations problem. The Council is a regional 
organization, supported by funds from six states . How far can it go 
I 
in pin-pointi ng its acti vi tes? For instance, could the Council proper 1 .. ? 
marshal support in the Massachusetts legislature f or a specific piece 
of lt'!gislation? 
-------
I . Ul AVOP..ABLE ATTl:TUD:~ · ND HBED FOR EDUCATION ../ 
Community attitudes, rather than an economic point of balance , 
often determine whether or not an industrial plant may mc.ve, or ex-
pand, into a given community. Several illustrative instances have 
cone to the wri ter 1 s attention. One w2.s the case of .Worcester's 
(Uass . ) cole shoulder to the General Motors assembly plant, now lo-
cated at Framingham (Mass . ) . Another was the integrated steel mill 
project , sponsored b:T the Council itself, slated for .laterford 
(Conn. ) . 25 A third incident was the re~mlse of the National Biscuit 
. Co pany ' s overtures to the town of Belmont (Mass . ) to obtair a site 
for a new bakery. 
The latter case is interesting as an illustration of vrhat com-
~un~ty relat~ons Jroblems may confront an or0anizati~n even before 
its 1')lant can be b uilt. It shows the need for educating t he public 
in the value of decentralized industry, and also illustrates the 
n~ ed for the education of business management in public relations 
and s ugf"ests a possible field of activity for the New England 
Council . 
Zonir.g laws . Belmont is a residential suburb of Boston. Its 
zoning laws are intended to k:eeo Belmont a "town of homes" . There 
are certain sites wher e "general business" may be located, but 
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25. As •"-r . ,/allace Dickson, public relations director of the Council, 
~ointed out , a case history of the ?Ublic relations aspects of 
this nroject would fill a book . For thi s reason, and also be-
cau~e the steel mill is an atypical ? reject of the Council, no 
attempt was nade in this stud~r to treat it as an example . How-
ever , t~e _Jublic relations aspec t s of this ·1roject are illus-
trative of many common problems in the industrial public re-
l a tio:ls field. 
==-==~~~==================================================~~======= 
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these are closelJ restricted. l ost of t.he town is reserved for d 1ell-
Zonint; restrictions in a comrrn.mi ty should be one of the firsi~ 
thin"-'s to be investigated by those who wish to brine in an industrial 
plant. The nature of zoning restricti ons may give some clue as to 
what kind of community relations problems r.1ay be encountered there . 
Presumabl.J , the Hation Biscuit Company ' s managenent and its all~~, 
t e Boston and hlaine Rai road , actin~ through its industrial depart-
!'lent, mre aw-:lre of Belmont ' s zoning laws from the fir'"'"t , and kne. 
that ':.he trach:;ide plot desired for a lant site Tras zo. ed for resi-
dential or general business construction. 
/ ublic interest . · .as it in the ublic interest fo_ ~Iabisco a::.1d 
t 10 BP.:1 to seek mcdif~cation of tJ1c zoning la\7S :::-o .... :::- to f! ·mit col'1 -
struction of a modern 1)aker,:r n"' r the ra:.lroad tro.c~~s? '.1. he ?!'O_)osed 
site ·would be <:ood for business . But Ymuld :_:, be in the !:JUblic in-
terest? This question is basic to the .._Jublic relations i·1volved. 
Nabisco anagcment tho·1ght t'1at t 11e lant would not. be bad for 
the coliliilunit • l'hc _Jlant wo'.lld -emit no offensive fumes nor cdors . 
In fact , clranline s is essential -:.o baker.r operations . ':..he bu 'ldinu 
would not be an eyP.- sore . Its design had been used in two ot-her 
.Jere available to show how :.t TOuld lcol.{ . 
F rthennor"' , the compan~r planned to landsc'-.pe the roJ.ndc: so that 
the lrnt :ould be partiall.,t ~crP.ened from the nr:-are:::t re"idenc"s . 
:?osi ti ve advantage'"'" , -:Jroponent"' of the [lant claimP~_, .. ore t·wc-
~oln . Ta::u: s Daid b-, the com. en'' otou d ermit a ,J . OO reduction in 
lso, thf"l l:.n:. -.--ith i-':;"' lcmdscaped grounds uould 
uo 
constitute a b· ffer against a~- " ~h· l "'c:. " • ,_ : ~ + _ _ .1 '": 'Jri C. '"' :1 
.vhic:1 adjoins Belmont . ( ctually, part oi' che plant would e>xtend 
over the ,amori.dge l:i ne . ) Thir: was advanced <::.s a _oint :?nrticularl:,' 
in the interest, cf t!'1e _9eopl"' living clo'" -t to the "i-!:.e. 
Nat'lral allies . ·rhus f- r , the pro ject seemed to be on firm 
ground::;, as regards public interP"'t . But it seer.ted unlikely that 
the National Busi::.1css Compan:r could accomplish its goal una..:.ded . 
It ;:;ot hcl ') from several nat~lral allie~ . The first ' as the Be. ton 
::.nd aine Hai, road, 'Jy v:hose rizht of wa.' t'le ~lant 'auld be ~uil t • 
• D"·H offici -1 represented J.labi co at rreetin:;s ::nd hoarin,:::"' in 
lP.l!Tion-'--. 'l'h~s centlem.an co. "S fron a family well ::nown in Jelmont, 
and so was ')Prsona grata, ;"lhereas an outsider might not have been. 
:.ab..:.sco VT~lS also represrn ;ed by a cnp.:~.ble a-':.torne2r (retained b--,1 the 
con.?anY) v;ho 111· s e.l:::;o favorably known in the to':m. 
Other allies were a rn.ajority of the to~·;n' s selectmen and member 
o the zoning board. These peo le seemed to be interested in the 
fina.'1cial benefits 'rhich the 1l:mt vrm. ld bring to Selrncnt . It is 
hard to see !ww Nabisco could have hoped to succeed ·without the 
su.J_ art of elements of the town government . But this sux ort was 
not enough to win the day. '~'ov n officials are necessar;,r alli"' ", })ut 
?/ 
as 1'l"abisco discovernd, they must 'oe handled with great care . --' 
certain amount. of newspaper su· port (in local weeklies) v;.s.s 
also given to the biscuit company. 
2E-. lhb:.sco was accused of off"rinz 11 ... ree 2.ir,.•lo.ne trips" to town 
o ... f::..c.i.als , with the inference that this "<:.S briber:"• 'l'he co"1-
:J!lany1s urposc was to show officials its .'oJ.ston :;lant, so 
thf' 1 o 1ld knoH just hmr the 3elmont lant vvould look . The 
offe-r vs C..:lCl jned. 
'Jhile merchants m y ordinarily be counted upon to s ~port new 
factories in c. c mnunity, it is unliKel" that they would have made 
strong allies in this c.;.se . The renson is t at most of the workers 
:n the plant would probably have continued to live in their present 
homes . The new site would not have been verJ far ::'rom Nabisco 1 s out-
:noded plant in CambridgP, ~;here the workers ·ere still employed. 
But, when a plant is to be transferred from a great distance, 
merchants can usually be relied u·on to express interest in the in-
creased trade which plant employees bring. Their suDport for a nPw 
.factor<J project wonld )robabl~/ find expression through the Chamber 
of Commerc~ . 
Predictc.ble opposition. Perha;1s a great deal of tim~ and money 
cou-d have been saved in BPlmont if some attempt had been made by 
Tabicco to identify segments of the p~blic froL. which vociferous 09-
positi__.n might arise. It seems to the writer that a competent public 
relations consultant could have deduced the facts that s~rong OJposi-
tion might come from those whose homes are nearest the pro_?osed site. 
It happens that this district in ~elmont contains an active orvaniza-
tion of home onners . Its members , in all sinceritv, ~truck the pose 
of men fie;hting for their homes a"'i;ii.nst the encroachment of a menace . 
People who believe that they are fighting for their homes are hard to 
beat in erica. Once this attitude is ~ssumed by a segment of the 
public , the public relations of the company involved are in a ore-
cqr'ous st:~te. American opinion usually favors the underdou, the 
11li ttle fAlloVv" against the big. 
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f'::t')-!.sco an 1asiz d t ro•,_,h · t~ r. r -,...ntc. · vrs that C CO!Ilpany 
did not ..,··ant to come in unles~ t~e cormnu .. "l:.ty '!".ant. .d the pL:mt . In 
the writer 1 s opinion, this wc.c antamount to arlr.".itt..i.ng from the 
ftart that there might be objectionable features to the ~lant and 
that so1'1e neoole would reject the idea . • Y'lore. posi ti VP. <>pproach 
•1ight have been effecti v., . ~t any rate, wh n its lan .as reject ..: , 
the com.o:rr:J withdrew gracefully Ihe people of elmont would con-
tinue to be customers of abisco, if not neighbors • 
•• t no timn in this case was there evidence of sound ~ublic re-
lations ~ idancn . .t 1 lie opinion v. 1.s nisjudc:nd, and thP co.~ any 1 s 
co~olAtely correct rc~ard for ~ublic interest was successfully 
impugned b; its opponent- . 27 
This Dcl..·:l.Ont- Habisco case 'las been cited as an illustr tion of 
sonc of t!"to ublic relatio!'ls factors entering into industrial ex-
oansion. L'ttle ~ood does it do the New Enslan Council to publiciz~ 
t c region, if individual communities reject new or exoanding in-
dm:tries . Or, if business uanagenent bungles its com::1unity relations . 
Po~sible Counc::.. l role . Industrial CO:t:l..''!l.Unity relati ons work both 
Ta:fS . Some corrnnunities want to attract ~)lant"' , and some businesses 
· ant to find new homes . To assist both types of interest, the Council 
might profitabl • employ a public rP.lations u1an. This individual 
should not only be skilled in the various techniques of research, but 
27 . A sin.:. nr difficulty ·was experienced by a na tion-1·d.dc grocery 
chain in another Boston suburb . Negotiations for ~ suprr-narket 
si to were .1an led cxcl•1si ve 1 by ~ttorneys and real estate men. 
The company' s public rr>lations consult·.nt was net informe Huch 
bad rubEc rel:J.tions resulted when a group of citizens ral ied 
to 11de.fend their heroes" a~ cinst the grocery. 
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he should be acquainted with New England econoL"'ics and the chg_racter 
and composition of its people. His job v:ould be to assist prospective 
industrial mi~rants in as essing the attitudes of communities contain-
ing possible sites , and to assist communities in oresenting to specific 
business public::- information lhich would be most likel · to produce 
management interest in a given locality. 
This case also illustrates the need for more public education in 
the nece sity of New England ' s industrial growth, and the fact that 
industrial employment is the base of regional prosperity . The Council 
has publicized the fact that crowth is continuing. Perhaps more at-
tention should be paid to the neces~ity of contirnted growth, ~lus the 
desir~bility of industrial decentralization. 
II . OBSOL"SCENCE OF PLANT AND ../~UIP. NT 
The gloomy, multi- storied industrial building is a familiar sight 
in New England cities and towns . s unattract ive to wo r ker on the in-
side as they are to the passer-by outside, the multitude of inadequate, 
out-of-date buildings constitute a major disadvantage to the attrac-
tion of n~w industry to the region . 
The extent of this problem m3y be judged by the statement of 
~r . \:alter H. lheeler, Jr. , president of the Uew England Council, 
during a speech before the dvertising Club in Boston on February ?:7 , 
1951. Mr. Wheeler estimated that from 40% to 60% of the industrial 
plant facilities of New England are out- of-date . 
There is an awareness of this situation among business leaders 
in New England. Ro~ral Little, president of the Textron Corporation, 
- - - ----
,; 
I 
in a letter to the 98th annual quarterly mseting of the •1ew Encland 
Counc~l on 11arch 24, 19So, 28 pointed out that in order to m.Pet c~-
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petition from other areas , New England must provide adequate, nodern 
factorJ space for new and existinG industri0s . Othervfise, according 
to I.:r. Little , New England will not hold her own in industrial develop-
ment . 
more graphic descript ion of the conditions to be overcome comes 
from '•r. Bradle~r Dewe;;, president of Dewey and Alroy, Cambridge . In 
the Fortune article, "V:atch the Yankees" , he is quoted as referring 
to "the sins of old constructicn--narrow ba'rs , forests of 'Josts , slow 
elevators, rotten toilets 11 • 
Financing new construction. ..Iany communities are anxious to en-
courase industrial development . 29 But factory space is often not 
avail a: 11e, and often a company do~s not h<?ve the mcney or the inclina-
tion to invest in new )lant constr'.lction . So, this _Jroblem of ob-
solescent buildings resolves itself into one of obtaining money to house I 
new or expandin;:; industries . There is no short.?..ge of money in New 
Enzland. But funds av~ilable for industrial building are something 
else again. In the face of offers to industry from various parts of 
~he nation (notably the south) of free buildings and tax exem?tions , 
Hew Ent;land can ill afford to let much more time go b·r "'ilithout doin5 
something ab out this J roblem on a large scale . 
28 . ~~e-:.s stor.f in The Christian Science 1 onitor, u...arch 24, 1950. 
29 . Gne aid to successful community development is broad participa-
tion among townspeople in a local non- 'Jrofit corpor~tion In 
r.ockland, Laine, aoo'.lt 200 ::>eoole .~urchased stock of Knox 
I' I ndustrie::>, Inc ., a non-profit building corpor ation. ~~:== 
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I.:aine Development Credit Corporation . An excellent nr;ans of 
meeting the problem of insufficient modern industrial space has been 
evolved in ·laine . The Eaine Development Credit Corpor::ttion, set up 
by a legislative act passed in 1949, was initiated by the stato, but 
::->riv _tel:· financed and opPrated. Thirty-s.even 1lain& Banks are mem-
bers of the corpor ation. It has made construction loans for new 
manufacturing space in Gardiner, Kennebunkport , and Wal doboro . The 
Kennebunkport case, illustrative of the possibilities of such a cor-
poration, is d~scribed as follows : JO 
"The town wanted to diversify its industrial base . n experi-
enced worsted·manufacturer liked the tovm as a business location, but 
no manufacturing space was available . He did not want to construct a 
building, but he agreed to a lease covering all financing of a ne•1 
plant . 
11Under the plant the townspeo'1le raised .,..J5, 000 of the "'140, 000 
to build the plant . An insurance company lent $70, 000 on a first 
mortgace, the Development Credit Corporation provided .;35, 000 on a 
second mortgage . Construction is under way. " 
Counci helo . The idea of the Maine Dev9lopment CrPdit Corpora-
tion appears to be sound economically, and definitel y in the ~ublic 
interest. Hence , it is sound from the public relatir;ns roint of view , 
and an ide.? "lhich the Council could suoport . Actually, l"1embers of 
the Council have expressed interest in both the 1 aine idea and local 
industrial found:1t i ons , like the Nashua-New Hampshire Foundation . 
In considering what the !Jew England Council could do to further 
this idea by concrete support, one runs up asainst the Council' s 
poli~J of concer ning itself with t~e matter of general regional a?plica-
tion . It m~ght be improper , as industrial develo~ment corunittee 
30. fhe Christian Science 1lonitor, March 26 , 1951. 
I / 
tQ 
nte.mbers h::.ve s1_,.;estt:Jd to t!1e write·, for the Co~mcil to .::.rticip'l.e 
in state oliti~.;s , ,wen on .atters not tin,:;ed 1rith partisan bitt.er-
ness . It "I ould not be good for the e:u::ecu ti ve vice president to 
testify a"!:. a heu.rin5 in the assachusetts st.ate capitol in favor of, 
for < x'" ]:le, the ',,hit.tier Bill, whl.ch Yrould set up an orgenization 
similar to the Maine Development Credit Corporation • 
. However, there are eighteen l . .lassachus'9tts stat e dir,ctors 'tJho 
could take a position on state is"'ues ·within the frcmework of the 
Council ' s regional polici-:s . 31 They could conceivabl y form the 
nucleus of a group of agencies32 interested in legislation affect-
in'; industrial development . Natural allies to be rallied in support 
of such bills are : chambers of commerce , organized labor, organize.-
tions of small businessmen, railroads , and utiJitie"' . .Large manu-
facturers may feel rather neutral al;out legislation S'lch as the 
.bittier Bill since it is not to their particular private interest 
to encoura~"' the development of industries Yrhich would tend to compet'9 
for skilled labor. 
III. GOVER JMEIJT COSTS ND T. " TION 
The question of goverrnnent cos-cs and taxation of industry i::> 
)robat 1. the k."1ottiest one affecting industrial develo!":ment in Ne.J 
Bngland. 
31 . PoliciPs relevant to industrial develo~ment , cont2ined in a 20 
point t'ro~:cmn adopted by the Co mcE. in 1950, c..re l:..sted in 
i.ppendix A. . 
32 . . C.irectorJ published on t11:r 16, 1950, b:- the Council lists 205 
industrial develo ment agencies in lleN Eneland. 
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BOSTON UN'VERSITY 
S~H'Y L t- p·. ~ L '.TI ONS 
"'1. P'i'f.Tf i!II 
''~o·1 c.::n -·r-t ""'ore --.J.ter into ~l p:1i-:!. t!-.dt- 1s ).-,::. f fu11 than .:.ntc 
·-~ .J.n inclus~ri.J.l 'lreu , 
:: 1 " co.cp:lrcd. tu the :-;ai 1 seven-"'ic;ht. s fu .1 . Other o.:re.l:., , 'lo-':.- · -:, 
-~ . 
-:no .:=tnd indu.str.1· is 111 ;aking11 .J.way.. It can be r. ~l·~c"d " oth..:.: :.. ~ 
'.cl ::; o..·~e the hin:irances to industrial develoom<Jnt Nhich i.cr~ di.~-
~r~d in Shaptcr I . 
''.: 1'" :'e" ":n,.land Cou::1cil , through i _:.:; in ustri&l de·r~lo"':-:~ent 
;_ ;i ti , is tr .. inc to hel? olug tl--te holes-~to p~rs '"'de th"" :;. c~ir:•u 
L,, o•:,~:·.:::onP. -':,he hinct.~ances -:.o ind lCtrial clP.v~lopr::en • TLl::: · .. ··.;ol. r" 
~ • ·1cll i::; .J. _:- 1b lie 1 r- 'J. ':.ion.J orcaniza l:.ion. It s tr·in"; -':.c 
,-,:':b. tc~lin~, and tb.cn to tell that story effectiv0l .. r. 
,;;:,1· ecc-norr.y. The Co,_:.ncil is hindered in it~ cff r ... +r r·· il_-2 :1!_1 
· "1C- .. hittemorP _, pr""s ' den::. of "ro·:n Cor·pan;/, "crli.,, :~ew 
·· ..:.1"~~., ·,...r, 1.tot0d i,.., :Conovan, on . cit .. ......_ __
- · ~--~· . .,l._.n~ constructicn .:'nd CPrtlfj cr:~es are av1i.l::;blr> onl .:or 
.., ~~:::: .. h'"'~r> .,roducticn is destined for war nur:JOS<>2 . B·:t when :::.e 
1...: r-. i~ rich: for _arge scale addi~io .. s to IJeT.~ Enz-land' s iTl_t;.str..:.'-l 
.r.'''ti':!.,. , ~r<; Comci1 •·.ill a:ain be fqced ~rith thP pr oblons of ''l.C'\': 
"- -::o v~!"t inc-;r+ia to narticioation, and hovr to co.m:nmicatP f'C'Jnc-rr.i c 
· <.: • : .. n":-ir:: thro.1ch the screens of t)rejudicr-> ; provincialism, and se:!..f-
."'~"'ryre. entation. From 2. public relation - industrial devPlo;mc:-J.t 
e-.:::. .d >oj_"'t , the spre ~:d of ~ouncil membership is a f9.irl~ strong a"'""·')t .. 
The Council represents diverse interestc . It is not domina:ed by a 
selfish cl ique . n attempt is made to balance ~olitical and geo~ra~h-
· i~t0~ests ~~onG the dir2ctors . Thus the Council s Pns entitled 
tc spe3.k in the 11 pl'blic interest 11 • 
_··.ere is one WI? lmess in the Council ' s menbership . '"ha:. is l.::1d: 
o:· : · eq atP representation of orcanized abor . This lack shows u:; 
0~ "CCiall .-- in the Industrial Department a11d .:..n the Inchstrial :::ev-"lo:-•-
,c-t Cor.u:Ut:Or::•" • Only a handf11l of men f'ror., or::;:mized labor are as -
~, Gi ted · .. it .. t. e Cound. There seems to ba none on the V3.ricn::; cr.r-
• · _ ".:-"'"'- of the In ustri.:ll Jepar .. ·~nt ,. 
:'110 rencdies to this {;<:>·dmes~ 'lrP _:>ossihlc . One i~ o a 1 o. '-:::..:.' ~ 
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TO DEVELOP AND MOBILIZE NEW 
ENGLAND'S RESOURCES 
TO INCREASE NEW ENGLAND'S CONTRI-
BUTION TO NATIONAL STRENGTH 
AND IN BEHALF OF OUR OWN STAKE IN 
NEW ENGLAND 'S PROSPERITY 
We Hereby Apply for 
Council Membership 
FIRM NAME __ _ 
-- - --- ------
ADDRESS ___ -----· --------
SIGNATURE ------ -------
DATE 
TITLE 
WE AGREE TO PAY THE SUM OF $ ------
ANNUALLY UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE. 
THE NEW ENGLAND COUNCIL 
1032 Statler Building 
Tel. LI 2-2580 
ADVANTAGES OF MEMBERSHIP 
I. New ideas useful in your business 
through Council reports and publica-
tions, and through panel discussions at 
Quarterly Meetings. 
2. Association with a progressive cross-
section of executives of large and small 
companies in your own and other fields. 
3. Helping New England in the defense 
effort. 
4. Opportunity for discussion with De-
partment managers and staff con-
sultants on problems in Industry, 
Transportation, Agriculture, Public 
Relations, and Recreational Develop-
ment. 
S. Business library service to help mem-
bers. 
6. New England News Letter {monthly), 
Lists of New England Contract 
Awards, major economic reports as 
issued. 
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engineered p•·oduction plus 
c•·aftsmanship 
Rumford provides an engineered printing production service 
geared to sound standards of management and control- de-
signed to achieve best results at lowest cost commensurate 
with fine quality. We do not produce ~~cheaply", we do produce 
economically and well. Whether magazine, catalog, booklet, 
folder- or any other printed piece- the Rumford man can 
show you how to add sales power to your literature through 
better printing planning and production. Write or phone today. 
THE REGIONAL OUTLOOK ~ NEC 
• Tide to turn. Major complaint of smaller manufacturers in New England 
is lack of opportunity to participate in defense work. The region has 
received approximately 10 per cent of the nation's defense prime con-
tracts • • • $896 million worth. But only a trickle has reached the 
subcontractor level. 
Evidence is mounting that prime contractors are rapidly completing 
retooling ••• are beginning to see what they themselves can do 
and what they want to pass on • . • are ready to talk turkey to 
the smaller businessmen. 
Indicative of the change is the prime's eagerness to participate in 
the Armed Services Procurement Clinic at Boston, May 15-18. This will 
be no talk-fest; not a speech is scheduled. The primes will bring the 
parts they want made .•• will be ready to talk , quantities, production 
schedules, prices ••. will be anxious to learn the smaller manufac-
turers' plant capacity, etc. 
The clinic should provide many smaller industries opportunity for 
defense orders, for access to raw materials, and for increased em-
ployment. 
• Regional self-appraisal. Some 98 leaders from all fields are about to 
begin a regional study on the subject: Impact of Federal Policies on the 
New England Economy. The findings are expected to provide the basis for 
a long-range program for the region. 
Ready to embark on its study is the NPA-sponsored Committee of New 
England, chairmanned by Tufts College President Dr. Leonard Car-
michael. Full-time director of research will be Dr. Arthur H. 
Bright, on leave from his posltion as industrial economist for the 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. 
• Flashes. Up to April 6, 55 NE firms had received certificates of 
necessity from the National Production Authority for new plant construc-
tion or additions ••• amounts asked total about $96 million. With 10 
per cent of the nation's manufacturing employment, the NE area has the 
enviable record of only 2.6 per cent of man days lost through labor dis-
putes in 1950. NE's industrial employment now exceeds the 1948 peak by 
some 10,000 jobs. The U. S. Senate has amended and passed a House-
approved bill to suspend the import duty on copper under certain condi-
tions (see page 13). 
Construction of the NE natural gas pipeline has been started in 
Massachusetts and Connecticut by Northeastern Gas Transmission Co. 
• • • and the company promises natural gas for many of the 
region's communities by Labor Day of this year. 
• A Washington gem: "Rep. Davis (D. Tenn.) asked the witness if he had 
computed the amount of power shortage in the NE area. Mr. Mayott (as-
sistant to the president, Hartford Electric Light Co.) replied that no 
power shortage exists in New England. Rep. Davis remarked that he 
thought it a matter of general information that New England was short of 
electric power."---from Oliphant Washington Service report of hearing on 
St. Lawrence project, April 17, 1951. 
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SEE NEW ENGLAND FOR $1 
JUST OUT! Big book of pictures, facts, 
prices, featuring homes, estates, farms, 
camps all over New England. New kind of 
book lets you inspect before you travel 
miles to look. PLUS 1000 selected farms, 
homes, camps, ranches, etc., all over Amer-
ica. Send $1 to Previews, Inc., 20 Kilby 
St. , Boston 9, Mass. 
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125,000 Square Feet 
Manufacturing Space 
Suburban Boston City 
3 Miles From State House 
large Power Plant 
live Steam 
low Insurance 
Taxes but $3,600 year 
Modern istic Offices 
80,000 Square Feet Parking 
Formerly Used As Shoe Factory 
Blowers-Shafting-Motors Attached 
Available At Once 
Terrific Low Price 
LESMARC & COMPANY 
719 Boylston Street 
Boston 16, Mass. 
COpley 7-0220-0221-0222 
First Closs Moif; 
Cr a nberry R ed 
The last i ue of the New England News 
Letter reported that the American Cranberry 
Exchange had moved its offices from ew York 
City to Cape Cod. 
T·his statement is lightly incorrect because 
actually wthat they have done i s moved their 
offices h re to ew •Bedford; and rwhile we 
claim to be the gateway to Cape Cod, we 
make no claim of being part of bhe Cape. 
J. J. HAMMEL 
Executive Director 
Indu trial Development ·Commission 
ew Bedford, Mass. 
F aitl1 in New E n g land 
Thank you for your telegram of congratula-
tions on our declsion to bui ld a new plant at 
\Voburn , Mass. 
As you know, Sylvania already has factories in 
four other Niassachusetts communities, and the 
establishment of this one indicates our continued 
faith in New England and the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts as a location for progressive 
American industry. 
New York City 
DON G. MITCHELL 
President 
ylvania Electric Products, Inc. 
W at·m est Thanks 
\Ve look back with a great deal of pleasure to 
our visit to Boston and I wish to express my 
deep gratitude to the cw England Council and 
its associates who gave us the benefit of your 
splendid cooperation. It would be difficult , if not 
impossible, to conduct a meeting uch as we had, 
with all of its ramifications, without the leader-
ship of organillations having the experience and 
the public-spirited membership and competent 
executives such as yours has. Again, my warmest 
thanks. 
Wood-Ridge, j. 
ROY T. HURLEY 
President 
Curtis-\Vright Corporation 
Ed. Note: Mr. Hurley refers to the Nerv Eug-
laud Couucil's help i11 setliug ttP ·a meetiug of 
Curtis-\Vright officials witb mauu.facturers iuter-
ested in doiug subcoutracliug for the corpora-
tiou 011 its defense productiou orders. 
F irs t with the News 
core another beat for the New Euglaud News 
Lefler! 
First news of a fourth-week-in-April trip thru 
New England by the House Committee on Small 
Busi ness appears on p. 19 (March issue). 
Gardner, Mass. 
ORVILLE B. DENISO 1 
Secretary, 
Chamber of Commerce 
Our P a t·t- You•· Pat·t 
The 102nd Quarterly Meeting was an inspira-
tion and once again demonstrated the need for 
the New England Council and its activities. 
We are happy to be members of this worth)' 
organization and play our part in the future and 
development of New England. 
W ILLIAJ\11 J. ]OSKO 
James Flett Organization, Inc . 
Boston 
Not many of us are cryst I clear 
regarding materials, allotme s, de-
l iveries, inventor ies and such these 
days ... bu t if wr'rr confus d , how 
about t he people who buy f r m us, 
our cuslomrrs? 
Right • . • they're con/11s J t oo! 
Advertising is not by any cans a 
cu re-a ll fo r co nfus ion, bu t chc in-
tcll igenr application of adv rtising 
appropriations can do a lot keep 
your customers informed ... explain 
your position ... protect yo r good 
reputation. 
A talk wit h us on the subj ct of 
"Advertising 1n an Armed · Camp 
Economy" may uncover a n and 
usefu l approac h fo r your advert ising, 
and it wi ll not obl igate you in any 
way! 
Member Nalioual Adt,erlisiug A grucy 
Netrvork With Brauch Offices l u Key 
America" Aud Cauadiall Gil" s 
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A letter From The President, N E C 
April 23, 1951 
MR. NATHANIEL D . MITCHELL, P·resident 
Barnes Textile Associates, Inc. 
10 High Street 
Boston 10, Mass. 
Dear Mr. Mitchell : 
The New England Council has observed for some rime the problems confronting 
certain segments of the textile industry in this region. 
Among these, as we see them, are risi-ng prices for raw materials, relatively frequent 
demands for higher wages coupled with strikes and rhe upward trend in taxes. At the 
same rime consumer resistance ro higher retail prices for textile end-products is 
stiffening. 
We have also observed, in this critical period, the need for maximum production 
ro meet the combined defense and civilian demand; also announcements by some 
rex-rile manufacturers of their intention co liquidate their mills in New England, 
while continuing to expand their operations in the South and elsewhere. 
This leads us co believe that there may be some conditions or situations peculiar 
to New England char call for careful examination as co their narure, the extent of 
their impact on the profitable operation of New England textile mills, and the steps 
possible for the correction of these conditions. 
Recognizing your pre-eminence as a textile management engineer and the objectivity 
with which you and and your fellow engineers approach problems of chis kind, the 
Council wi'il be greatly pleased if you wi ll undertake ro assemble an engineer group 
co meet with Council officers co discuss these problems in derail. 
We wish you would serve as chairman of the engineers. If you will advise me as 
to a meeting dare convenient for you, we shall be very much pleased co make all 
ocher arrangements. 
Believing char many useful pur·poses will tbe served by rhe proposed gathering 
to discuss rhe future of the textile industry in New England, and hoping earnestly 
that you personally can respond to chis request, I remain 
Sincerely yours, 
WALTER H . WHEELER, JR ., President 
The N eUJ England Council 
Textile Manufacturing In New England 
No. of Plants Employes Value Added 
MAINE 76 25,810 116,512 ,000 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 108 20,456 85,318,000 
VERMONT 26 4,926 17,940,000 
MASSACHUSETTS 636 130,274 568,355,000 
RHODE ISLAND 374 62,566 282,164,000 
CONNECTICUT 230 38 ,985 175,270,000 
NEW ENGLAND 1,450 283,017 1,245,559,000 
Tbe abore figures 11rc from the 1947 busiurss u usus of tbr U. S. Drparlmettl of 
Comme rce. Since l bat census was l aluu lbcrc bar •e breu subs taufial losses in 
bolb lb(' co ll o 11 a11d 11 rm ln1 braucbes of Nru• En,~ltmd's l rxlilr iltd usl ry. 
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RENT 
COMPANY CARS 
~~~~~~ TO R 0 B •. E . 
A UTO LEASE 
PLAN 
ALL NEW CARS 
NO CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
A LL TAX DEDUCTIBLE 
Whether you operate one car or 
a hundred, this proven fi xed cost 
transportation plan will lower 
your operating costs and free you 
of administrative detail. The 
ROBIE AUTOLEASE PLAN is 
flexible. Start with one car: add 
others as needed. 
• 
We will be pleased to show you 
exactly how the ROBIE AUTO-
LEASE PLAN can help solve 
your specific transportation prob-
lems. T here is no obligation, of 
course. 
R. S. ROBIE 
INC. 
• 
120 Potter Street 
Cambridge, Ma ss. 
-- ----~~:~~~~---
I would like complete information about 
the ROBIE AUTOLEASE PLAN. 
NAM~-----------------------
fi RM _______________________ _ 
STRE ET _____________________ _ 
CITY ______________ STAT o:.._ _ 
WE SEE BY THE PAPERS • • 
From the Boothbay Register: 
A town in Massachusetts was, a few 
weeks ago, going through rhe process of 
changing from the selectman system to 
the town manager form of government. 
At one of the citizens' meetings that pre-
ceded the change, this question came up : 
"Where will we get this town manager, 
if we hire one?" 
The answer came from a man who had 
looked into the situation. He said, "We'll 
probably get him from Maine. A lor of 
the best managers come from there. The 
University of Maine has a course to train 
men for the occupation of town manage-
ment. These young fellows get jobs in 
Maine towns when they graduate-they 
don't make much money bur they get a 
lot of good experience. Then after a few 
years, we bring them down here to Mas-
sachusetts by offering them higher sal-
aries." 
The State has a red, white, and blue 
"Made in Maine" label, which manufac-
turers use to stick on cans, bottles, cases, 
ere., to advertise the quality of our prod-
ucts in other stares. Perhaps we should 
stick this label on each diploma issued 
for managers by Maine colleges. 
From the Stamford Advocate: 
A New England steel mill is having a 
trying -rime in being born, but if the new 
baby does arrive there are signs of plenty 
of industrial relatives to nurse it ro ma-
rurity. The infant belongs in the hands 
of private enterprise. Bur when it is 
pointed our that Uncle Sam spent nearly 
a billion dollars in ·the last war for steel 
mills and supplies outside New England 
-which ended up in the possession of 
private companies-the regional guard-
ians shouldn't feel roo squeamish over 
help that doesn't mean government con-
trol. 
From the Brattleboro (Vt.) Reformer: 
A significant sentence in the official an-
nouncement of the New England Electric 
System's determination to proceed with 
construction of a $45,000,000 develop-
ment on the upper reaches of the Con-
necticut River is the statement of its 
president ·that when it is completed "prac-
tically all the hydro-electr ic potentialities 
of this river from the Canadian border 
to the Massachusetts line" will have been 
utilized. It is a statement with which 
some of the federal planning group may 
disagree bur one in which the average 
Connecticut Valley dweller 
more confidence than in th 
those whose yardstick for m 
rentiali.ries ignores dislocari 
existing economy. 
will place 
dreams of 
uring po-
n of the 
From the Aroostook RepublicMn: 
Somewhere in . . . rh Kefauver 
committee or McCarthy committee there 
must be a worthy Republican naror who 
would investigate the "re menace" 
which has permeated rhe cl chowder 
served in rhe Union Station restaurant, 
Portland. Rumors are . . . r e chowder 
served there contains as irs chief ingredi-
ent the red tomato. 
From the Boston H erald: 
One of the few sad notes t the last 
quarterly meeting of the Ne England 
Council was the announcemen that Dud-
ley H armon, long-rime exe rive vice-
president of the organization, would re-
tire at the end of the presenr Council 
year in November. 
To most New Englanders . Harmon 
is the N .E.C. When a group of 
England business men concei v the 
of ·the regional organization 2 years ago, 
they called him in to organi the first 
New England Conference at Worcester. 
And when the permanent Council organ-
ization developed from that eeting he 
was given charge of it. 
Since that December in 19 5 Dudley 
Harmon has nursed the Coun '1 through 
lean and far years to irs present firm posi-
tion in the New England com unity. No 
regional organization in the country is 
today so strong or so secure in e respect 
of every group in the population it serves. 
As a matter of fact, it set an example for 
the nation. And certainly no small meas-
ure of the credit goes to irs pre ent execu-
tive head. 
A former newspaperman of istincrion 
himself, Mr. Harmon has been particu-
larly successful in winning the sympathy 
and support of the New Eng and press 
for 'the many regional projects e N .E.C. 
has sponsored over the years. He has 
been an unfai ling source of information 
and a scrupulously truthful one despit 
his enthusiasm for all things ew Eng-
land. 
We regret his stepping dow But we 
wish him all the pleasant years i will rake 
to follow down the New England vaca-
tion trails he has publicized ov a rough 
quarter cenrury. 
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SHORTAGES AND DEFENSE WORK LAG 
ROUBLE SMALLER 
As a consequenoe of the new rearma-
ment program, many of the smaller manu-
facturers in New England have been con-
fronted with the prdblem of maintaining 
a basic civilian manufacturing status 
while aotempting to convert to a defense 
mobilization. One of the principal wor-
ries is how to obtain adequate raw ma-
terials when not actively engaged in de-
fense production. Another major concern 
is how to replace workers who are either 
drafted into the armed services or lured 
ro plants already engaged in defense 
work. 
In a limited survey of the way New 
England industries are adjusting to the 
present defense economy, the New Eng-
land Council questioned a large number 
manufacturers. Most of the industrial-
reporting agree, the survey reveals, 
that much of New England industry is 
not yet receiving substantial defense or-
ders. Inasmuch as the region has been 
awarded 10 per cent of the nartion's an-
nounced contracts, the hope is strongly 
expressed that subcontracting will in-
creasingly filter down from the prime 
contracting level. The recently announced 
Controlled Materials Plan promises that 
be~ter adjustment is just around the cor-
ner for manufacturers who have hitl1erto 
despaired of getting ·essential raw ma-
terials. 
NPA Restrictions 
The normal line of products in most 
industries is affected seriously lby restric-
tions of the National Production Author-
ity- princip.ally government orders M-7 
(aluminum ), M-1 2 (copper ) , M-1 ( iron 
and steel ), and M -14 ( nickel ) . Because 
of limitations on these raw materials, 
some manufacturers are so hampered in 
their production ·that shutdown is threat-
ned in many cases. 
A Connecticut industrialist, for in-
stance, states that 70 per cent of the jobs 
in his plant will be eliminated as soon 
as his present stocks of material and parts 
are exhausted, unless he is fortunate 
enough to find defense work. For months 
he has been seeking government contracts 
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but to darte has been unsuccessful. An-
other reports his business off 90 per cent, 
three report 50 per cent off, and many 
others report drops of from 40 to 10 per 
cent. 
In answer ro .the question of "What 
other factOrs contribute to this shrink-
age?," manufacturers offer a wide variety 
of reasons. One manufacturer states cllat 
labor inequities are partly responsible 
inasmuch as small plants are at a com-
petitive disadvantage to get and hold 
!arbor. Another staDes he has been obliged 
ro hire expedi·ters to find raw materials, 
bur he cannot adhere to a definite produc-
tion schedule under such a haphazard 
scheme. A third blames steel mills for 
not keeping their delivery promises. A 
cube steak machiHe manufacturer points 
to the uncertainty in the meat business 
of prices and rationing. A woolen man-
ufaoturer blames the OPS delay in work-
ing our a formula for the pricing of wool 
fabrics. 
'Bridging the Gap' 
Seventy-two per cent of the manu-
facturers replying are trying to offset the 
drastic period of shortages lby seeking out 
prime contracts wi•th procurement agen-
cies. Some 77 per cent are receiving 
subcontracting work, and 70 per cent are 
manufacturing <their regular lines with 
substitute materials. Only 18 per cent 
are bringing out new products not requir-
ing critical materials and 62 per cent state 
that they are reducing their work forces, 
some by as much as 40 per cent, others 
by only 10 per cent. The most frequent 
solution for bridging the gap between a 
civilian and a defense economy seems 
to be shortening working hours. 
Many industrialists indicate that they 
noticed the first material procurement 
difficulties about dlree months ago. One 
manufaoturer felt the curtailment some 
13 months back while others name any-
where from the present lback to a year ago. 
The overwhelming answer to "How many 
months will it be before you can again 
be producing at your former level? " was 
"I don't know." One business man re-
plied, "Ask Joe Stalin." 
"To bring early improvement in our 
situation," a Connecticut hardware manu-
facturer declares, "we recommend that 
NP A give serious consideration to relax-
ing present restrictive orders until suf-
ficient time elapses so that prime contracts 
may ,filter through to the subcontract level. 
This recommendation is based upon 
World War II experience when we were 
a:ble •to convert 80 per cent of our facili-
ties to war work as subcontractors. To 
darte we have had absolutely no success 
in our atDempt to do this." 
Suggested Solutions 
The tenor of snggestions from other 
industries is similar. 
"We have been seeking subcontracts 
from the sources we used during World 
War II," says a Massachusetts meshbag 
manufacturer. "We have received a very 
limited amount of work so far. They tell 
us that they have expanded their own 
capacity so much since World War II 
that, at the present time, they do not 
have a pressing need to subcontract work." 
The company recommends that brass and 
aluminum be made available to their 
industry until such time as their facilities 
are required for government work. 
"We are a woolen mill employing ap-
proximately 450 persons," comes another 
reply. "We have taken defense orders 
for Army blankets, Air Corps overcoating, 
and Marine Corps nniform cloth. How-
ever, an OPS order, Ceiling Price Regu-
lation No. 18, threatens to close our plant. 
We need the business of our regular cus-
tomers to keep this plant going. We can-
not stay in business if we sell below cost 
as we would have to do if we were to sell 
at prices legal under this regulation." 
Another woolen firm declares: "We 
have been decidedly handicapped due to 
the government's method of placing 
business and the continued delay by the 
OPS in producing a workable formula 
for the price of wool fabrics. Many con-
tracts are being negotiated and kept 
secret as to who receives the contract, 
the price to be paid, the yardage, etc. 
This whole matter of secrecy can very 
readily develop into a condition where 
unscrupulous and unfair methods can op-
erate without anyone being able to check 
them. Since negotiated contracts have 
7 
come into effect, ir is hard for small com-
panies who have no influence ro secure 
government conrracrs." 
Another hardware manufacrurer 
stares: "We have nor been able ro ger 
any defense orders and we haven't been 
able ro find any items rhat can be made 
here in our plant. Small industries should 
be allowed a certain amount of material 
ro keep going .... We are not putting on 
any help and we are not replacing any 
rhat leaves." 
A fishing rod manufacturer complains: 
"Our main difficulty at the moment, like 
every other manufacturer, is ro obtain 
materials where sources are now receiving 
larger volumes of DO orders. . . . We 
believe the main difficulty facing us after 
May 31 is one which can be answered 
only· by Washington .... We are attempt-
F/oricla-Bouncl N E Products 
Typical industrial products of rhe six 
New England srates mounred attractively 
on separate panels accompanied officials 
of the New England state development 
commissions to the annual meeting of 
rhe Association of State Planning and 
Development Agencies at Miami Beach, 
Fla. The parry traveled in the Atlas Sky 
8 
Merchant, a four-motored plane made 
available through the courtesy of former 
Council President J. C. Richdale of Esso 
Standard Oil Co. 
Pictured above is Sidney A. Edwards, 
managing dinecror, Connecticut Develop-
ment Commission, examining the Con-
necticut panel. 
ing to cooperate in the clef se program 
and are somewhat 'plannmg for the 
worst. '" 
The Council's survey reve s, primarily, 
that the New England small usinessman 
wants to do business- eit r with the 
government, if he can obtai the materi-
als, or with his regular cusr mers. The 
possibility of doing business ith neither 
is an increasing threat. 
Manufacturers want to 1be permirr 
some use of materials or, a least, to be 
given some knowledge as ro hen essen-
rial materials will again available. 
Their chances are now greatly increased 
by the government's long-h aided Con-
trolled Materials Plan which ill go into 
effect July 1. CMP is a sysr by which 
the NP A will tell users of teel, copper 
and aluminum exactly how ch of these 
metals rhey can use quarterly frer July 1. 
During rhe week of April 3, a travel-
ling subcommiGree of a Ho e Commit-
tee on Small Business held ublic hear-
ings in Hartford, Conn., Provtdence, R.I., 
and Worcester, Mass., wl re smaller 
businessmen brought their gr ' vances and 
problems. The committee is visiting 
every section of rhe nation in an effort 
to obtain first-hand informa ion on ma-
terials shortages, governm r procure-
ment, price controls and ra ioning, dif-
ficulties in obtaining financi 1 assisranc 
and orher small-business pr blems con-
nected with the defense effo . 
An Armed Services Procur enr Clinic 
will be conducted ar rhe Commonwealth 
Armory in Bosron from May 15-IB which 
will provide one of the bes opporruni-
ries rhus far afforded New E gland man-
facrurers ro obtain subconrra s from the 
prime defense contractors. 
Small NE Firm Tockl s Job 
of Defense Work Adiustment 
When a company is having difficulty 
gerring raw materials, it's no nger news. 
Loss of markers by a com ny produc-
ing a civilian-use product i no longer 
news. 
Plane and equipment expa ion is also 
common today. 
l ack of defense produc ion orders 
among smaller industries is eneral, and 
doesn't make rhe headlines. 
But, apply all these di culties t 
one firm, and add an aggressive pr 
gram for subcontracting i an indus-
try that has rarely used su.bc:>ntract-
ing, plus research in the u e of some 
of its products to replace o er scarce 
materials, and we have a interest-
arousing experiment. 
In Ashton, R. I., the five-y r-old Syn-
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thron, Joe., self-styled "the fastest grow-
ing chemical business in New England," 
was building a solid foundation as a sup-
plier of special chemicals-resins, repel-
lents, synthetic detergents and wetting 
agents-to textile firms. 
By 1950, expansion was in order and 
the company has completed plans to 
move to larger quarters next summer and 
add a new reactor and glasslined equip-
ment which will make it possible to han-
dle special chlorinations, sulfonations, 
esterilicarions, polymerizations and other 
organic reactions of especially corrosive 
nature. 
The company is determined to car·ry 
out these plans despite its present diffi-
culties in operating a civilian-use pro-
ducing industry in rhe face of defense-
created shortages of raw materials and 
declining product demand caused by their 
clients' shifts ro defense production of 
articles nor requiring ·the chemicals Syn-
thron made. 
Fresh Approach 
What's the company doing? 
First, it has mailed a persuasive letter 
to officers and direcrors of the leading 
chemical firms in the country saying, in 
part : 
"We are look,ing for a niche wher-e 
our facilities can be utilized .... We have 
productive capacity and it should not be 
ignored at a rime like this . .. If indus-
try is to meet the challenge, we've all got 
to be in the army and Synthron wants .ro 
enlist .. . We feel strongly that if the 
Ford Motor Co. can make airplane en-
gines to relieve the pressure on Pratt & 
Whitney, Synrhron can compound chemi-
cals under the same system." 
A complete description of the com-
pany's facilities and productive capacity 
is included. 
An unu sual letter? Perhaps not in 
many industries. But rthe News Lette·r 
understands that subcontracting is prac-
tically unheard of in d1e chemical indus-
try. So it is a fresh approach and is 
bringing replies which the company feels 
will eventually produce orders. 
Second, the company is seeking new 
uses for irs present products. It has 
found our, for instance, that the com-
pound presently used to seal paper cartons 
has become very scarce. It knows that 
its ureaformaldehyde resins ru:e good 
bonding agents ·for this purpose. Sev-
eral carton manufacturers have been ap-
proached and are giving trials to Syn-
duon's resins. If they prove satisfactory 
and orders are placed, Synrhron will be 
able to obtain raw materials for this pur-
pose under DO ratings. 
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CONSTRUCTIVE PROPOSALS SET FORTH FOR 
IMPROVING REGION'S INDUSTRIAL FUTURE 
New England's industrial future, par-
ticularly with reference ro constructive 
planning ro prevent closing or removal 
of plants during an economic recession, 
has been under discussion again. 
Participants ar d1e most recent clinic 
were rhe New England governors or oheir 
represenrari ves and business and labor 
leaders, all brought together at Mont-
peher, Vt., by Bernard Goldfine, texti le 
mill operatOr and business property 
owner of Bosron. 
The conference served ro focus ar-ren-
rion on a variety of important problems 
confronting the region, to point up cer-
tain basically conflicting philosophies, 
and to ser forth many things which the 
participants felr should be done t0 insure 
the well-being of the region. 
The group w as brought together by 
Mr. Goldfine in "town meeting" style to 
pave the way for closer cooperation be-
tween government, management and 
la'bor in order that we may "benefit rby 
the experience of the past so that New 
England never again will know the dis-
astrous condition of idle factories and 
jobless men and women." 
A difference of opinion regarding the 
use of federal aid was expressed by two 
of the governors. 
Five-point Guide 
Gov. Adams was of the opinion that 
New England must find its own answers. 
He offered a live-point guide on how to 
do it: 
1. A bright regional future lies in self 
help rather than in outside gratuities or 
prescri prions by medicine men unfamiliar 
with our problem. 
2. Extension of cooperation between 
stare government and small business 
rhrough promotion of state and local in-
dustrial foundations, encouragement of 
industrial promotion CODporations to pro-
vide capiral for plant construction and 
improvement. 
3. Capitalizing on labor-management 
skills for increased production through 
wider use of incentive pay programs. In-
stead of worrying about sky-rocketing 
hour pay, we should work out a system 
of incentive pay measured by produc-
tive results available ro all workers. 
4. Increase participation of the steady 
continuous worker in the profits of the 
business through share-ownership and 
cash dividends. 
5. Work persisrenrly for better eco-
nomic a~mosphere ro promote small busi-
ness through better and more conscien-
tious spending of pulblic funds, lower 
local and srare taxes, and encoumgement 
of fixed capital investment for continuous 
and sustained business operation. 
On the other h and, referring espe-
cially ro multi-purpose water resources 
development, Gov. Dever said: 
"Under rhe leadership of President 
Truman studies are already under way 
which I hope will soon lead ro action by 
the federal government in this area. 
"I have high hopes ohar the day is not 
roo distant when we, too, with the aid 
of federal grants, shall develop, harness 
and control our swift and powerful rivers; 
enjoy freedom from flood damage, elim-
inar·e pollution and enjoy rhe benefits of 
low cost abundant electric power." 
Fernald Law 
In a departure from his prepared ad-
dress, Gov. Payne of Maine said ohat, as 
a service ro the rest of New England, 
he favored amendment of the Fernald 
law so as to permit export of hydro-
electric power from his stare, provided 
the people of Maine were fully protected 
in their priority rights ro such power. 
He pointed out, however, that Maine 
is by no means the vast reservoir of cheap 
hydro-electric power that many people 
seem w believe; thar ohe rare of fall in 
Maine rivers is comparatively low, which 
limirs the amount of power resulting per 
unit of investment. Turning to Passa-
maquoddy Bay, the governor said, the 
prospect is entirely favorable. He stated 
rhar if the international project (as op-
posed ro the national project starred but 
nor completed during the Rooseve1t ad-
ministration ) is executed, Quoddy can 
furnish 24-hour power ar a cost of five 
mills per kw. He urged ohat all New 
England unite in support of this project, 
for which an appropriation of 3 mil-
lion is being asked of the Congress for 
the purpose of further surveys. 
Gov. Payne also stated : "Mutual co-
operation and understanding of each 
other's problem is a basic fundamental, 
the solution of which can result in the 
development of plans and programs that 
will nor only retain for New England 
the benefit of irs present industries but 
will encourage d1e location of additional 
industries from other sections." 
And Gov. Emerson said, "I am not 
one to believe that New England IS 
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doomed industrially, rbut I do recognize 
the need of such conference as this to 
obviate industrial losses to other areas by 
strengthening our own industrial ram-
parts. 
"And I further believe that in all our 
New England states, we should stress the 
advantage of producing goods of such 
high quality that they will command a 
marker, even in the most highly com-
petitive .fields. New England craftsman-
ship is traditional. Let's keep it so." 
Charles T. Algren, chairman of the 
Rhode Island Port and Industrial Devel-
opment Commission, brought the greet-
ings of Gov. Roberts and outlined the 
steps being taken to set up a state de-
velopment council. He also said: 
"The cooperative spirit of our state 
has already been manifested in our readi-
ness to pledge our legislative and finan-
cial help to New England compacts 
which have been advocated by New Eng-
land governors." 
Representatives from the textile unions 
present strongly emphasized the need for 
more modern plants in New England to 
meet the competition from other areas 
of the country. As one of them put it: 
"If men in industry will build here in 
New England as they are building in tihe 
South, we can produce as efficiently here 
as anywhere in the world." 
Labor also came forth rwith a con-
crete suggestion for a healthier textile 
industry. Emil Rieve, general president, 
Textile Workers Union of America, GIO, 
in a message to the gathering urged "the 
establishment of a New England Textile 
Commission, includiog representatives of 
uhe purblic, management and lalbor. 
"Such a commission could do muoh 
more than survey the present state of the 
textile industry in New England," he said. 
"It could make availruble to New Eng-
land manufacturers the results of com-
petent research in technical develop-
ments; managerial efficiency; raw mate-
rial changes; and style and market 
trends. All textile plants would benefit 
from such a service, tbut it would be par-
ticularly helpful to the smaller and more 
enterprising companies who could form 
the backbone of a healthy New England 
textile industry. 
"New England has the resources tore-
gain industrial initiative if it uses imag-
ination and enterprise. I am sure that 
New England labor will he happy to 
cooperate wid1 such a development." 
Dudley H armon, representing the 
New England Council, said that members 
of his organization would be glad to dis-
cuss at any time the proposal elitablishing 
a regional textile commission along the 
lines advocated by Mr. Rieve. 
Things to Follow 
In Rhode Island, Gov. Roberts' pro-
posal for creating a state Development 
Council has passed the House with bi-
partisan support. It is anticipated the 
Senate will take similar action. 
Maine and New Hampshire are in the 
throes of sales tax legislation. The Maine 
House has passed a two per cent sales 
NAUTICAL ATMOSPHERE. New branch of the State Street Trust Co., Copley Square, 
Boston, displays ship models and pictures of old Boston similar to the famous collec-
tions in the company's main offices. 
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'A Bod Minute' 
Maine's Gov. Payne, ever inclful of 
his state's Aroostook Count being one 
of the country's greatest potato• 
growing areas, had a bad minute at 
the dinner in honor of hims f and the 
governors of New Hampsh ir , Vermont 
and Massachusetts in Montpelier last 
month. Picking up the handsomely 
printed menu, he read: "Ba ed Idaho 
Potatoes." Amiable relations with 
Vermont's Gov. Emerson were quickly 
restored. 
tax bill with many eX!empti ns. With 
the legislature facing the n d for $9 
to 11 million to balance the budget for 
the next biennium, the sale tax looks 
promlSlng. The Senate is peered to 
attempt ro substitute a no .exemption 
bill for the House measure · ch would 
bring in $16 million, the b ance over 
budget needs to go ro the hi way fund. 
In New Hampshire, the proposal is 
for a flat one per cent sales r with no 
exemptions. In advocating rh tax, Gov. 
Adams also urged increased le ies on race 
tracks, beer, liquor and cig He 
advocated at least partial eli 
the controversial stock-in-tra tax. 
one cent increase in the ga 
also proposed. 
Interstate Compa c 
The state tax structure is receiving 
particular attention in Massa usetts. A 
special commission is now in e process 
of filing reports covering various phases 
of the tax structure, with r mmenda-
tions for its revision. 
Four states are being asked ~ take ac-
tion on a flood control comp t for the 
Connecticut River valley. Go . Lodge of 
Connecticut has urged the le • lature to 
approve the revised version o the com-
pact it passed last year. Chan s call for 
Connecticut and Massachuse to re-
imburse New Hampshire and, Vermont 
in part for me land damage incurred 
in the construction of flood con ol works. 
The two northern states are a iring me 
actions of the southern states fore ap-
proving the compacts. 
Vermont recently entered he New 
England Interstate Pollution Co trol Com-
pact, established to provide fo coopera-
tive control of pollution in interstate 
waters of New England drain e basins. 
It is expected that N ew H am hire will 
pass the necessary legislation this year 
and also become a party .ro th compact. 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, C necticut 
and N ew York had previously igned. 
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ENGINEERING REPORT FAVORS NE STEEL 
MILL OPERATION BY EXISTING COMPANY 
On April 17 the engineering fum of 
Coverdale & Colpitts delivered irs long-
awaited report on the proposed New 
England steel mill to the officers and di-
rectors of the Council-owned New Eng-
and Steel Development Corporation. 
The prefatory statement to the report, 
which summarizes "the factors which 
affect the prospects of a New England 
steel mill," is reprinted in the following 
columns. 
"In accordance with your instructions, 
we prepared two reports : the :first cover-
ing the prospective market for a New 
England steel mill, and the second cover-
ing a description and operating cost 
analysis of what we considered to be 
the mill best suited ro serve such a mar-
ker. These reporrs, dared March 1, 1951, 
were submitted ro you on March 2 and 
at tthe same rime, at your request, to Beth-
lehem Steel Company. The following 
paragraphs review ,the related develop-
ments before and after that dare. 
"In November, 1950, while we were 
ill working on the marker survey, Beth-
lehem Steel Company expressed to the 
New England Steel Development Cor-
poration an interest in exploring the pos-
sibility of consrruoring and operating a 
suitable steel mill ar New London as a 
part of its existing steelmaking operations. 
Bethlehem offered to furnish information 
which would be helpful in making an in-
dependent repOiit as to prospective earn-
ing capacity of such a project. 
and to give consideration to whartever in-
formation it might care to furnish to as-
sist us in making a report. It was, how-
ever, our responsibility to exercise inde-
pendent judgment in the use of this or 
any other information rha.t was available. 
"On March 5 the Board of the Devel-
opment Corporation mer with a repre-
sentative of Bethlehem, and Betl1lehem 
informed rhe Development Corporation 
that it would nor be interested in under-
taking the project. Bethlehem, in ac-
cordance with irs agreement, waived irs 
option, almough it did not close the door 
as ro whether sufficient consideration had 
been given to operation of the project 
by an existing company, particularly as 
co me effect of the cerrificrute of necessity 
which the Development Corporation had 
obtained. 
"While our reports of March 1st gave 
our considered opinion on the economic 
factors affecting the operation of a New 
England steel mill, we thought it ad-
visa!ble to give consideration co the ques-
tions raised by the Directors of the De-
velopment Corporation. Since our re-
portS had been distributed by you, in a 
limited manner, we therefore requested 
that they be withheld pending appropri-
ate comment on these questions. 
"We believe at this point that a gen-
eral statement would be of value for the 
purpose of summarizing the factors which 
"As a condition of Bethlehem's con-
sideration of the project and of giving 
assistance in making the study, the Devel-
opmenr Corporation on January 12 for-
mally agreed that it would give a .first 
option to Bethlehem to take over this 
project in the event Bethlehem wished 
to do so, and agreed that meanwhile it 
would nor deal with other steel compa-
nies or make our studies available to 
anyone else. Bethlehem agreed to make 
a proposal for consideration lby the De-
velopmenrt Corporation within a reason-
NEW HOTEL FOR NE. The proposed Statler hotel for Hartford, Conn. 
le length of rime af.rer the submission 
our reports or ro withdraw from the 
project promptly, in which event the De-
velopmenr Corporation ·would be free to 
use these reports in negotiation with other 
companies or in carrying out the project 
itself. 
"The Development Corporation in-
structed us to consult with Bethlehem 
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to a reconsideration of irs decision if a 
reconsideration were warranted 'by any 
new conditions which might arise. 
" On March 8 the Directors of the De-
velopment Corporation mer with us for 
the purpose of reviewing the March lsr 
reports. During the course of this meet-
ing questions were raised with r~especr 
to some of the findings in these reports, 
particularly regarding rhe extent of the 
marker for a New England mill and the 
estimated costs of rhe principal raw ma-
terials. 
"Although our assignment had been 
to prepare our report based on the as-
sumption that the mill would he oper-
ated by a new and independent company, 
the point was also raised at the meeting 
affect the prospects of a New England 
steel mill. 
"When rhe announcements were made 
of the discovery of extensive ore bodies 
in Labrador and Quebec and of the plans 
for meir development, the possibility of 
a New England steel mill was stimulated 
by the thought of the possible advan-
tages of assembling this ore, West Vir-
ginia coal and New England limestone 
and scrap at a cost which would be com-
parable with the assembly cost at com-
petitive steel plants. 
" The basic idea of establishing a steel 
mill in New England is well founded . 
There is nothing inherent in the pro-
posed location which would make a mill 
( Co,timred 011 page 29 ) 
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ALONG THE INDUSTRIAL FRONT 
$20 Million United Aircraft 
Expansion to Add 10,000 Jobs 
A 20 million expansion program by 
United Aircraft Corp. in Connecticut 1:0 
boost the output of aircraft engines and 
propellers will bring employment w 
1.0,00.0 new workers when peak produc-
non 1s reached in 1952. 
At Bradley Field, Windsor Locks, a 
10 million plant will rbe buik for the 
Hamilton Standard Division, one of the 
world's largest manufacturers of propel-
lers. The one-story steel and concrete 
structure, providing 500,000 square feet 
of production space, will be located on 
250 acres of land south of the airport's 
new terminal building. The tract was 
recently purchased from the Connecticut 
Aeronautics Commission and from pri-
vate owners. 
Another new plant of similar size will 
be built at North Haven for the Pratt & 
Whitney Aircraft Division for manufac-
ture of gas-turbine engine pares. The 
present Hamilton Standard 'buildings in 
Ease H artford will rbe increased in size 
by 60 per cenr as added facilities for the 
adjoining main P & W plant. Construe-
cion of the new planes will get under-
way immediately, with completion ex-
pected in six co ei§ht months. 
Not included in the 20 million pro-
gram is a new plant for Canadian Pratt 
& Whitney Aircra£r Co., Ltd., a 70 per 
cent owned subsidiary of UAC near 
Montreal. The entire expansion program 
will :be privately financed by United 
Aircraft, althou§h the cools in the new 
Connecticut planes will rbe furnished rby 
rhe government. 
With the new plants Pram: & Whitney 
will start volume production on two hi§h 
power axial-flow tU!1bine engines, whiGh 
are rhe ]-57 and the T-34. The ]-57 
Tuvbo-Wasp is a super-engine which has 
been chosen for important aircraft classi-
fied as Secret by the Air Force; the T -34 
Turbo-Wasp, the most powerful propeller-
rurbine engine now flying in >Uhis country 
or England, develops 5,700 horsepower 
and will power an advanced type of 
Globemasrer military transport. 
CMP Begins in July 
Distribution of materials to industry 
throughout the nation will he governed 
by rhe Controlled Materials Plan which 
goes inro operation July 1. 
This plan, patterned after rhe one used 
successfully during W orld War II, enables 
the defense production agencies ro march 
available supplies of steel, copper and 
PIPELINE CHECKER. Problems involving steady flows and fridion pressure losses 
in complicated pipeline networks are solved by this pipeline-network analyzer, first 
produced by Standard Eledric Time Co., Springfield, Mass. It works on water, gas, 
oil, steam and air conditioning pipelines. 
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aluminum against military d civilian 
needs and co allocate them cordiogly. 
A preview of the plan w presented 
at the Council's 102nd Quar rly Meet-
ing in March 'by John H . illrnan of 
NPA who helped develop d1" plan and 
forecast irs early application. e said, in 
parr, that mese three mar ials were 
chosen as they provide a go common 
denominaror for measuring production 
activity, particularly since mi "tary needs 
account for 90 per cent of hard goods 
production. 
The new version of CMP arries the 
same regulation numbers, the arne form 
numJbers and the same defin itions as the 
World War II CMP. Mr. SkUlman sug-
gested it would he !helpful f manufac-
turers ro review their Word War II 
experiences with CMP. 
The new CMP, like i'tS redecessor, 
will be open-ended, meaning at if after 
allotting the steel or copper or aluminum, 
there is any left in free supp , and if a 
manufacturer has facilities av ila1ble and 
an opporrunity co use that arerial to 
manufacture something outside his au-
thorized program, he can do so. NP A 
feels char mere will be some free suppLy 
of steel, copper and alum" urn after 
raking care of defense an defense-
supporting programs. 
Anocher feature of the ne 
be irs decentralization. The r qua[Tter's 
announcement will require e eryone to 
send his application to Wash in ton. This 
will he1p NP A co train the force that 
later will handle the rupplica "ons in re-
gional field offices. Beginn in with the 
second quarter, manlllfacturer will rbe 
instructed to decentralize their perarions 
ro their respective field offices nd ro send 
ro Washington only those plicarions 
above a specified amount of arerial. 
The present priority sy tern will 
remain in effect, according ro NP A, and 
defense ratings will lrbe used the mili-
tary and "essential" civilian us rs to make 
sure they get d1eir approved portion of 
the materials -they need. Pr ducers of 
"less esseotial" civilian goods will have 
to order materials much as rh y do now 
and hope that NPA's limita ion orders 
actually- will have been so well calculated 
tl1ar there are no more legi · are cus-
tomers than there are materi 
NP A has prepared a long 1 
ucts for which application fo 
required under GMP and a 
of chose for which they are n t required. 
If .rhe military and essend I civilian 
requirements do not leave e ugh steel, 
copper and aluminum tO pe it main-
raining rhe civilian economy level at its 
pre-determined height, me ilitary and 
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essential civilian requirements will have 
ro be cur back. D ecision as to how high 
this "civilian economy level" shall be is 
pending. 
Copper Duty Suspension 
In passing the copper duty suspension 
bill, the Senate amended the terminal 
date of the suspension to read Feb. 15, 
1953, or the end of the present national 
emergency, whichever is earlier. 
The U. S. House of Representatives has 
passed a bill (H R 3336) to suspend im-
port duries on copper until Dec. 15, 1953. 
This will remove tlhe two cents per 
pound duty on foreign copper which au-
tomatically went into ,effect again July 1, 
1950, when Congress failed to continue 
the suspension that had been previously 
in force. 
The N ew England Council, through 
irs Industrial Committee, had repeatedly 
urged the New England Congressional 
delegation to acr favorably on this sus-
pension "as a measure of substantial ben-
efit to copper-wiring industries, and also 
to the government itself since the defense 
production program includes hundreds of 
items requiring the use of copper." 
NE Firms Get $60 Million Job 
A $60 million hydroelectric power de-
velopmelllt project in northwest Turkey is 
rbeing designed and supervised by Charles 
T. Main, Inc., and Stone & Webster, Inc., 
Boston engineering firms, with $48 mil-
lion in contracts awarded to the former 
and $12 million to the latter. The project 
is located on the Sakarya river, 120 air-
kilometers west of Ankara. 
The Sariyar project is being financed 
with the assistance of the Economic Co-
operation Administration and any con-
tract for which payment is to be made 
with U. S. dollars is subject <to the ap-
proval of that commission. 
U.S. Commerce Offices m NE 
The regional office of the U. S. D epart -
ment of Commerce, with its N ational 
Production Authority section, is moving 
from the Customhouse w new offices at 
40 Broad St., Boston. 
The U. S. Department of Commerce 
field offices in New England serving NP A 
re located at the following addresses: 
Bridgeport, Conn.- 177 State St. 
Hartford, Conn.-13 5 Hig'h St. 
Manchest er, N . H .-814 Elm St. 
Montpelier, Vt.-79 Main St. 
New Haven, Conn.- 125 Temple St. 
Portland, Me.--477 Congress St. 
Providence, R . I.-327 Post Office Annex. 
Spring field, Ma•s.-1634 Main St. 
Worcester, Mass.-107 Front St. 
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Business Progress 
More rhan $11 million in construc-
tion approvals have !been granted in the 
six N ew England stares since the incep-
tion of NP A, wioh reports from lumber 
and building materials dealers indicating 
rhar sales have jumped well over last 
year's level. N ew England industrialists 
are expanding present facilities to keep 
pace with the national defense economy, 
whi le many new enterprises are appear-
ing throughout the region. 
• Production of soluble crystalline cof-
fee started last month at the new $400,000 
H oliday Brands plant in Walpole, Mass. 
• The Aroostook 'town of Eagle Lake, 
Me., which has lacked a major industry 
for 20 years, will soon welcome the Eagle 
Lake Lumber Mills, Inc., manufacturers 
of laminated bowling pins, shoe last 
blocks and lumber for the furniture in-
dustry. 
• Product development is causing ex-
pansion of Chemical Products Corp. and 
its companion fum, N ew England Lac-
quer Co., East Providence, R. I. Particu-
lar research progress is being made with 
a vinyl plastic and liquid p lasticizer, 
known as plastisol 
• Hartford Electric Steel Corp. plans 
a new $1 million steel-casting plant in 
the southwest part of H artford, Conn., 
as soon as a request for rezoning is finally 
acted upon by the City Plan Commission. 
Completion expected by October. 
• Cambridge Corp. thas been formed 
jointly 'by Arthur D . Little, Inc., of Cam-
bridge, Mass., and Carrier Corp., of Syra-
cuse, N . Y., for manufacture of an air 
:filter to keep radioactive particles out 
of the atmosphere. Little's volume of 
professional services has grown more nhan 
fivefold in the past 10 years, and since 
the war has nearly trebled. 
• Manville Dyeing and Finishing 
Co., a new Rhode Island worsted firm, 
is employing 75 workers in a mill a'ban-
doned almost a decade. 
• General Plate Division of Metlals 
and Controls Corp., Attleboro, Mass., re-
cently installed a rolling mill, completely 
new in design, to roll metals to the thick-
ness required in the company's m anufac-
turing processes. 
• Kaman Aircraft Corp., helicopter 
manufacturer, Windsor Locks, Conn., an-
nounces a 300 per cent increase in em-
ployment since the start of the year, 
'round-the-dock operations, and negotia-
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WRITE OR PHONE FOR REPRESENTATIVE 
TO CALL - NO OBLIGATION 
PHILIP HANO CO., INC. 
Lithographed Business Forms Since 1888 
80 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON, MASS. 
Phone HUbbard 2-2443 
General Offices and Factory: HOLYOKE, MASS. 
SALES OFFICES - New York - Worcester 
Hartford - Providence - Newark 
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tions currently under wary for additional 
factory and office space in both nhe Brad-
ley Field and Hartford areas. 
• Electric Boat Co.'s Groton, Conn., 
plant is now developing basic designs 
of an atomic-powered submarine, work-
ing closely with the Navy, Westinghouse, 
and General Electric, under the direction 
of the Atomic Energy Commission. 
• Raytheon Manufacturing Co., 
which employs 11,000 people in New 
England, has starred construction of one 
new plant in Waltham, Mass., will shortly 
start construction of anotilier in Quincy, 
Mass., and later this year will begin con-
struction of a third in the Greater Boston 
area. 
• Six hundred miles of cable and 
some 40,000 telephones will be added 
to the network of the Southern New Eng-
land Telephone Co. in Connecticut dur-
ing 1951, with gross plant additions 
during the year totalling over $23 million. 
• Ford Motor Co. plant in Natick, 
Mass., has been starred, with workmen 
currently engaged in clearing the 10-acre 
sire which will contain ~he parts distribu-
tion and office building. Completion in 
six months is anticipated. 
• Sprague Electric Co., of North 
Adams, Mass., will produce a special 
ceramic-coated wire for military jet 
planes in newly-acquired factory space at 
Bennington, Vt. 
• Crown Chemical Corp., a new 
chemical manufacturing plant in Provi-
dence, R. I., is turning out a line of tex-
tile chemicals. 
• One million casting units annually 
are predicted by the new Arwood Pre-
cision Casting Corp., Northfield, N . H ., 
after manufacturing operations gee un-
derway in about six months. 
• The Esso Standard Oil Co. plant 
in Everett, Mass., plans to expand its 
present facilities, with an .increase tin 
gasoline and heating oil production of 
400,000 gallons a day. Crude oil capacity 
of the plant will be increased by 6,000 
barrels to 38,500 barrels a day. The !in-
stallations are expected to be completed 
early in 1953. 
• The Whitin Machine W orks at 
Whitinsville, Mass., now has the largest 
research laboratory in the world for the 
scientific study of .fiber processing on 
preparatory machinery. The firm has 
consolidated its research, experimental, 
development and textile laboratory test-
ing divisions in one completely equipped 
building. 
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'Clouds on the Horizon' 
Warning regional manufacturers of 
the dangers of political pressure, a New 
England railroad executive has said that 
"any clouds that are on the horizon of in-
dustrial New England are ·being generated 
by political pressures from without and 
within." 
Speaking at a recent meeting of the 
New England Paper Box Manufacturers 
Association at Providence, R. I., R. M. 
Edgar, assistant to the president of the 
Bosron and Maine Railroad and Maine 
Central Railroad, said: 
"There is a growing inclination in 
some quarters to give up the .fight, take 
the easy way, and accept as inevitable the 
proposition that big government alone 
can solve our problems for us and at the 
same time will guarantee us against harm 
and shield us forever from the hard facts 
of life. In return ,for this of course, we 
have only to give up our independence, 
our treasure, and a large measure of our 
self-respect." 
Mr. Edgar pointed out that between 
1929 and 1949 New Englanders paid in 
federal taxes $11 billion more than they 
received in return from the federal gov-
ernment. And he said the "irony is that 
a lot of our money was spent in other 
parts of the country for huge hydroelec-
tric ·plants, selling tax-free power, and 
for construction of new indu trial build-
ings which were sold after e war for 
a fraction of their cost, all o which in-
creased New England's com tition." 
N.H. Industry ond Po er 
New Hampshire's Gov. Ad s, during 
discussion of an electric ra case re-
cently before d1e state Pu ·c Service 
Commission, srated that el eric rates 
in his opinion are nor a factor i 
the industrial employment icture and 
that rates may have tq be r · d. How-
ever, he said, the people of w Hamp-
shire are entitled to as low e eerie rates 
as possible under the law. 
On the subject of power, said that 
firm or sustained power is eded, but 
that co be attractive to outsid industries 
its cost should not exceed fo mills. In 
calling attention to the pro ess of the 
St. Lawrence seaway and po r project, 
he opened up w speculation !the possi-
bility tlut New Hampshire y be able 
to draw upon Canadian or M 'ne sources 
of electric energy. 
• Of interest to New Engl d manu-
facturers is the announcem t of the 
Fourth Canadian International Trade 
Fair, which will be held r s year in 
Toronto, May 28 to June 8. Literature 
and registration blanks may obtaine 
from Commerce Dept. offices. 
WASTE SAYER. Hides are pasted on sheets of glass before enteriag drying unit a t the 
new quarter-million dollar addition to the Brezner Tanning Corp. tannery, Peaacook, 
N. H. Older method, called toggling, left marks on leather which had to e cut a ut. 
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Report on 
~ NEW ENGLAND NEC By Hon. John D avis Lodge The Governor of Connecticut 
From an address delivered at the 1 02nd Quarterly Meeting of 
the New England Council, Hartford, Conn., March 22, 1951 
I take great satisfaction from being with my fellow 
New Englanders this evening. For, both as individuals 
in your several communities and as a well-organized 
body, you represent the best in civic responsibility. 
Because of your devotion to this historic and beautiful 
region, because of your faith in yourselves, and your 
neighbors, you have banded together to foster, not merely 
the economy of the New England states, but the ideals 
and the .traditions of our stout forefathers. 
In your more than a quarter century of service 
to New England, you have contributed tellingly to 
the development of our industries, which now pro-
duce manufactures totalling more than $14 billion 
annually. Because of your far-sighted and construc-
tive attitudes, you have assuredly been a compelling 
factor in the attainment of New England's excellent 
labor-management record. You have helped to make 
famous the agricultural products of our region. You 
have given impetus to the sound growth of our 
many colleges, universities and technical schools. 
Moreover, while on the one hand you have encouraged 
among us a prosperous business and industrial economy, 
you have also made your influence felt in the achieve-
ment of greater economy and efficiency in the conduct 
of state and local government affairs. In short, .the New 
England Council has been a good friend and wise 
counselor to the entire region. Under your guidance and 
rutelage you have enabled New England to fulfill more 
abundantly the destiny to which it is entitled through 
the superlative character and ability of its people. 
A More ERective Contribution 
Such thoughtful efforts have not only their long-
term value. Their worth becomes dramatically apparent 
in times of stress. There is no doubt in my mind that we 
in New England have been enabled by the program of 
rhe Council to make a notably more effective contribu-
tion to the national defense effort than would otherwise 
have been possible. 
At the opening of the Connecticut General Assembly 
I said, "We in Connecticut, must, as we have done in the 
past, throw into the scale of our national defense all the 
creative energy and all the productive increase of which 
our rwo million citizens are capable." Connecticut is a 
famous arsenal of the nation and has been since Eli 
Whitney at an abandoned saw mill in H amden, de-
veloped the methods of mass production to provide rifles 
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for Washington's Army. 
During the last war, Con-
necticut had the highest 
per capita production of 
war goods of all the states. 
Springfield, Vt., achieved 
the same honor for com-
muruues. Many of the things which can be said for 
each of the New England states can lbe recited with 
equal accuracy for all New England. We in New England 
must, as we have done in the past, throw into the scale 
of our national defense all the creative energy and all 
the productive increase of which our nine and one-third 
million citizens are caplrble. 
One of the reasons for the creation and for 
the continued existence of the New England 
Council is to provide a medium whereby the 
business leaders of New England can express 
their opinions concerning public affairs and 
help guide the actions of goverrunent. The 
existence of the organization as such a medium 
seems, however, to have led some business 
leaders to believe that there is no need for 
them to be vocal individually. 
Inasmuch as the business leader is almost invariably 
a person of superior initiative and sense of responsibility, 
and since in many instances, he is able to express his 
views forcefully and cogently, it is to be hoped that you 
who play leading roles in our economy will be willing 
individually, as well as collectively, to demonstrate your 
belief in our economic, social and gov·ernmental systems 
by expressing your opinions freely and in public. 
The currency of the businessman is dollars. We 
who hold public office are concerned with another kind 
of currency, the currency called public support. May I 
be so bold as to suggest that if our business leaders are 
ro be truly influential in public affairs, they must be as 
courageous in terms of their own currency as they would 
like their public servants to be when those public ser-
vants are placed under pressure by certain segments of 
the electorate. 
At the suggestion of the six New England governors, 
rhe New England Council was brought ·into being a little 
more than a quarter of a century ago. The succeeding 
governors have continued to cooperate with each other 
in the furtherance of valualble regional projects. 
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As we become more and more concerned 
with the same problems we shall need further 
to implement the New England Governors' 
Conference by some kind of informal machi.n-
ery to develop material for consideration by 
the governors at their meetings, and for car-
rying out the policies determined by them. 
Each of rhe scares has a Commission on Inrerstate 
Cooperation. I am suggesting to Governor Sherman 
Adams of New Hampshire, chairman of the Governors' 
Conference, rhar those co=issions be utilized to do 
rhe staff work. 
I attended earlier this month in Washington the New 
England Economic and Defense Conference sponsored 
by rhe New England Congressional delegation and the 
New England Council. To me ir did nor seem that the 
federal procuremenr agencies have set up at this time 
adequate machinery ro keep small business informed on 
conrract and subconrracr opportunities. The New Eng-
land people migh t well work our more practical methods. 
I have designated the Connecticut Developmenr Com-
mission as the official stare agency to assist small busi-
ness in this matter. That agency will be glad to work 
together with similar offices in the other New England 
stares and with your Council. 
Interstate Cooperation 
The New England states have for many years co-
operated with one another in the conservation and de-
velopment of our natural resources through the medium 
of inrersrate compacts. 
All the stares except Vermonr are partners in the 
Atlantic Stares Marine Fisheries Compact. All have 
joined the compact for mutual assistance in fighting for-
est fires. Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut 
are members of rhe New England Interstate Water Pol-
lution Conrrol Compact. Ir seems likely that Vermont 
and New Hampshire and possibly Maine will join this 
year. The federal New England-New York Inter-Agency 
Co=irtee a week ago gave the states a. green light for 
going ahead with action on inrersta.te compacts concerned 
with control of .floods on the Connecticut and Merrimack. 
Currently, the New England states are working on a 
compact for mutual assistance for civil defense. Massa-
chusetts and New Hampshire have already ratified a civil 
defense agreement. I understand that the civil defense 
authorities of the area are ro meet in Bosron on April 
3rd ro devise an agreemenr for all the New England 
states which can be submitted to Congress for approval 
as a compact. As a further safeguard for the lives and 
homes of our people, and in protect·ion of the New Eng-
land industries so vital to national defense, I trust that 
this compact will shortly come into beiDJg. 
Of considerable interest to everyone in New Eng-
land is the four-year study of our natural resources and 
those of New York state by a co=ittee of six federal 
agencies created by Presidential directive. 
I might say, parenthetically, that of all the water flow-
ing in Connecticut's 8,500 miles of rivers and brooks, 
70 per cent comes ·into Connecticut from outside e 
state. The Connecticut River at the Massachus 
Connecticut state line represents approximately a-
thirds of our inland water resources. We are naturally 
keenly interested in working with the up-river stat in 
water management problems. 
I am very much pleased that the Inter-
Agency Committee last Friday, in response to 
my urging, gave the four states in the Con-
necticut River Valley full clearance to ratify 
the Connecticut River Flood Control Compact 
as drafted by the duly authorized represent -
tives of the states. 
That action lends much weight to the statement of 
the Inrer-Agency Co=ittee <that it wishes to coo ate 
witl1 the srare governments in resources manage ent 
programs. Failure to have given New England a g en 
light in this matter and on the New England Inter 
Water Pollution Control Compact would have co ti-
tured a serious setback to state participation. 
We can also all approve the action of the Inter-Ag 
Committee last Friday during ·its meeting here in t-
ford, giving d1e Army Engineers and the Federal P 
Co=ission clearance to take such action as they 
fir, without waiting for further study by the Co=i ee, 
relative to the proposed construction of a hydro-ele ric 
dam in the Connecticut River at Enfield Rapids. 
This constitutes a favorable precedent for lea ing 
the way open for the development of other des i ble 
power projects in New England and New York wi 
waiting for the conclusions of rthe Inter-Agency 
mirree in June of 1954. 
Bm your program tomorrow morning includes a dis-
cussion of rhe Inter-Agency Co=irtee's work and I ill 
refrain from further co=enr concerning it, other an 
to express the opinion that the states seem to be ore 
than pulling their weight in the boat. Ir is to be h ped 
that the results of the four years of study will be such 
that all New England can support it. 
I am sure you will understand if I take some f ily 
pride in rhe Federal Rivers and Harbors and Flood on-
rrol Acr of 1950. Section 205 of that Act, as mo t of 
you know, resulted from the inrroduction in the 
gress of the so-called Lodge-Furcolo amendment, 
partisan measure sponsored by my brother, Se 
Lodge of Massachusetts, and Congressman Furco1 
Springfield, Mass. That amendment was the ince 
of rhe program being carried out by the New Eng 
New York Inter-Agency Co=ittee. 
Duplication To Be Avoided 
I am still at a loss to understand why this s ion, 
which had the general approvaJ of both Houses of the 
Congress, should have been so severely criticized b the 
President and why it should have been necessary for him 
to resort to a Presidential directive to achieve the same 
general objective. 
At a meeting of the New England governors in Bos-
ton last January, I asked whether the study authorized 
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by the Congress was to be forgotten and whether there 
would be dupLication of expenditure or manpower to 
cover the same ii.eld under both Congressional and 
Presidential directives. 
I have been assured by Colonel F. F. Frech, chairman 
of the Co=ittee, that this matter has been given con-
tinuing and serious consideration and that every effort 
is being made to avoid such duplication. 
When the Inter-Agency Committee com-
pletes its study in 1954 the New England 
states should continue their interstate cooper-
ation in the development of plans, programs 
and projects for the continued management 
of natural resources in those ways which will 
best satisfy the needs ·and desires of our 
people. 
Those needs and desires will increase and change from 
time to time and those changes will always make it pos-
sible to undertake new plans. We must be sure that 
interest in our soil, forest, mineral, wildlife and water 
resources is not permitted to diminish with the ending 
of the study. 
When I first accepted the invitation to speak at this 
meeting I hoped to be able to make a definite statement 
concerning the proposal to build a steel mill in New 
England. Unfortunately, it is not possible to do so 
tonight. 
I have appointed a Co=unity Adjustment Com-
mittee to define the type of collateral problems which 
might develop in eastern Connecticut as a result of the 
construction of the proposed steel mill and to suggest 
what steps should be taken to meet those problems. 
It seems likely that the reports of the consulting en-
gineers, the New England Steel Development Corpora-
tion, the Governor's Steel Advisory Co=ittee and the 
Co=ittee on Community Adjustment Problems will 
shortly be available for consideration. 
Despite the fact that New England is a 
well-knit entity in many respects there still 
is less community interest throughout the area 
than was once the case. The New England 
Council has done much to better this situa-
tion, but there remains room for improve-
ment. 
We, in Connecticut have too little knowledge of what 
goes on in the northern New England states, partly be-
cause the news from there whid1 reaches Connecticut 
papers through various news services is to a considerable 
degree of the sensational type. Similarly, the newspa-
pers of the northern states carry too little news of what 
is happening in Connecticut. 
For example, we in New England are very much in-
terested in hydro-electric power, but there are few people 
in southern New England who know that a power dam 
was finished on the Connecticut River in New Hamp-
shire and Vermont last year and that another is proposed 
for construction in the near future. Residents of north-
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the Boats 
" ... describes the meaning which under-
lies the work of the Council." 
ern New England have little knowledge of the proposal 
to construct a power dam in the Connecticut River in 
Connecticut. 
Growing Power Demand 
New England's consumption of power is growing 
by leaps and bounds. During the war a number of 
power generators scheduled for installation here were 
diverted rby the federal government to other parts of 
the United States and to Russia. Since the war, much 
new generating capacity has been installed. We have 
managed to meet all demands and at the same time keep 
on hand a larger margin of emergency reserve than any 
other region in the country. And consu=ation of 
present plans will keep us ahead of the growing demand. 
New England is a high cost area for making power 
as it is a high cost area for making other things. We 
have high wage scales and must import raw materials. 
In the scurry to see that we always have adequate facili-
ties for making all the power we can use, we must not 
forget to keep a sharp pencil at work on the cost of 
power. It is not enough to simply make sure that rates 
are ·equitable as between producer and consumer. Keep-
mg the rates just is one thing. Keeping them as low 
as possible is even more important. 
St. Lawrence Power 
The proposals for the St. Lawrence Seaway, and the 
development of hydro-electric power at the International 
Rapids and projected re-development of Niagara Falls 
for additional hydro-electric power are of more than 
academic interest to the people of New England. For 
many years there has been a belief in New England 
that development of the St. Lawrence Seaway from the 
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ocean tO the Great Lakes would have adverse effects on 
New England's harbors and on the waterway and railway 
transporration systems of the ar·ea. 
Recommendations by General Marshall and Defense 
Mobilizer Charles E. Wilson cllat the St. Lawrence Sea-
way should be built promptly, indicate the importance 
ascribed to this project as a defense measure. We in 
New England should make every efforr to determine the 
adverse effects which this development might bring 
abour and ro rake steps ro com pen sate for them. 
New England, which provides such a relatively large 
porrion of the federal tax dollar, should obtain depend-
able assurance that the proposed Seaway which would 
cost the citizens of this area so much money, must at 
least nor hurt the citizens of the area. Moreover, rthose 
pans of New England which, geographically, are in a 
position tO benefit from the projected new hydro-electric 
power development should seek to establish that such 
benefit is ro be forrhcoming. 
For many years there has been an exchange 
of some power between New England and 
New York State. We should determine the 
plans of New York state for integrating the 
power developed at the St. Lawrence and at 
Niagara Falls through existing transmission 
and distribution systems of New York state 
and the surrounding states, particularly New 
England. 
The Sr. Lawrence and Niagara power is la.rtgely base 
power and there is a likelihood that peak power devel-
oped at proposed hydro-electric sites in New England 
can be exchanged with New York. 
In the best interests of New England we should 
work with the New York state people in the furtherance 
of their program. 
Possessed of relatively meager natural resources, New 
England has evolved from a wilderness into a densely 
populated and heavily industrialized region with unusu-
ally high per capita income and standards of living. 
Ingenuity and a willingness to work toge~her have been 
welded by a traditional independence of spirit into a 
winning formula. 
Our Forest Resources 
It is interesting tO reflect that three-fourths of New 
England's land area is covered by forest growth. In no 
other region of the United States is the proportion of 
forest land as great as it is in New England. 
Early in the Twentieth Century New England took 
the lead in the United States in working for the purchase 
of mountain lands for national forests. The two na-
rional forests in New England have a significant role 
in the New England forestry picture, but they are small 
in relation to the total forest area of the six states. New 
England's forestry problem is primarily a problem of 
management of privately owned lands. 
In thickly populated and heavily industrialized 
Massachusetts and Connecticut, forests occupy two- irds 
and three-fifths of the land areas. Population is con-
centrated a:nd cropland is scarce. Agriculture, like pop-
ulation, is concentrated in the most suitable are and 
like industry is highly specialized. New England coun-
ties in Maine, Massachusetts and Connecticut ran high 
among 2,500 competing counties in the United tares 
in the value of farm products. 
We cannot, as you of the New England Council so 
well recognize, rest on our oars. Other areas, un '1 re-
cently, relaoively undeveloped, with more aibundant nat· 
ural resources and with new found devices are buiilding 
fast on the industrial and commercial foundatio on 
which our forefathers struggled laboriously. We must 
nor be content tO keep abreast of ·the stream of ci iliza-
tion which forever flows at an increasing speed. We 
must continue to pioneer-nor against the obstac s of 
a new country, bur to surmount the higher and 'gher 
hurdles which are natural developments in an old r ion. 
Our job is one of rebuilding and redevelopment. 
I h ad opportunity the other day to read the attrac-
tive and tastefully-compiled booklet recenrly issu by 
the New England Council. I was particularly srru by 
its co~pelling title, "The Rising Tide Lifts AI. the 
Boats. 
"The Rising Tide Lifts All the Boats." How aptly 
that phrase describes the meaning which underli the 
work of the Council. For your efforts are nor cha eled 
into a narrow .field. You do not concern your lves 
solely with greater volume of business or larger o 
of production, useful though such progress is r the 
development of our region. You have enlarged your 
concepts to the circle of your duties. In a large-sp · ired 
way you have directed your very great talents and ner-
gies to the whole problem of making New Eng! d a 
better and s~ill better area in which to live, to wor and 
tO bring up the children whose endeavors will be uilt 
upon our own. This is an intelligent and m 
minded approach. 
We who have been entrusted with pub 'c 
office in New England must look increasingly 
to you of the New England Council for in-
formed opinion and for help in the shap · g 
and execution of the policies which we h d 
vital to the well-being of our conununities, 
our sta·tes and the entire section. 
I salute you 'gentlemen of the New England Cquncil 
for your determination that these priceless attributes 
of New England character and talent shall be iven 
their fullest encouragement to flower and to s read. 
For what God has given us in New England let us offer 
thanks not alone with our tongues but with end ing 
creative enterprise of hand and heart and mind tO the 
end that this region which we love and serve sh be-
come a land teeming with productive increase, and shall 
prosper in all its ways. 
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Small Businesses Advised 
How to Sell to U.S. Novy 
The Department of the Navy considers 
a small business concern one which em· 
ploys less than 500 workers. Although 
its files show only the records of prime 
contractors, ·the Navy is well aware that 
there are many excellent sources of sup· 
ply unknown ro it, in New England and 
in other regions throll!ghout the nation. 
To assist New England manufacturers 
in getting N avy contracts, t:he following 
advice is offered with the hope that every 
avy supplier will contribute more ro 
the industrial effort of the nation if he 
generally understands the basic require-
ments of procurement. 
The first step in landing a Navy con-
tract is to decide which purchasing ac· 
riviry in the First Naval District buys 
the product the manufacturer makes. By 
writing a letter telling what sort of equip· 
ment is in production, and listing any 
components the N avy might use, the small 
businessman will 1be furnished with a 
questionnaire. Letters should 'be mailed 
to : 
Supply Officer, P ortsmouth Naval Ship· 
yard, Portsmouth, . H. (general procure-
ment and certain electrical fittings) ; 
upply Officer, Boston aval Shipyard, 
Bo ton (general procurement and ship 
tores and commissary stores i tems) ; 
Commanding Officer, U. . aval upply 
Depot, ewport, R. I. (general ,procure-
ment ) ; 
Cornmancling Officer, Naval Submarine 
Ba e, ew London, Conn. {general procure-
ment and certain items p eculiar to sub-
ma rines) ; or to 
Supply Officer, U. S. Naval Air Station, 
Quonset P oint, R. I. 
Unless the manufacturer's name is al-
ready on ,the above activities' list of bid-
ders, t:he questionnaire should he filled in 
completely, and returned to the purchas· 
ing activity. When the Navy has need 
of the articles or services the manufac· 
turer is ready to supply, he will be invited 
to bid. 
Before the war, a requirement existed 
that contracts should be made by means 
of .formal advertising and competitive 
bidding. In the present emergency, it is 
recognized that some purchases are more 
expeditiously negotiated d1an advertised. 
In f ormal advertising, a Navy pur· 
chasing activity will initiate advertised 
procurement by mailing invitations for 
bids to the manufacturers whose names 
are on the mailing list. 
On an invitation for bids, there is such 
infolimation as the following: invitation 
number, date and hour and location where 
bids are to be opened, quantity and de· 
scription of items ro be purchased, ref· 
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erence to specifications, shipping sched-
ules and destination, packing and pack-
aging requirements, standard contract 
clauses to be included in the contract, etc. 
The manufacturer receives the invita· 
tion for bids, enters his ,prices in ,the space 
provided, and returns them. Bids are 
received up to the designated hour, when 
they are publicly opened, read, and re-
corded. The lowest responsible bidder, 
whose price and work will be most ad-
vantageous ro t:he government, will be 
notified of his award immediately. 
Q uotat ions Request 
Procurement by negotiation does 
not rule out competition, as is popularly 
supposed. The procedures of formal ad-
vertising, just described, are omitted. In· 
stead of receiving an invitation for bids, 
the manufacturer receives a request for 
quotations to be accompanied lby an analy-
sis of production costs. Sometimes this 
original quotation is enough to warrant 
a prompt negotiated contract. More 
often, further correspondence and nego-
tiations ensue until d1e contract is placed 
with the supplier making the 'best final 
proposal. 
New England industrialists who did 
business with the Navy during World 
War II are undoubtedly listed with the 
Munitions Board as a planned wartime 
material supplier for the Navy. How-
ever, manufacturers seeking to do busi-
ness with the Navy who have not 1been 
notified of their allocation to one of the 
services should submit the following in-
formation to the Office of Naval Mate· 
rial, Navy Department, Washington 25, 
D.C. 
Describe fully all plant facilities, with 
illustrations, if possible. Give a person-
nel sUllliDary, including shifts and skills 
of labor. List all commercial and World 
War II products, stating what is beilllg 
done and what could be done with addi-
tional facilities. List World War II con-
tracts and contract numbers in cases of 
prime contracts, regardless of whether 
Army or N avy. 
The Navy, in its determination to give 
sufficient business to the small concern, 
has designated a Smail Business Liaison 
Officer to each purchasing activity and 
urges all New England manufacturers 
seeking Navy contracts to approach such 
officers with their problem and questions. 
In addition t o the above methods, 
many Yankee concerns are availing them-
selves of the oppormnity to scan U. S. 
Department of Commerce lists for gov· 
ernment work with the N avy as well as 
orher armed services. Unclassified de-
fense contraCts throughout the nation 
over $25,000 are ,publicly announced each 
week, and the New England awards are 
culled every rwo weeks by the New Eng· 
land Council for irs members and manu-
facturers who request the data. In these 
releases are countless opportunities for 
enterprising manufacturers rt:o land naval 
subcontracts. The consensus is that New 
England industry is best qualified for sub-
contracting as a contribution to defense 
production. 
All seekers of N avy contracts should 
read the recently-published 'booklet, "Sell-
ing To The Navy," obtainable at 15c a 
copy on request from the Superintendent 
of Documents, U. S. Government Print· 
ing Office, W ashington 25, D. C. 
• Ray M. Hudson, manager ru the New 
England Council's Industrial Department, 
was re-elected secretary-treasurer for 
1951-52 of the American Industrial De-
velopment Council and presided over a 
group session at the organization's 26th 
annual conference in Washington, D. C., 
this month. 
DEFENSE CONTRACTS 
Since the outbreak of the w ar in Ko rea, New England fi rms received ~896 million in 
defense contracts. Between Jul y I , 1950 , and J an . 31, 19 51 , t he rat io of military contrac ts 
awarded to Yankee manufacturers w as almost exactl y 10 per cent of the national toea! o.f 
$8,927 million for which state breakdowns are known. During Worid W ar II, N ew England 's 
share was nine per cent. 
Connecticut tops the other N ew England states in p rime contrac ts, receiving 60 per cent 
of the regional total , with MassachusettS am assing 3 1 per cent and the other four states dividing 
the rem.aining nine per cent. 
Although classifications by commodity are not available, aircraft parts appear t o make up 
nearly one half of the region's defense load, with woolens and worsted textiles addini anot her 
quarter. 
The Research & Statistics Department of the Federal Reserve Bank, basing its figure on 
Munitions Board reports, figures that if ew England obtained the same share of an additional 
$1,798 million in contracts for which no geographical division is given, New England's total 
of contracts is now over a billion dollars. 
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Industry---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
New Products Porode 
New producrs are discovered, devel-
oped, and marketed each month by 
enterprising New England firms in their 
continual search for new material possi-
bilities. Among this mondh's crop of 
new gadgets and scientific innovations 
are: 
0 An eight-ounce portable purifier 
is vhe invention of a Brookline, Mass., 
former naval commander who claims his 
device will make it safe to drink water 
from mudholes or water contaminated 
by atomic amck. The Navy and Marine 
Corps have authorized purchases. 
• By using an X-ray machine and 
Polaroid film, it is possible to X-ray sol-
diers in the from Jines to determine the 
extent of their injuries wirhour evacuat-
ing rhem to hospitals equipped wioh 
darkrooms, the Polaroid Corp., Cam-
bridge, Mass., announces. 
• A theft-proof fare collection device 
has been invented by Max L. Grant, presi-
dent of Money-Meters, Inc., Providence, 
R. I. Called rhe Grant Farelock, rhe col-
lection machine is a multiple-coin lock-
box destined, Mr. Grant hopes, for use 
in busses and street cars throughout the 
world. 
• For the first time in history, crystal-
line Vitamin A is being produced by 
synthesis on a commercial scale in the 
new $2 million ·Gharles Pfizer plant in 
Groron, Conn. 
• A nozzle manufactured by rhe Bete 
Fog Nozzle Inc., Greenfield, Mass., pro-
vides fine, uniform fog droplets at low· 
operating pressures. The nozzle has no 
internal pares, and cannot clog with for-
eign particles smaller than ohe size of rhe 
orifice. 
0 The Drycor Felt Co., Stafford 
Springs, Conn., has developed a method 
for mechanically felting nylon to pro-
duce a textile similar to conventional felt, 
bur possessing the superior characteristics 
of nylon. 
• Push-button machinery that does 
the work better and faster, replacing man-
uallabor in operating, boiling and bleacll-
ing equipment for textile mills, has been 
developed by Johnson & Johnson and 
William Allen Son's Co., Worcester, 
Mass. 
• The Palm Beach Co., owned by 
Goodall-Sanford, }nc., Sanford, Me., is in-
vading rhe year-round suit field wirh a 
new product named the G -All-Year, 
expected to sell ,for under 60. Made 
from virgin wool, nylon, an 
• A rotary-oscillating-hy aulic type 
wet abrasive cutting machine, made by 
Campbell Machine Divisio American 
Ohain & Cable Co., Inc., Bridgeport, 
Conn., will cur round bars up to 8-incbes 
in diameter and robing up to inches OD. 
• A new calculating rna hine with 
automatic printed multiplic tion, divi-
sion, addition, and subtracti has been 
announced by d1e Underw Corp., 
which has plants at H artford 3l!ld Bridge· 
port, Conn. Trhe printing ca lator fea-
tures a simple 10-key keyboa for touch 
operation. 
• The Static Magnetic M 
ufacrured by Alden Products 
ron, Mass., is a new electronic 
for medium speed pulse 
which handles, stores, and r 
formation in eioher serial 
form. 
• Howe Scale Co., Ruda , Vt., in-
troduces a new '77 Weightog ph which 
features a non-protruding per ope with 
a unique eye-level screen w 'ch flashes 
the exact weight in large let rs for ac-
curate reading. 
NEW ENGLAND BUSINESS TRENDS 
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NEW ENGLAND UNITED STATES 
Per Cent Change Per Cent Ch ge 
Ite111 
Latest Latest Latest 
Month Figure Month 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
Industria l production, adj.* (1935-39 = 100 ) Feb. 150.4 + 8.5 
Manufacturing employment ( 1,000) 
················ 
Feb. 1,558 + 13.3 
Nonsnanufacturing employment ( 1,000) 
·········· 
Feb. 1,841 + 4.4 
Unemployment insurance claims (1,000) 
······ ·· ·· 
Feb. 79 - 57.4 
Consumer prices (1935-39=100} .................... Mar. 170.1"" + 7.9 
Freight carloadings (1,000 cars) ...................... Feb. 8 I 
Electric energy prod. ( 1,000,000 KWH) ........ Jan. 1,88 5 
Bank debits ( $1,000,00 0 ) ..... ... .......... ...... .... ...... Feb. 4,884 
Business failures (number) ............ .................. Feb. 56 
Business failures ( $ 1,000 liabilities ) ... .... ......... Feb. 1,03 0 
INDUSTRY 
Cotton consumpt.\<u> (1,000 bales) 
········· ·· ········· 
Feb. 71 
Cotton spinning (1 ,000,000 ~indle hr1.) .... .. .. Feb. 1,5 52 
Boot and shoe production ( 1,000,000 pr1.) ...... Jan. 14 
Metal receipts (1,000 toru) ............. ................. Dec. 192 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS 
(F. W. Dodge Gorp.) 
Tot.<>! ($1,000,000) .... ........ Feb. 65 
Nonresidential ($1,000,000) .... .. ...... Feb. 30 
Residential ( $1,000,000) .......... .. Feb. 29 
Public Works ($1,000,000) ............ Feb. 6 
Utilities ($1,000,000) ............ Feb. .1 
FINANCE 
Member bank loans ( $1,000,000) ......... .. . Feb. 1 ,5 I 8 
"New England figures compiled by the First National Bank of Boston. 
""Massachusetts data. 
+ 3.6 
+ 15.6 
+ 27.5 
- 26.3 
37.2 
+ 23.5 
+ 12.7 
+ 6.0 
+ 19.8 
+ 32.7 
+131.5 
+ 6.7 
= 18.4 
= 92.3 
+ 41.6 
Year Ago Year Ago 
Latest Latest Latest Latest 
3 Mos. Figure Month 3 Mos. 
+ 8.1 221 + 22.8 + 21.6 
+ 12.7 15,904 + I 3.6 + 12.9 
+ 4 .0 29,390 + 6.2 + 5.0 
54.8 1,042 55.3 53.1 
+ 8.1 Not available 
+ 7.6 2,780 + 22.2 f-j- 20.5 
+ 13.1 36,726 + 15.9 + 16.5 
+ 26.0 101,414 + 17.6 + 21.6 
- 29. 0 599 - 26.1 16.0 
-49.4 16,009 - 27.7 13.4 
+ 2 8.0 895 + 2 1.0 + 23.4 
+ 17.1 11,069 + I 3.3 + 17.4 
+ 5.2 44 + 8.7 + 6.4 
+ 70.9 Not available 
+ 40.2 1,141 + 46.3 '-\- 37.4 
+19 8.3 431 + 62.4 + 71.9 
+ 2.4 531 + 46.9 71- 27.3 
-
33.9 124 + 3.1 + 21.1 
+ 46.9 54 + 67.8 26.2 
+ 38.0 32,3 60 + 29.6 + 27.3 
Source: Federal Reserve B2nk of Boston, 
NEW ENGlAND NEWS ETTER 
ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT CLINIC 
Commonwealth A rmory, Boston May 15-18, 195 1 
Sponsored jointly by t he t hree A nned Se1·vices, the N ew 
England Council and nu11terous local, st ate and regional 
organizations in New Englan d and u pper N ew Y 01·k stat e. 
More than 100 national p r ime contractors for the thr ee Armed Services 
will display p art s and equipment for w hich they are seeking sub-
con t ract ors . 
Potential subcont r actors w ill h ave the opportunity to examine items 
on display and discuss t heir ability t o m anufactur e them with technical 
r epresentatives of t he p r ime contractors. Armed Serv ices procurement 
officers w ill a lso be present to advise on procurement procedures. 
For f u r ther information, write the New England Council 
or the A r m ed Ser vices' procurement offices in Boston. 
PLAN NOW TO ATTEND 
THE ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT CLINIC 
NE Mineral Resources Eyed 
Increased defense production demands 
for minerals, many of which are obtained 
from overseas sources, has again .focused 
attention on New England's mineral 
resources. 
While the region's mineral deposits 
have made an important contdbution to 
rhe area's economy since Colonial days, 
much of the mineral wealth cannot be 
produced economically .in normal times. 
According to James Boyd, director, 
U. S. Bureau of Mines, and administrator 
of the Defense Minerals Administration, 
the most significant contribution of the 
New England area, with respect to min-
erals which are critical and strategic at 
present, is its production of copper, as-
bestos and high-grade mica. 
In a report to the New England Eco-
nomic and Defense Conference held re-
cently in Washington, under the auspices 
of the New England delegation in Con-
gress, Mr. Boyd reviewed the region's 
contributions and called attention to cer-
tain potential developments. 
Manganese. Aroostook County, Me., 
has one of the three largest submarginal 
manganese deposits known in the United 
States. lt has an estimated 250 million 
short tons of material containing a/bout 
5 to 15 per cent manganese and 10 to 
30 per cent iron. The high iron content 
makes economical extraction difficult and 
"under current conditions and present 
technical knowledge, this vast potential 
cannot be profita:bly developed. *" 
Copper . Orange County, Vt., pro-
•Governor Payne of Maine ba s indicated the 
cleposit is 120 miles long and 14 mi les wide, 
and has expre sed hope that a si•gnificant 
announcement in connectio n ·with the depos-
its may be made before the summer. 
APRIL , 1951 
duces about 150,000 tons annually. Al-
though less than one per cent of the total 
national output, it ·is an important con-
tribution to the defense effort. 
A sbestos. The only large mine in 
the United States is in Vermont. It is 
high grade, short-tfnbred, and much in 
demand . The mill is said to be the most 
up-to-date in the rwor.ld and produces 40 
to 50 thousand tons a year. It is required 
by the military for use in aircraft, motor-
ized equipment, navy cables and lam-
inated plastic materials. Ghief U. S. 
source is foreign. 
Mica. This mineral, extremely impor-
tant to the electrical industry, was mined 
during the last war in some 25 locations 
in New England, principally in New 
Hampshire. Limited deposits and high 
production costs make the U. S. depend-
ent on foreign sources. Yet in New 
Hampshire and eastern Connecticut the 
quality of the material is so high that 
production is economically practicalble. 
Feldspar. New Hampshire is an im-
portant contributor of chis product used 
in the manufacture of g lass and for glaz-
ing pottery. Maine also has working 
deposits. 
Talc. Vermont is the fouoch largest 
producing state in the country, with an 
extensive belt running through the cen-
tral part of the state. 
Others. Granite and marble, espe-
cially prevalent in New Hampshire, Ver-
mont and eastern Massachusetts. Slate 
has declined in importance although slates 
in central Maine are in demand by the 
electrical industry. Limestone deposits 
are worthy of further attention, as are: 
sources of kyanite and sillimanite in the 
western sections of New Hampshire and 
Vermont; various pegmatites which in-
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clude beryllium, lithium, tantalum, CO· 
lumbium, etc. of small quantity but of 
great strategic value; pyrite deposits for 
sulfur, and certain brown iron deposits 
along the western boundary of tthe region. 
Development Credit Agencies 
Creation of development credit agen-
cies for Vermont, New H ampshire and 
Massachusetts, which might be patterned 
after the Maine Development Credit 
Corp., has been proposed in those states 
to provide venture capital for small in-
dustries. 
Now before the Massachusetts legisla-
ture is a plan similar to that of <the Maine 
agency, which would he initiated by the 
state yet be privately operated and pri-
vately financed and having the same ob-
jective as the Maine program: providing 
risk capital to small 'businesses. 
Also in MassachusettS the forming of 
an agency to provide needed long-term 
capital to small manufacturers in the 
Pioneer Valley of western Massachusetts 
has been advocated by the Pioneer Valley 
Association following a study of the 
financial requirements of 92 manufactur-
ers in the area. 
Long-Term Loans 
The study, conducted by the asso-
ciation with the cooperation of the lin-
coln and Therese Filene Foundation and 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, re-
vealed one of each six small manufactur-
ers interviewed in the Valley region dur-
ing 1950 indicated his company had un-
satisfied financial requirements. And, ac-
cording to the current ,issue of the Fed-
eral Reserve's Monthly Review, the great· 
est need was for long-term loans and 
new investment for ex;pansion purposes. 
Albour one-fourth of the 92 firms covered 
in the survey reported a need for more 
readily available financing in the area, 
either for themselves or for others. 
In New Hampshire a plan to establish 
a non-profit corporation ro furnish capi· 
tal to, and otherwise encourage, small in-
dustry was recently discussed by repre-
senta:tive New Hampshire businessmen 
with Gov. Sherman Adams. A bill to 
esraiblish the corporation will be intro-
duced soon into the legislature. 
The plan, patterned after the Maine 
Development Credit Corporation, calls 
for the issuance of 1,000 shares to sell 
at 100 per share. One fourth of this 
stock must have been issued before the 
corporation may start to function . I t is 
reported that already more than 25,000 
of stock purchases have been assured. 
Banks in the state will be invited to 
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1951 Council 
Meeting Dotes 
April 30-New England Congressional 
Dinner, Hotel Mayflower, Washing· 
ton, D. C. 
June 21-23-1 03rd Quarterly Meeting, 
Equinox House, Manchester, Vt. 
September 13-15- 1 04th 9uarterly 
Meeting, The Marshall House, York 
Harbor, Me. 
October 19-21 st New England Bank 
Management Conference, Hotel Stat-
ler, Boston. 
November 15-16- 27th New England 
Conference, Hotel Statler, Boston. 
pa!'ticipate in the loaning up to a certain 
per cent of their assets. 
The tentat ive incorporators are: 
\Ventworth Brown, Berlin; Eugene .Whitte-
more, Portsmouth; Claude Putnam, Keene; Rob-
ert Erb, Nashua; Avery Schiller, Manchester; 
Richard Carrick, Keene; Laurence Whittemore, 
Pembroke; Arthur D. O'Shea, Laconia; Arthur E. 
Moreau, Manchester; Frank Kennett, Conway~ 
Hervey Kent, Exeter; \Vruter L. Barker, Nashua; 
Howard Mitchell, Dover; James C. MwLeod, 
Littleton; Harry J. Kelly, Laconia ; Harold 
Chandler, Keene ; Harold Holbrook, D over; George 
E. H arris, Nashua; R oss Carver, Nashua. 
Clinton Eastman, Littleton; Edgar Hirst, Con-
cord; Robert W . Upton, Concord; Donald 
D'Arcy, Dover; Merritt Langdell, Milford; Cal-
vin Oakes, Claremont; Joseph Epply, Manchester ; 
Lane Dwinell , Lebanon; Dudley Orr, Concordi 
\Vilbur Schurman, Lancaster; Andrew Christie, 
Kingston; Eliot Carter, Nashua ; Marston H eard, 
Manchester; \Villiam Kirn , Claremont, and George 
\VT. Swallow, Manche9ter. 
NE Research Aids U.S. 
"Through research to new products to 
co=ercial production" describes the pro-
gram of the Mechanical D ivision of Ar· 
rhur D . little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass. 
This Division, organized during World 
War II, has developed in the post-war 
period, and is now prepared to furnish 
a number of new and unique pieces of 
equipment for scientific, military, and in-
dustrial use. Among ·these are oxygen 
generators, liquid oxygen pumps, lique-
fiers for hydrogen and helium, a helium 
refrigerator, liquefied•gas storage tanks, 
non-contaminating 'gas holders, heat ex-
changers, air coolers, and research electro· 
magnets. 
Founded in 1886, Arthur D. litrle, 
Inc., is one of the oldest industrial research 
laooratories in the country, and in addi-tion 
to the new products mentioned, it is con-
tinuing to offer to industry its long-estab-
lished research services in mechanical 
engineering, chemistry, biolo , physics, 
economics, applied mathemati and sci-
ences. 
New Textile Research Course 
A special course in the principles of 
teX!tile research will be offer during 
the 1951 summer session at assachu-
setts Institute of Technology. Emphasis 
of tl1e four-week course will on the 
functioning of a textile resear 1 labora-
tory in connection with qual control 
programs, new produe<t develo 
srrumentation, processing, an 
of education at college and university 
level. 
CBS Buys Moss. Com 
The Hytron Radio and 
Corp. of Salem, Mass., was pu 
cently by the Columbia B 
System which is entering the television 
and radio manufacturing fie! . Hytron 
will continue under the dir tion and 
management of its present offi ers. The 
agreement covers the televisio -and radio 
tube manufacturing business f H y<tron 
and tl1e set manufacturing business of 
its subsidiary, Air King Pr ucts Co., 
Inc. 
Credit Restraint Unit Named 
The national Voluntary 
straint Co=ittee, whose pu 
reduce inflationary pressures d to lend-
ing and co facilitate national defense, has 
announced the personnel for i regional 
co=ittees. 
Twelve regional committe , one in 
each Federal Reserve Bank di trier, have 
been organized to which bank insurance 
companies, investment hankers and all 
other type lenders may submit inquiries 
regarding desiraJble lending a "vities un-
der the program. 
The First Federal Reserve mmittee : 
Walter S. Buckl in, c hairman, esident, the 
National Shawmut Bank of Bost n ; Roy A. 
Young, president, the Mercihanrs tiona! Bank 
of Boston; Lester E. Shippee, ex u rive vice-
president, the Hartford-Connccticu Trust Co., 
Hartford; Chester G. A·bbotr, pr idcnr, First 
Portland ational Bank, Portland , Me.; W. F. 
Farrell, president , the Providence U ion National 
Bank -and Trust Co., Providence, R. I .; and Carl 
B. Pitman, vice-president, Federal eserve Bank 
of Boston. 
• The M. A. H anna Co. of Cleveland, 
0 ., announced recently that i plans "to 
begin shipping ore by 1955' from the 
new l abrador-Quebec iron or .ti.elds. 
NEW ENGLAND NEWS LETTER 
VACATION BUSINESS NEWS 
Emergency Feeding Planned 
Boston's restaurants are ready to iha:n-
dle the food problem in case of A~bomb 
attack, according to Boston's Social Serv-
ice Division of the Civil Defense agency. 
The Emergency Feeding Committee 
has completed plans to convert hundreds 
of Boston restaurants into emergency 
feeding stations, geared to provide hot 
food co an estimated 140,000 homeless 
or stranded victims. Plans are based on 
response of restaurant managers to thou-
sands of survey cards sent to determine 
emergency feeding facilities. 
The Emergency Committee has fig-
ured on the poss~ble use of such non-
commercial kitchens as those in hospi-
tals, schools and churches as well as ca-
tering concerns and mobile units famil-
iar with problems of setting up tempo-
rary feeding stations. As most of these 
latter are located on Boston's fringes, it 
is theorized that they probably would 
nor be bombed out and would be able 
ro move quickly into the critical area. 
Coordinated efforts of the city's food 
erchants and transportation operators 
ill make extra equipment or supplies 
unnecessary during an emergency. Even 
if Bosron is completely isolated after dis-
aster, defense authorities estimate that 
by utilizing stocks of food on shelves of 
food stores, super markets and ware-
houses, there will be a sufficient supply 
ro feed the whole city for at least a week. 
Vocation Business Dollars 
Jusr how far does the vacation :business 
reach into New England's over-all econ-
omy? 
A report recently released by .the Ver-
mont Development Commission gives an 
indication for the Green Mountain state 
anyway ... and •the trends of its findings 
would probably apply to all New Eng-
land states. 
The study, covering .tourist payments 
for food -and lodgings at a representative 
group of guest establishments for the 
1949, shows how the whole state 
from vacation dollars spent at 
lodging places alone, entirely aside from 
travel, entertainment and equipment. 
Projected on a state-wide basis, close 
to 15 million went directly oro Vermont 
firms and persons from whom guest 
establishments purchased food and service. 
APRIL, 1951 
for Complete Vacation Information, Write to 
New England Council, 1030 Statler Bldg., Boston, Mass. 
NEC-SPONSORED ADS. Above is one of 
four different New England Counc il-
sponsored advertise ments which appeared 
in March and April issues of national mag · 
azines. Many readers have written to t·he 
Council's Recreational Development De -
partment for the "complete vacation" in-
formation as advertised; 2,456 requests 
were received during the first two weeks 
of April alone. Media used were the 
American Magazine, Holiday, Harpers, 
New Yorker and National Geographic. 
.About 85 percent of the money spent 
by establishments for food went directly 
to Vermont farmers--probrnbly more ·than 
$600.000 in all. (About three-eighths 
of this was for milk.) 
In addition, milk purchased ,through 
Vermont dealers - all of it produced 
in the state - came to almost another 
· 600,000. 
State lodging places bought over 
$4.5 million in food from Vermont whole-
sale and retail houses, aside from food 
money paid direct to .farmers. 
Albout 83.2 percent of otl1er operating 
costs of lodging establishments was paid 
to Vermonters, amounting oro almost $10 
million. (About half of othis went for 
labor and more .than a fifth for main-
tenance, fuel and power.) 
About four and a half percent of .rotal 
non-food expenses (about $450,000) was 
paid in ·taxes to towns and the state. 
• Brown Co. is offering a $3,000 schol-
arship for high school girl graduates 
from me Berlin, N . H., area to attend 
Colby Junior College in N ew London in 
the Granite State. 
'NE Night' Held in Albany 
The "New England Night" program 
of the Albany, N.Y., Times-Union Travel 
Forum, April 17, attracted an estimated 
1,500 persons. 
New England representatives on the 
program were Joseph A. Reddy, manager 
of the Council's Recreational Develop-
menr Department; Walter Hard, Jr., Ver-
mont Development Commission; and 
Lloyd Bemis, who presented otwo New 
England color films. 
Literature, posters and other vacation 
promotion material of the Council and 
the six states were distributed. 
Drive-In Eating Place 
New England's first drive-in eating 
place has opened on Memorial Drive, 
Cambridge, under the ownership of the 
Smith Management Co., Boston. 
It is the eighth in a growing chain 
of drive-ins, the others now operating 
in the Chicago and Detroit areas. Un-
der the name of Richard's Drive-in, it 
will offer curb service California-style 
the year round, featuring attractively uni-
formed girls who will take the orders 
and bring the food to me car. 
Motion Pictures 
• " The Spud and You," a 20-minute 
sound film in color telling the srory be-
hind the scenes of the modern retail 
food store, produced by RKO-Pathe and 
co-sponsored by the National Association 
of Food Chains and the First National 
Srores, is available for free showings upon 
request to the Public Relations Depart-
ment of the First National Stores, 5 Mid-
dlesex Ave., Somerville, Mass. 
• Lebanon, Conn. , already noted for 
its annual Boy Scout encampment and 
recently depicted as a typical American 
community in a booklet prepared !by the 
U. S. State Department for world-wide 
distribution, will now become othe su!bject 
of an historical film. 
Warner-Pathe News has announced it 
will make a 16-millimeter film showing 
the rown's schools and churches in an 
educational film to .be distributed to 
schools throughout the nation. The State 
Departmenr and the town will also re-
ceive copies of the film. 
• Louis de Rochemont's newly-
completed feature, "Whistle at Eton 
Falls," carries a line : "made in New 
England." 
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FUEL AND POWER 
N.H. Power Addition Begun 
Ground has been broken for the con-
struction at Portsmouth of a 40,000-kw. 
steam addition to the Schiller Station of 
the Public Service Company of New 
Hampshire. 
Estimated to cost $9,75 0,000, includ-
ing necessary substations and transmis-
sion lines, and scheduled to go into oper-
ation sometime next year, the addition 
will be the fourth major installation by 
the company since the end of World W ar 
II. It will operll'te on a straight steam 
cycle rather than on a mercury-steam 
cycle as in use now at the Schiller Station. 
Discussing water power versus fuel-
burning plants in its annual report, re-
leased this month, the company said 
studies - involving rwo undeveloped 
water power sires on the Androscoggin 
and Winnipesaukee rivers-show that on 
the basis of equal expenditure the fuel 
power plant had an output potentiality 
3.2 rimes greater than the hydroelectric 
plant. 
Also, the Schiller Station, said to be 
the most efficient fuel-burning electric 
plant of irs size in the world, has released 
some preliminary figures on recently-
conducted hear run rests to support this 
contennon. 
Company presidem Avery R. Schiller 
said these figures show that "the plant, 
when operating at a load of 43,170 kws., 
required only 9,106 heat units to produce 
a kilowatt-hour of electricity. This is 105 
hear units better than rhe manufacrurer's 
guarantee of 9,211 hear units." 
"The favorable low heat rate of 9,106 
hear units will mean a greater saving in 
the use of fuel than originally expected," 
Mr. Schiller said. "Since fuel is the most 
costly item in the production of electri-
city, the additional saving is important." 
Observers from the New H ampshire 
Public Service Co=ission and Stone and 
Webster Corp. watched the rests which 
were conducted by d1e Public Servic-e Co., 
General Electric Co. and the University 
of New Hampshire. 
Pion Power Addition in Conn. 
Although it has added 66,000 kw. to 
irs generating capacity since World War 
II, United Illuminating Co. of New 
Haven announces in irs annual report 
plans for a further increase of 30,000 
kws. by 1953. 
Said the report : 
"A number of new industrial customers 
wi ll begin to use the company's service 
in 1951 and increased electrical require-
ments for munitions production is ex-
peered. With these known and expected 
increases added to normal growrh it is 
estimated rhar reserve capacity will fall 
below a safe margin unless additional 
generating capacity is installed for opera-
tion in 1953. Plans are therefore well 
advanced for the installation of ano~her 
30,000 kw. turbine generator in English 
Station, and construction work will start 
early this year." 
The company said irs peak load in 
NEW SOURCE OF ELECTRICITY. In Salem Harbor plant of the New England Power Co. 
is the first of two 75,000-kw turbine generators which will constitute the primary source 
of electricity for many neighboring towns. Power from this plant will be available 
in all parts of New England Electric System. 
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NE Power Plentiful 
While proponents of the St. Law-
rence seaway and power projects and 
other advocates of publi c power de-
velopment continue their cries of 
"power shortage" in New E gland, the 
facts are: 
Since 1945, the power companies of 
New England have increased their in-
stalled generating capacity by 41 per 
cent, from 2,500,000 kws. to 3,506,000 
kws. During this period, the nation-
wide increase was 37 per cent. 
New generating units scheduled to 
be added this year and nex will brin9 
the total increase since 1945 to 61 
per cent, or a total of 4,052,000 by 
1952. 
1950 was 210,700 kws., the ighesr in irs 
history. 
:Irs three largest expens items last 
year, the company added, were fuel 
amounting to more than 5.3 million, 
taxes roraling some $4.4 mill nand pay-
roll totaling more than $4 illion. 
Pion New Me. Hydro Project 
The Great Northern Pa r Co. re-
portedly plans to build and complete i 
rwo years a $6 million hydro ectric pro 
ecr at its Ripogenus Dam on the Penob-
scot River above 'Millinocket, Me., where 
the firm's paper mill is locate . 
No provision for a power roject was 
made at the dam which was built in 1917 
to store water for pulpwoo log drives 
and the project will involv driving a 
16-foot tunnel for 4,000 t, mostly 
through rock, to a gorge where the power 
plant will be constructed. 
O Henry D. Sharpe, Jr. , ew Eng-
land Council director and fo erly vice-
president of the Brown & h pe Manu-
facturing Co. of Providence, R. 1., has suc-
ceeded his father as president of the ma-
chine tool making firm. Henry D. 
Sharpe, Council president fr 1933-34 
and now an honorary Cou n '1 director, 
nnd president of Brown & Sh pe for 52 
years, has become chairman the com-
pany's board of directors. 
• Jordan Marsh Co. , Bost n, has i 
traduced color television to the New 
England area. A Reming n Rand-
GBS Vericolor TV closed cir · t is being 
installed with receiving se set up 
throughout the store. Promori nal shows 
will be presented daily to p mote de-
partment store sales. 
NEW ENGLAND NEW S LETTER 
NE FARMS AND FORESTS 
Potato Crop Cut Expected 
Recent intention-to-plant reports for 
1951 indicate New England potato grow-
ers plan ro cur their potato acreages 
sharply ro 145,900 acres, making this 
year's prospective plantings rhe smallest 
since 1866-rhe first year of available 
record. 
These intentions mean a 14 per cent 
drop from the rtotal of 169,500 acres 
planted last year and 96,200 acres less 
than rhe average of 242,1 00 acres planted 
during the 10-year period from 1940-49. 
This information came from the U. S. 
Department of Agriculture rhrough irs 
New England Crop Reporting Service, 
which, explaining rhe intended planting 
cu ~backs, said : 
" Under existjng legisla tion, no price 
support program will be available for 
this year's crop. Growers are mindful of 
the difficulties encountered in marketing 
the large crops of recent years and are 
planning to adjust cheir production more 
nearly in line with national potaro re-
quirements. A tightening up of rhe 
farm labor supply is causing some potato 
acreage ro be replaced by orher cash crops 
that require less hand labor." 
The service also said reports indicate 
rhe total acreage of crops grown this year 
will be practically the same as in 1950. 
And it pointed out that "rather large" 
decreases in the intended acreages of to-
bacco, as well as potatoes, are offset by a 
substantial increase in the acreage of oats 
and a small increase in hay and barley 
plantings. Acreages of corn and dry 
beans, it added, are expected to show 
little or no change from 1950 plantings. 
The intended New England potato 
acreages for 1951 by states and the per-
centages of decrease from last year's 
plantings : 
Maine 
New Hampshire 
Vermont 
Massach.usetts 
Rhode Island 
Connecticut 
112,000 acres 
3,400 
4,700 
11,000 
4,300 
10,500 
14 % 
15 
16 
16 
14 
11 
Vt. Farm Size, Business Up 
A recent study shows •that Vermont 
farms are bigger and do more business 
now than in 1925, but that there are 
fewer farms roday and rhat these require 
more capital than was needed a quarter-
century ago. 
The survey, made by the University of 
Vermont department of agricultural eco-
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AGRICULTURAL LEADER. John Chandler, 
former Massachusetts commissioner of 
agriculture, who has accepted appoint· 
ment as assistant to the chairman of the 
Council's Food and Agriculture Committee 
to carry out special activities in the 
Council's Agricultural Department. 
nomics, revealed that while farmers now 
make more money in good times, they 
can lose rheir investment much faster in 
bad rimes. "Expenses 25 years ago," the 
university explained, "amounted ro only 
46 per cent of rhe receipts, but they 
now rake 83 per cent." 
The school said records were obtained 
in 1925 from all farms then operating 
in the towns of Cabot and Marshfield, 
and these same towns were restudied last 
year. 
"Today a bout 50 .per cent more cows 
are kept and as a result the operaror's net 
earning is only 50 per cent higher than 
25 years back," the university stated. 
"Farmers in 1925 could lose rhe amount 
of their expenses .for seven years before 
they used up their capital, but now losses 
that equal expenses take al l of their capi-
tal in just two years." 
Said the university : 
"Capital investment per farm has risen 
from $7,776 in 1925 ro $17,727 in 1950. 
Mechanization on the Ca:bor-Marshfield 
farms also has increased from two to 44 
tractors. In percentages, ·rhat is an in-
crease from ll.S to 17 per cent of their 
capital spent for machinery and tools. 
Twenty-five years ago, farmers had two-
thirds of their capital invested in real 
estate; now they use only one-half. And 
livestock investments have risen from 23 
to 31 ·per cent." 
Concentrated Milk Prices 
Milk used in the production of con-
centrated milk has been placed in the 
Class 1 price by the Massachusetts Milk 
Control Board, rhus assuring a better 
price to farmers. 
Previously, milk for the concentrated 
product, which has nhe bulk of its water 
removed, has sold ·for the Class 11 price-
a lower rare paid for -surplus milk used 
in making cheese and orher dairy by-
products. 
Recently the Federal Production and 
Marketing Administration announced a 
tentative decision to make the same 
change as the Massachusetts milk board 
and is submitting the proposed amend-
ment to handlers and dealers in the sev-
eral New England markers for their con-
sideration. An amendment to a federal 
milk order has ro be approved by two-
thirds of the producers supplying the 
marker to which the order applies. It 
has been indicated any change in classi-
fication would nor affect retail prices of 
such consumers, dealers absorbing any 
increased costs. 
l 
What's Your > ? 
Elevator Problem • 
for Complete Elevator 
Service Consult 
BAY STATE 
Passenger and 
Freight Elevators 
ELECTRIC 
HYDRAULIC 
OILDRAULIC 
DUMBWAITERS 
Serv in g 
NEW ENGLAND 
Industry for 
40 years 
SALES - ENGINEERING 
ERECTION 
DISTRIBUTORS FOR 
ROTARY LIFT CO., Memphis, Tenn. 
BAY STATE ELEVATOR CO. 
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
Service Offices in Springfield - Boston 
Worcester - Pittsfield - Bridgeport 
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NE IDEA EXPANDS INTO NATIONAL PLAN 
TO STRENGTHEN U.S. DEFENSE EFFORT 
A New England idea conceived four 
years ago and spurred on by a bet has 
not only 1been parlayed into an essential 
role in the region's farm economy but has 
mushroomed into a nation-wide program 
tO strengthen the United Staves mobiliza-
tion effort. 
Behind this development is an earthy 
story of concerted human efforts mar-
shalled in New England to solve a com-
mon problem. It deals mainly with far-
mers and milk. Yet it concerns consumers 
throughout the nation and especially in 
New England. It is a story of teamwork, 
of self-reliance and of inherent Yankee 
resourcefulness. 
The idea was the Green Pastmes Pro-
gram. 
The bet was a hat. 
The resulting accion-a national grass-
land program. 
Here's how it all happened. 
Back in 1948 New England dairy 
farmers faced a difficult situation ... a 
drop in milk prices. But instead of ask-
ing Washington for help, they fell back 
on their traditional Yankee resourceful-
ness and scurried around for a way to 
reduce costs. They found their answer 
in the Green Pasrures Program ... a plan 
started in 1947 in New Hampshire as 
a state contest which advocated the full 
urilization of the farmers' own resources, 
which in New England are an abundance 
of rainfall and good natural grassland. In 
short, it was-and still is-a program for 
producing milk at a lower cost by en-
couraging the growing and use of quality 
forage for pasture, hay and silage by the 
economic use of land. The movement 
spread quickly rhroughour New England. 
Just recently the U. S. Department of 
Agriculture announced a national pro-
gram, called "Grassland Agriculture," as 
an agricultural defense effort and as a 
move to conserve farm resources- the 
same goal of the Green Pastures enrollees. 
A bit of mystery is attached to the 
Green Pastures Program. For although 
several people are reputed to be origin-
ators of the idea, the one person (or 
persons) actually credita:ble for it is re-
portedly unknown. Maybe it grew out of 
conversation between nei·ghboring dairy-
men across a pasture fence or around a 
pot~bellied stove in a cross-roads store. 
Bur it came from New Hampshire. And 
the important thing is that it was a New 
England idea . . . a pace-setting idea 
for the nation. 
The contest was kicked off in 1947 
when Charles M. Dale, then governor of 
New Hampshire, challenged any other 
IMPROVED CASH POSITION. More green pastures are producing lower-cost feed 
fo r NE da iry farme rs, an important contribution to net income and an ass urance of 
a s teady milk supply. 
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New England state to grow g ener pas-
tures than New H ampshire. nd he pet 
a hat collectible by the govet or of the 
state that could produce sue pastures. 
In the years that followed a col ~ful swap-
ping of hats - including mbreros, 
brown derbies and hombmgs between 
the New England governors k place 
with attendant ceremonies. 
Lower-Cost Production 
On the more serious side, th program 
is a basis of lower-cost milk pr uccion by 
feeding cows more home-grown grass and 
less grain imported from other areas. To 
the consumer's advantage, the program is 
an assurance of a steady suppl of milk, 
concern over which has been x·pressed 
recently by some leading dai experts. 
But in the light of the present national 
emergency the program goes b ond that. 
On this point, Louis A. Zeh er of the 
Federal Reserve Bank of B ton and 
general chairman of the New England 
Green Pastures Program told e News 
Letter: 
" Better p astures and winter rough-
ages are extremely valuable in his rime 
of mobilization since they offer defense 
against possible gra!n shortag , aga!nst 
traffic tie-ups, e.g., ratlroad stnk , agamst 
labor shortages, and against hi costs." 
Explained Mr. Zehner: 
"The largest part of New En and-used 
grain is shipped in from other a as. Most 
farmers keep only a 10-day pply of 
grain on hand, so any grain ~ rtage or 
traffic tie-up would be cruet Hence, 
farmers need good hay and goo pastures. 
"Also, better roughages and pasru:es 
guard against labor shortages nd high 
costs because the pastures nee no har-
vesting labor since the cows do eir own 
harvesting, which also makes for che~per 
production. And one pound of nutnent 
from a good pasture costs less than from 
any other source." 
"The program is of great onomic 
significance," said Mr. Zehner. 
" Wha t farmers might un rtake as 
being in their own interests," e add~d, 
"actually is working our to be the In-
terest of consumers. It is an ass ance of 
continued milk supply and a st to the 
nation in the form of increase produc· 
rion, which will help to meet · nflation. 
Inflation . . . which happens hen 
many dollars are chasing .roo f w goods 
... can be checked by red ing the 
number of dollars or increasing the pro-
duction of goods." 
An interesting fact about the program 
is that is it carried our throu volun-
tary donations from the industries serv-
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ing New England 's farmers. 
Typical of the many endorsements of 
the plan came recently from the New 
England Homestead, farm weekly, which 
reported: 
"By producing more grass and legumes 
New England farmers will :be carrying 
our a defense task which will make every 
acre contribute [rs full share of food and 
fibre. 
" ... A plentiful supply of hay, silage 
and pasture will pur money in the bank 
and will also assure our dairymen of a 
reserve feed supply in case of rail rie-ups 
or extremely high grain prices." 
Credit for the success of rhe pro-
gram, which last year had more than 
3,000 enrollees, goes especially to New 
Hampshire where the plan originated, 
and also ro New England governors, to 
rhe region's agricultural colleges, ro the 
industries that serve the farmer, to the 
representatives of the stare and federal 
departments of agriculture, ro the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Bos-ron, and ro others. 
Enrollment in the program does nor 
require a farmer to have his farm en-
tered and judged in the cooresr. However, 
the conresr is an essential parr of the 
program's educational phase telling how 
o develop better pastures and roughages. 
This year, as ,in the past, diminarions 
will be held to pick three men in each 
stare ro compere in the New England 
Green Pastures Contest, from which six 
judges, one from each New England 
Stare, will select six stare winners and a 
New England sweepstakes winner. 
Dairymen throughout New England 
can enroll in the program through their 
county agricultural agents. 
'Wonder Drug' Animal Feeds 
Of interest ro New England farmers is 
the fact that several companies are now 
offering new animal-feed supplements in-
corporating the so-called "wonder drugs" 
or anritbiorics which promise faster 
growth and better feed utilization in 
young chickens, turkeys and pigs. 
A recent issue of the Industrial Bul-
letin, .published by Arthur D. Little, Inc., 
Cambridge, Mass., reported the antibiotic 
uu''""'-'"'c:uLs including aureomycin, peni-
terramycin, s-treptomycin, or baci-
tracin, alone or combined with vitamin 
B12, are just coming on the market and 
are already in widespread use. 
The anfiibiotics used in feeds, except 
for penicillin, are the crude unrefined 
forms, much cheaper than the pure phar-
maceutical. 
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ROL-DEX 
0 
FILING EQUIPMENT BUREAU 
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF 
THE FAMOUS F. E. BEE LINE 
FILING SYSTEM 
. . 
POSTURE CHAIRS 
FILING EQUIPMENT BUREAU 
INCORPORATED 
NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO 
WALSH HOLYOKE 
BOILER WORKS DIVISION 
OF 
CONTINENTAL COPPER 
& STEEL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
HOLYOKE, MASS. 
ENGINEERS & STEEL PLATE FABRICATORS SERVING NEW 
ENGLAND INDUSTRY FOR OVER 50 YEARS. 
WHETHER YOU NEED A PENSTOCK AND WHEEL CASING O R 
A WATER TRANSMISSION PIPELINE- A STORAGE TANK OR 
CODE VESSEL IN EITHER CARBON OR ALLOY STEEL OUR 
SERVICES ARE AT YOUR COMMAND. 
PIONEERS IN SNOW REMOVAL EQUIPMENT 
& WELDED WATER TRANSMISSION PIPELINES 
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TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENTS 
NE Road Building Stepped Up 
Trans-New England highway travelers 
are finding welcomed news in road con-
struction reporrs. 
Of immediate interest is the announce-
ment from the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Public Works that a 22 V2-mile 
stretch of Route 128 will be opened 
July 1. This will provide a direct dual-
lane highway connection between the 
Worcester Turnpike at rhe Needham-
Wellesley Line to US 1, rhe Newbury-
parr Turnpike, ar Lynnfield. The new 
limited-access, super express route avoids 
all town centers and will have no busi-
ness establishments ro interfere wi~h the 
flow of traffic. Considerable rime saving 
on the route from southern New Eng-
land and New York to points in eastern 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and 
Maine is anticipated. 
Considerable progress already has been 
made on the development of Route 15 
as a dual highway from the Connecticut-
Massachusetts line ro rhe junction of 
Route 20 in MassachusettS, long a borde-
neck for truck and auto traffic between 
the rwo stares. The proposal of the 
Connecticut Highway Department to ex-
pand the four-lane expressway secrion of 
rhe Wilbur Cross Highway ro ohe Massa-
chusetts line will provide for a faster, 
freer flow of traffic through that area. 
The latter project is expected to be com-
pleted lace in 1952 or early 1953. 
Work is also continuing on the new 
section of the New'buryporr Turnpike 
north of Danvers. Contracts were re-
cently let for ohe construction of rhe new 
bridge over the Merrimack above New-
buryport. 
Meanwhile the Rhode Island Deparr-
ment of Public W arks has revealed de-
rails of a $7.5 million road program 
which will get under way this year, and 
has announced receipt of tentative Fed-
eral approval of a 40 million, seven-year 
program. 
Air Travel Increases 
Air travel in the Hartford-Springfield 
region has taken a lbig jump since Bradley 
Field at Windsor Locks, Conn., has be-
come the commercial air center of the 
area. 
American Airlines has reported a 124 
per cent increase in outbound passengers 
and a 131 per cent increase in outbound 
air cargo in the first quarter of 1951. 
Barnes Airport at Westfield , Mass., and 
Brainard Field at Hartford were used pre-
viously by the commercial carriers. 
New N.H. Air line Service 
Another New England community 1s 
ro receive scheduled air line service. 
In The Event Of An 
ENEMY ATTACK ON BOSTON 
THIS HIGHWAY WILL BE CLOSED 
TO ALL TRAFFIC EXCEPT 
CIVIL DEFENSE cma MILITARY VEHICLES 
.JOH" r 5'1'0><£ ~ ~ 
SIGNS OF THE TIMES ! CD signs recently erected on several out-going Bost on highways. 
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An Important First 
Honors for being e first 
completely dieselized railroad 
in New England go to the Boston 
& Albany. 
The railroad's las t steam· 
hauled train was the etroit· 
bound Wolverine, wh' h left 
Boston on April 16, just 117 
years to the day since the first 
wood-burner left 8o s on for 
Newton in 1834. 
Beginning June 1, Berlin, . H ., will 
be on Northeast Airlines' route through 
central New Hampshi,re. As no planned, 
service will be operated unti Sept. 23. 
Orher communities now served by Norrh-
easr on a seasonal basis are Lac ia, N .H., 
and Brunswick, Rockland and Bar Har-
bor, Me. 
This acrion rby Northeast is continu-
ation of irs program ro insri 
on roures certificated to rhe c 
rhe Civil Aeronautics Board soon as 
airporr facilities and naviga · nal aids 
meet ar least the •required min" urns. 
Boston Port Trade Up 
Foreign trade at the Port of 
1950 totaled 4,892,000 rons 
$643.1 million, according to r Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Co 
Following a five-year trend, 
nage declined, bur increased i 
nage offset the decline in 
and valuation ro give the Porr 
ably better year than 1949. 
The year's gain over the p vious 12 
months in value of cargo was 5 per cent, 
or 233 million, and in weight of cargo 
was 1.5 million tons, or 46 per ent. Dry 
cargo movements accounted f r $608.8 
million of the roral value. 
Moss. Firm to Give TV Award 
A new award, the "Sylvia, ' will be 
presented to the television pr ram be-
tween Jan. 1 and June 30 of this year 
showing the most merit. Th Sylvania 
Awards Foundation has appoint Deems 
Taylor, composer and music 
head •t'he committee which 
optimum creative talent in 
medium. 
Sylvania Electric Produces Co., of 
Salem, Mass., stares that the p pose of 
their Sylvia award is ro im rove the 
quality of TV programs, para! ling the 
marion picrure industry's "Os r. " 
NEW ENGLAND NEW S LETT E R 
Steel Mill ... 
(Continu ed from page 11 ) 
of the type we recommend less feasible 
than a similar mill located elsewhere. 
More than half irs markcer would be pro-
tected by a cost-of-frei!ghr advantage 
which should have a beneficial effect in 
a time of diminishing demand as com-
ared with other mills located in existing 
roducing areas, assuming that irs oper-
ating costs would be comparable with 
those of irs competitors supplying New 
England from more distant points. 
"The proposed New England mill 
would be a normal one in almost every 
respect; it would he in rhe upper quarter 
of the companies in the industry in size; 
irs arrangement and working force are 
p lanned for efficient operation; irs indi-
cated participation in the marker is in 
line with other mills with which we are 
familiar; irs over-all operating costs would 
be as low as those of mills of comparable 
size; and irs selling prices would be nor-
mal for the proposed line of products. 
"The one main obstacle ro the con-
struction of the mill at present is the 
capital cost from d1e ground up. This 
same obstacle stands in 1the way of new 
integrated steel mill cons truction any-
where, particularly for new and independ-
nt companies. 
"The cost of steel mill construction 
has risen steadily. Rapid ly rising con-
struction costs, without a corresponding 
increase in steel prices, have proved to be 
a greater obstacle to expansion in steel 
than in the case of most other industries 
which have lower capital costs relative 
ro sales. As indicative of the rise in con-
struction costs, the Engineering News 
Record Construction Cost Index ( 1913= 
100) was 200 in 1930, 240 in 1940, 308 
in 1945, 500 in 1950, and 539 in April, 
1951. 
"The following table shows <the ad-
verse effect of present high capital costs 
as related to selling prices on the earning 
porential of a New England steel mill 
as estimated in our steel mill report, or 
any other similar new mill, as compared 
with the steel industry as a whole, whose 
plants were built under more favorable 
conditions. The comparison is expressed 
in per cent of dollar sales. 
"In both cases the operating profit rat io 
s about the same, bur the heavy burden 
which a new mill would have ro carry 
in depreciation charges, as compared with 
the industry or any particular company 
that operated a plant built mostly at pre-
war costs, is clearly indicated. 
"In the present emergency the Govern-
ment has granted certificates of necessity 
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which would help this condition. The 
New England Steel Development Corpo-
ration has secured such a certificate. How-
ever, for a new and independent company 
this certificate would have only limited 
value in reducing the capital cost of the 
project because such a new company 
could not be expected rro earn enough 
profits in the first five years to realize 
sufficient tax savings through accelerated 
depreciation ro make it a fi nancially at-
tractive project. 
Steel Independent 
I ndustry New England 
Average* Company 
Sales I 00.0 I 00.0 
Cost of sa les in cl. 
administrative, sales 
and genera l expense 83.8 85.5 
Operating profit 16 .2 15.5 
Depreciation J .7 10.2 
Net income available 
for interest and taxes 12.5 5 .J 
'' From 1949 AnJlual Statistic al Report 
of American Iron and Steel In t it ute 
"The siruation may be quite different, 
however, for an existing company which 
is earning large profits from irs present 
properties. Such a company in a con-
solidated tax rerum might make very 
advantageous use of the five-year amor-
tization of the new plant. The cost of 
the ·new project rhus might be reduced 
to a point where the net investment would 
be comparable to the inves tment in com-
peting properties. 
"It is obviously impracticable for 
us ro imegrate the New England steel mill 
imo the operation and tax rerurn of any 
specific steel company. However, we can 
say that these rax savings ro any company 
in a •position to take full advantage of the 
write-off privilege under the most favor-
able circumstances might amount to as 
much as 135,000,000 by the end of 1958, 
assuming the project is starred promptly. 
Applying these savings to the investment 
in the project would leave the ·net invest-
ment at the end of 1958, including 
starring-up losses, at about $85,000,000, 
based on an original $220,000,000 esti-
mated investment. This reduced invest-
ment is equivalent ro about $95 per ingor 
ron of capacity. While ·this is high as 
compared to the investment prior ro 
World W ar II, it is within the range of 
investment in the steel mill industry at 
this time. The investment in ·the indus-
try, in proportion to capacity, is increas-
(Continnrd 011 nrx t j1age) 
New England Education 
• A new FM radio station for edu-
cational broadcasting is being planned 
by the Lowell Iosrirute, Boston, as a result 
of response to the "adult educational" 
programs which have been broadcast over 
commercial stations during the past four 
years. 
Joining the six Greater Boston colleges 
and universities now members of the 
Lowell Institute Cooperative Broadcast-
ing Council in the inauguration of the 
new station will be rhe Boston Symphony 
Orchestra. "Live" full-length concerts of 
the orchestra, direct from Symphony H all, 
will be fearured broadcasts. 
In addition, the proposed station is 
planned to carry addresses by national 
and international figures speaking at the 
universities, important public discussions, 
great lectures from the classrooms, full-
length performances of good plays and 
authoritative and comprehensive interpre-
tation of news and events by faculty 
specialists. 
Central studios will be maintained in 
Symphony Hall, wirh auxiliary studios at 
Bosron College, Boston University, Har-
vard University, Massachusetts Insrirure 
of Technology, Norrheastern University 
and Tufrs College. 
• Rhode Island has joined the rest 
of rhe New England stares in the estab-
lishment of a srrute university. The Rhode 
Island State College at Kingston is now 
the University of Rhode Island. 
• The possibilities of merging Ameri-
can International College, Springfield Col-
lege, and a Northeastern University 
branch is under consideration. Concur-
rently, Northeastern has petitioned for a 
charter ro change irs present Springfield, 
Mass., branch into an independent insti-
tution ro be known as Western New 
England College. 
• New Hampshire's cities and towns 
have spent or are spending over . 4.5 
million on school construction projects 
in rhe 1950-51 year. Another 1.1 mil-
lion is being voted by local school dis-
triers during the current year. 
• Applications for assistance under 
irs Regional Financial Aid Program are 
being received by Harvard's Graduate 
School of Business Administration. Ten 
a wards out of the 132 are allocated to 
rhe New England region. Maximum aid 
is $2,600 a year. 
• New college build ings. Tufts Col-
lege has opened irs new Dental School 
in Bosron, and ohe University of Vermont 
recently dedicated a new Agriculrural 
Science Building and starred a Home Eco-
nomics Building. 
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ing with the great expansion ·now raking 
place. 
"We have given careful consideration 
to the questions that have been raised 
since our March 1st reports were sub-
mitted. The possibility of added sales 
of fiat-rolled products in the eastern New 
York marker was investigated further. 
A study was made of the desirabil~ty of 
producing plates. Consideration was 
given to the additional mJ:ket that might 
be obtained through selective freight ab-
sorption, if the legality of that method 
were clarified. We obtained additional 
information on the extent of the market 
10 the metropolitan New York area. We 
investigated again the means of transpor-
tation into this area. We looked into the 
possibility of the proposed mill raking 
a part of the freight advantage it would 
enjoy in the New England area in order 
to increase irs sales r·ealizarion. We re-
viewed our estimates of the cost of raw 
materials in comparison with the costs 
rhat had been newly submitted to us. 
"Our study along the above lines in-
dicated that no substantial improvement 
in operations could be expected from 
these sources in the case of an independ-
ent mill. Such improvement as might 
be realized und-er favorab!e circumstances 
would, in our opinion, still not be suf-
ficient to justify the construction and 
operation of this mill as an independent 
enterprise because of the high capital cost 
as related to the prevailing selling prices 
of steel products. 
Other Considerations 
"If, however, the proposed mill 
were constructed and operated by an ex-
isting steel company, ocher considerations 
would be involved, as suggested on page 
28 of our steel mill report. We said 
char it is not possible to estimate what 
the total advantage would lbe over con-
struction and operation as an independent 
mill, bur that the difference might be as 
much as 25 per cent in operating profit. 
In the case of an independent mill, our 
operating cost study was based on a pro-
duction of 610,000 tons of fiat-rolled 
products. This tonnage might be varied 
in quantity and type by an existing com-
pany. We estimated that on the basis 
of an independent operation, net income 
available for depreciation, interest and 
taxes would be :10,065,000, or ahout 
$16.50 per ton of product. If the full 
extent of the 25 per cent improvement 
were realized by an existing company, 
then net income available for deprecia-
tion, interest and taxes would be about 
S 12 ,500,000, or about 20.50 per ron of 
product. The latter figure compares fa-
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vombly with normal results in rhe steel 
industry for the types of products which 
this mill would make. 
"We believe that •the figures we have 
given above and in our March 1 reports 
are sufficient for an existing steel com-
pany to evaluate for irs own account the 
desirabili·ty of incorporating the proposed 
New England mill in its operations. We 
would be glad to cooperate with you in 
discussing this matter with any steel man-
ufacturing company which may be inter-
ested in this project and to assist in rhe 
interpretation of rhe facts and figures 
obtained during the course of our inves-
tigation. 
"We have completed our study of the 
questions, suggestions and information 
presented by the directors and are sub-
mitting herewith our March 1st reports 
wgether with the foregoing statement 
covering these matters. They are issued 
as a single document and together with 
this letter constitute our complete report 
on the New England steel mill project." 
The Coverdale & Colpitts report 
was reviewed by the Connecticut 
Steel Advisory Committee on April 
20 and the following Committee 
statement was immediately trans-
mitted to Governor Lodge. 
"On February 6, 1951, your Commit-
tee reported to you on irs activities from 
the time of irs appointment up to the date 
of that report. On March 9, 1951, we 
addressed you further stating that the 
Coverdale & Colpitts repol't submitted 
to us on rhe previous Saturday had been 
withdrawn by them to permit further 
studies based on additional inform3Jtion 
supplied by the New England Steel De-
velopment CoDporarion, and that before 
submitting to you our final report on the 
feasibility of the operation of a steel mill 
in the New London area that we would 
await the re-submission to us of th3Jt re-
port. We stated that any opinion by us 
at that rime might he prejudicial to this 
important project. 
"The Coverdale & Colpitts report has 
been re-submiored (d31ted April 17, 
1951) and we have had the opportunity 
ro study irs content. 
"Based on the material contained in 
this report, your Committee makes the 
following recommendations : 
"a) That a steel mill independently 
operated would be unjustified economi-
cally and should not be encouraged. 
''b) That if an existing well-quali-
fied company should express an inter-
est in building and operating a steel 
mill in Connecticut that our State 
should aid and encourage such a ven-
ture. 
"Up to this poinr in the r 
rions contained in this letter, 
mittee is in unanimous agre ent. 
"In our report ro you dared February 
6, 1951, it was the unanim s recom-
mendation of <this Committ that the 
State's power of eminent dom ··n be used 
for the purpose of acquiring r 
vided that the economic jusri atton was 
subsequently proven. We did s_upporr 
the Bill in the Legishurure 
as House Bill 289), bur sub i 
our report a subsrirure which in our opin-
ion was a more proper Bill f this pur-
pose. 
"Further consideration has en given 
by the members of this Com ·tree sub-
sequent to our report ro you of February 
6, and as of the date of this r rr opin-
ion is divided as to whether r not the 
Stare should use irs power of eminent 
domain for this purpose. Me rs. Hoad-
ley, Robinson and Sachs are posed to 
the principle of using condem rion pro-
cedure 'tO obtain property for privately 
operated steel mill. Messrs. Murphy, 
Hays, and Strike lbeiieve that if the power 
of eminent domain is nor av ilable for 
this purpose, and thereby pr ems the 
acquisition of d1e needed pro rty, that 
it would be very unfortunate f the eco-
nomic welfare of Connecticut We re-
quest that you accept this as our fin 
report, and concurrently accept ur resig-
nation as a committee." 
In a press conference held in Governor 
Lodge's office on April 20, members of 
the Connecticut Steel Advisor Commit-
tee reiterated their belief that a steel mill 
will ultimately be built in the ew Lon-
don area, either by an existing steel com-
pany or by a firm in such a "related" field 
as automobiles. Governor Lodge rook ex-
ception ro the view that publi opinion 
in Connecticut is opposed ro the mill and 
asked the Committee to continue irs serv-
ice to the stare. He has also requested the 
Srare Development Commissi ro help 
find a private company to operate a sreel 
mill in Connecticut. 
As this issue of rhe News Letter goes 
to press, NPA officials in Wash· gton an-
nounce that the certificate of necessity 
given the New England Steel Develop-
ment Corporation will be rene d, prob-
ably for 60 days. 
Robert E. Huse, a former director 
publicity and advertising for he 
England Council, died recently at Chevy 
Chase, Md. Since 1936, Mr. use held 
a number of prominent posirio s in fed-
eral administrative and informa ·on work, 
rhe most recent being direct r of the 
Overseas Information Bureau o the Eco-
nomic Cooperation Adminisrra ·on. 
NEW ENGLAND NEWS LETTER 
KENDALL SQ. STATION OF CAMBRIDGE ELECTRIC 
LIGHT CO. (N. E. GAS & ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION). 
2S,OOO KW OF NEW CAPACITY ADDED IN JAN-
UARY, 1951. TOTAL CAPACITY NOW 45,000 KW. 
Business men and business methods are responsible 
for New England's abundant supply of electric power. 
Men with experience and vision perfected the plans •.. 
raised the money ... and built the huge modern electric 
generating stations that have already gone into service 
throughout New England since the end of World War II. 
And now ... from blue-prints prepared long before the 
present national emergency ... your business-managed 
electric companies are creating still further additions to 
the public supply of electric energy . . . still further 
strengthening New England's readiness 
to meet the challenge of the times. 
Boston Edison Company 
New England Electric System 
Eastern Utilities Associates and Subsidiaries 
New England Gas & Electric System Companies 
, 
EDUCATION and INDUSTRY- CO-PARTNERS for PROGR SS 
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY- C. H. SPRAGUE & SON CO PANY 
Higher Education Fuel Distribution 
The Sprague organization is proud to salute ,Northeastern University, whose gr wth 
in a half century from forty to eleven thousand students epitomizes the achievements 
not only of New England but of our entire country. Sprague wishes Northea tern 
every success in its present endeavor to increase and modernize its facili ies. 
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III. (cont.) 
A. (cont.) 
2. Establishment of new industry in NE? 
a. (if yes) What? 
b. (if yes) What more could be done? 
c. (if no) What could be done? 
3. Expansion of existing mfg. facilities in NE? 
a. (if yes) What? 
b. (if yes) Vfuat more could be done? 
c. (if no) What could be done? 
IV. (if answer to I is unfavorable in tone) 
A. Can nothing be done to remedy the situation? 
B. How could the NEC help? 
-3-
V. (If a member of NEC) Do you recall off-hand any specific 
points bearing on industrial development proposed by the 
NEC last year? 
Yes No 
A. (If yes) What are they? 
VI. What, in your op~n~on, are the most important advantages 
of a NE location for industry? 
VII. What do you think of the efforts of the NEC to make 
NE 1 s advantages knovm inside and outside the region? 
VIII. What, in your op~on, are the most important handicaps 
which beset NE mfg. today? 
-4-
IX. Do you find in natiopal (labor, business, government, professional) 
circles much understanding of: 
A. NE 1 s general economic situation? 
B. What industries are best suited for NE? 
c. NE's situation with regard to: 
1. Labor-management relations? 
2. Tax rates on industry? 
3. Research facilities? 
4. Obsolescence of plant and equipment? 
X. Have you any idea what percentage of the total federal government 
expenditures for ward orders is going to NE? 
-5-
SPECIFIC 
I. Do you belong to the board of directors, any committee, 
sub-committee or advisory body of the NEC? 
a. (if yes) Vlbat? 
b. (if yes) For how long? 
c. What is its function? 
d. How many NEC meetings did you attend last year? 
II. (If answer is no to I) Have you ever belonged to the board 
of directors, any committee, sub-comnittee or advisory body 
of NEC? 
a. (if yes) What? 
b. (if yes) For how long( 
c. (if yes) What was its function? 
III. (if yes to I or II) How well do you think this (or that) 
(board, committee, sub-committee, advisory body) is carrying 
out its function? 
IV. (if III is answered) Are there ways its work could be improved? 
~-
V. (For members of the Ind. Dev. Com.) 
A. I vronder if you could tell me what projects the Ind. 
Dev. Com. completed in 
B. What is it working on for this year? 
VI. How do you f eel about the adequacy of the NEC membership 
as r egards r epresentation of all segments of the NE economy. 
VII. (for NEC members, Newsmen) vVhat would you say are the 
objectives of the PR Dept. of the NEC? 
VIII. How successful do you think the PR is in communicating the 
facts of New England 's economy to business loaders outside 
the region? 
A. (if not) What could they do? 
IX. (limited question:) Some people in NE vociferously oppose 
NEG's projects and do not agree with their fundamental 
assumption that NE can continue to grow industrially. Vfuat 
is your thought on how the NEC should cope vrith such opposition? 
-7-
X. Do you read the @ Newsletter? 
A. (if yes) Are there any themes which you think seem 
to stand out in this publication? 
B. (if yes) In your op~~on, what readership is the Newsletter 
inclined to appeal to? 
XI. In your judgment what industries can do best in a NE 
location? Why? 
A. Are there any othc.rs that could do as well in NE as 
elsewhere? 
XII. What percentage of NE industrial employment would you 
say is in: 
Textiles _________________ % 
Shoes 
~~~~-----------Electrical mfg. 
------Metal working 
·-------
XIII. How does the cost of el e ctric power for industry in NE compare 
with such costs in other industrial r egions, as far as you know? 
XIV. Could anything be done to lower power costs in NE? 
XV. (if not mentioned previously) What about the St. Lawrence 
Seaway and Power project? 
-8-
XVI. We have touched on this before, but I would like to come 
back again to the question: Just what do you think is 
the feasible role of an organizat1on like the NEC in en-
couraging industrial development in the }ffi region? 
·xvn. One of the points of the NEC 1 s 20-point development plan 
of last year was: "Finance and build modern plants to 
replace out-dated ones . 11 VVhat do you think the NEC could 
do, or has done, to translate these words i nto action? 
XVIII . Can the ~me be effective in supporting legislation like 
the Whittier bill in Massachusetts? 
A. lifua t groups would be likely to support such a bill? 
XIX. Do you think organizations like the Haine Dev. Credit 
Corp. and the Nashua- New Hampshire Foundation could be 
helped in their formation by the NEC? Hm·~ 
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XX. Vfuat other· sources of capital can you suggest for construction 
of new industrial plants in NE? 
XXI. It is said that there is a net drain of Fede·ral tax money out 
of NE, and that NE is subsidizing other regions. Vfuat do you 
think of this contention? 
XXII. Another point of the NEC 1 s development plan is: "achieve 
greater economy and efficiency in state and local govern-
ment and distribute tax burdens so as to keep NE mfrs. in 
a favorable competitive position." How can the NEC best 
go about accomplishing this? v~ho could they get to work 
with them? 
XXIII. Is there a possibility of disagreement bctvreen management 
and labor on this point? How can they be reconciled? 
-10-
XXIV. Yfhat could be done by the NEC to foster diversification 
of indus try in one-indus try tovms? 
XXV. Would you characterize NE•s overall labor picture as 
good, bad or indifferent? 
XXVI. Would you say that NE 1 s strike record in mfg. is better 
or worse than the national average? • 
XXVII. There appears to be a drain of skilled workers from NE . 
Do you think that this is a serious threat to NE industry1 
XXVIII. (if yes above) Vfuat could the NEC help to do in order 
to retain the supply of skilled labor in NE? 
XXIX. Do you knovr whether there are adequate facilities for 
training workers in NE? 
XXX. What place should research have, and what kinds of research, 
in the NEC? 
-ll-
XXXI. V'lhat could the NEC do to help the region market its 
products outside? 
Addenda 
